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Abstract

An Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC) is an emerging chip-level optical in-

terconnection technology to realise high-performance and power-efficient

inter-core communication for many-core processors. Within the field, mul-

ticast communication is one of the most important inter-core communica-

tion forms. It is not only widely used in parallel computing applications in

Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs), but also common in emerging areas such as

neuromorphic computing. While many studies have been conducted on de-

signing ONoC architectures and routing schemes to support multicast com-

munication, most existing solutions adopt the methods that were initially

proposed for electrical interconnects. These solutions can neither fully take

advantage of optical communication nor address the special requirements

of an ONoC. Moreover, most of them focus only on the optimisation of one

multicast, which limits the practical applications because real systems of-

ten have to handle multiple multicasts requested from various applications.

Hence, this thesis will address the design of a high-performance commu-

nication scheme for multiple multicasts by taking into account the unique

characteristics and constraints of an ONoC.

This thesis studies the problem from a network-level perspective. The de-

sign methodology is to optimally route all multicasts requested simultane-

ously from the applications in an ONoC, with the objective of efficiently

utilising available wavelengths. The novelty is to adopt multicast-splitting

strategies, where a multicast can be split into several sub-multicasts accord-

ing to the distribution of multicast nodes, in order to reduce the conflicts

of different multicasts. As routing and wavelength assignment problem is

an NP-hard problem, heuristic approaches that use the multicast-splitting
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strategy are proposed in this thesis. Specifically, three routing and wave-

length assignment schemes for multiple multicasts in an ONoC are proposed

for different problem domains.

Firstly, PRWAMM, a Path-based Routing and Wavelength Assignment for

Multiple Multicasts in an ONoC, is proposed. Due to the low manufacture

complexity requirement of an ONoC, e.g., no splitters, path-based routing

is studied in PRWAMM. Two wavelength-assignment strategies for mul-

tiple multicasts under path-based routing are proposed. One is an intra-

multicast wavelength assignment, which assigns wavelength(s) for one mul-

ticast. The other is an inter-multicast wavelength assignment, which as-

signs wavelength(s) for different multicasts, according to the distributions

of multicasts. Simulation results show that PRWAMM can reduce the aver-

age number of wavelengths by 15% compared to other path-based schemes.

Secondly, RWADMM, a Routing and Wavelength Assignment scheme for

Distribution-based Multiple Multicasts in a 2D ONoC, is proposed. Be-

cause path-based routing lacks flexibility, it cannot reduce the link conflicts

effectively. Hence, RWADMM is designed, based on the distribution of dif-

ferent multicasts, which includes two algorithms. One is an optimal routing

and wavelength assignment algorithm for special distributions of multicast

nodes. The other is a heuristic routing and wavelength assignment algo-

rithm for random distributions of multicast nodes. Simulation results show

that RWADMM can reduce the number of wavelengths by 21.85% on aver-

age, compared to the state-of-the-art solutions in a 2D ONoC.

Thirdly, CRRWAMM, a Cluster-based Routing and Reusable Wavelength

Assignment scheme for Multiple Multicasts in a 3D ONoC, is proposed.

Because of the different architectures with a 2D ONoC (e.g., the layout of

nodes, optical routers), the methods designed for a 2D ONoC cannot be

simply extended to a 3D ONoC. In CRRWAMM, the distribution of mul-

ticast nodes in a mesh-based 3D ONoC is analysed first. Then, routing

theorems for special instances are derived. Based on the theorems, a gen-

eral routing scheme, which includes a cluster-based routing method and a

reusable wavelength assignment method, is proposed. Simulation results

show that CRRWAMM can reduce the number of wavelengths by 33.2% on

average, compared to other schemes in a 3D ONoC.
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Overall, the three routing and wavelength assignment schemes can achieve

high-performance multicast communication for multiple multicasts of their

problem domains in an ONoC. They all have the advantages of a low rout-

ing complexity, a low wavelength requirement, and good scalability, com-

pared to their counterparts, respectively. These methods make an ONoC

a flexible high-performance computing platform to execute various parallel

applications with different multicast requirements.

As future work, I will investigate the power consumption of various routing

schemes for multicasts. Using a multicast-splitting strategy may increase

power consumption since it needs different wavelengths to send packets to

different destinations for one multicast, though the reduction of wavelengths

used in the schemes can also potentially decrease overall power consump-

tion. Therefore, how to achieve the best trade-off between the total number

of wavelengths used and the number of sub-multicasts in order to reduce

power consumption will be interesting future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Multicast Communication in an Optical Network-

on-Chip

Inter-core communication is becoming an essential component for many-core proces-

sors, as the cores integrated into a single chip increase rapidly. An Electrical Network-

on-Chip (ENoC) is considered as the most viable solution to deal with inter-core

communication issues that affect the future development of many-core Chip Multi-

Processors (CMPs). However, as hundreds or even thousands of processing cores will

be integrated into one processor chip, an ENoC will no longer fulfill the high demands

on communication bandwidth and power consumption because of its inherent problems

such as wire delay and signal interference.

An Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC) is an emerging communication architecture

to overcome the drawbacks of an ENoC due to the development of nanophotonic tech-

nologies. By integrating silicon nanophotonics into on-chip interconnection networks,

an Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC), a chip-level inter-core optical network, can utilise

the unique merits of optical communication (e.g., high bandwidth density, immunity

to electro-magnetic effects) to improve network performance (Assaf et al., 2008; Bat-

ten et al., 2013). Compared to electrical interconnect networks, an ONoC has many

advantages: (i) High bandwidth; (ii) Low power consumption; (iii) Low end-to-end

communication delay; and (iv) CMOS compatibility. While an ONoC has some bene-

fits, inter-core communication is still a challenging problem because of its influence on

communication performance, hardware cost and energy efficiency (Nychis et al., 2012).

Among all inter-core communication patterns in an ONoC, multicast communica-
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tion, where packets from one source need to be delivered simultaneously to multiple

destinations, is one of the most important traffic patterns. It is not only common in

parallel computing applications in CMPs (e.g., cache coherency and barrier synchro-

nization), but also widely used in emerging areas such as neuromorphic computing

(Abadal et al., 2015) and computational genomics (Bogdan et al., 2015). Previous ex-

periment results have shown that multicast traffic contributes to a large percentage of

the total traffic. For example, Figure 1.1 shows the percentage of multicast packets for

a set of SPLASH-2 (Singh et al., 1992) and PARSEC (Bienia et al., 2008) benchmark

applications in a 64-core system (Krishna et al., 2011). The benchmark applications

were running with the Token Coherence and AMD HyperTransport, respectively. It

can be seen that the multicast traffic takes about 14.3% and 52.4% on average for

HyperTransport and Token Coherence, respectively. Moreover, the percentage of mul-

ticast traffic and the average number of destinations both increase with the increase of

cores in CMPs, according to the analysis in Abadal et al. (2014). Therefore, multicast

communication is a vital traffic pattern in many-core processors.

Figure 1.1: Multicast traffic percentage for a set of standard SPLASH-

2 and PARSEC benchmark applications for Token Coherence and

HyperTransport in a 64-core system (Krishna et al., 2011)

Many studies have been conducted on designing ONoC architectures and routing

schemes to implement high-performance multicast communication (Wang et al., 2016;
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Wu et al., 2018; Ebrahimi et al., 2010). However, most existing designs adopt the

routing policies initially developed for electrical interconnects. Since the optical inter-

connects in an ONoC have different physical properties to the electrical interconnects

(e.g., no optical buffer and a limited number of wavelengths), those methods cannot

fully take advantage of optical communications (e.g., high bandwidth and low end-to-

end delay) and address the special requirements of an ONoC (e.g., reduce the number

of wavelengths). Therefore, the design methodology of multicast communication in an

ONoC should take into account not only the specific on-chip performance requirements

of many-core CMPs (e.g., low delay and low energy), but also the inherent properties

of optical communication.

1.2 Research Challenges for Multicast Communi-

cation in an ONoC

To solve the multicast communication problem in an ONoC, the following challenges

should be considered.

•Wavelength Challenge

An ONoC offers orders-of-magnitude bandwidth improvement by leveraging on

Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing (WDM) technology, that allows multiple optical

signals to be transmitted concurrently, using different wavelengths through a single

waveguide (Pile, 2015). Although WDM can significantly improve communication

throughput, the maximum number of supported wavelengths per waveguide is lim-

ited in realistic scenarios, since the maximum optical power which can be injected into

the optical interconnect without non-linear effects is limited. For example, at most,

62 wavelengths can be used in a 10 Gbps data rate network as reported in Liu et al.

(2019). In addition, more used wavelengths will lead to a higher complexity of ONoC

components (e.g., optical routers), resulting in lower energy efficiency.

Furthermore, most existing research about multicast communication only focuses on

electrical interconnects and improving the conventional criteria of routing design (e.g.,

shortest path and transmission delay), which are not suitable for an ONoC. Conversely,

those important routing criteria for an ONoC, such as wavelength consumption, are not

considered. Therefore, the challenge is how to optimise the use of limited wavelength

resources to provide guaranteed multicast communication performance. This thesis will

bridge this gap by designing three high-performance routing and wavelength assignment

schemes for multicast communication in an ONoC, with the objective of reducing the
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number of wavelengths used.

• Complexity Challenge

Despite the significant advances achieved in silicon photonics in the past decades,

the optical interconnect is still a costly alternative. Some of the optical devices (e.g.,

laser sources) might need to be placed off-chip, which creates issues with manufacture

complexity (e.g., packaging and pin number requirements) and high coupling losses that

might dominate the power consumption budget (Association et al., 2015). Moreover,

the complexity of a routing and wavelength assignment scheme is also a critical design

factor in an ONoC, which impacts performance (e.g., power, latency and wavelength

usage) and thermal regulation. For example, turn-around counts (Gu et al., 2009),

defined as a 90 degree turn from one dimension to another by tuning one micro-ring

resonator, can influence the power consumption in an ONoC, i.e., power consumption is

20µW tuning one micro-ring resonator (Poon et al., 2008). Hence, limiting the number

of turns in routing algorithms not only reduces power consumption, but also avoids

the high micro-ring resonator insertion loss in an ONoC. Therefore, the complexity

of architecture and algorithms is another challenge for high performance and scalable

multicast design in an ONoC. This thesis will bridge this gap by designing optimal

routing schemes with simple routing logic and low polynomial time complexity.

• Multiple Multicasts Challenge

While some studies have been proposed to improve the performance of multicast

communication in an ONoC, most of them only consider one multicast. For example, in

Liu et al. (2016), DWRMR is a multicast routing method for ONoC, which is based on

dynamical-established and wavelength-reused multicast rings. It can achieve low packet

delay and the same performance, using half the number of wavelengths compared to

existing schemes. However, they only considered the optimisation of one multicast,

without considering the optimisation of multiple multicasts, which limits the practical

applications because real systems often have to handle multiple multicasts requested

from various applications. For example, multiprogrammed and server workloads (e.g.,

TPC-H or SPECweb99) imply the simultaneous execution of various instances of a set

of simple applications (Abadal et al., 2015). Distributed shared cache systems, single

program multiple data programming models, and data parallel programming models

all need supports for multiple multicasts (Gong et al., 2013). Even in Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNNs), every neuron in a layer of the CNNs sends the same value to

its connected neurons in the next layer, which can be considered as multiple multicasts

communication. Unlike single multicast solutions, the problem of multiple multicasts
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should not only try to optimise an individual multicast, but also consider the whole set

of multicasts as a combined optimisation problem. If the methods originally designed

for one multicast are used for multiple multicasts, they are very likely to cause high

contentions without considering other multicasts, thereby increasing the number of

wavelengths used. Hence, an effective multiple multicasts support in an ONoC is the

third challenge. This thesis will bridge this gap to deal with multiple multicasts problem

from the global perspective by analysing the distribution of different multicasts.

Overall, existing multicast studies have rarely taken into account all the above

challenges. Efficient routing solutions have not been well studied to guide multicast

design in an ONoC. To bridge these gaps, this thesis will target optimal routing of

multiple multicasts requested simultaneously from applications in an ONoC to improve

the utilisation of wavelengths.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis presents novel routing and wavelength assignment approaches for multiple

multicasts in an ONoC considering the above three challenges, aiming to reduce the

number of wavelengths used.

The research principle is to adopt a multicast-splitting strategy , where a multicast

can be split into several sub-multicasts, in order to reduce the conflicts of different

multicasts. Multiple sub-multicasts without overlapping paths can be merged into one

group with only one wavelength. An example of the multicast-splitting strategy is

illustrated in Figure 1.2. There are 3 multicasts in a 4 × 4 mesh-based ONoC. As

shown in Figure 1.2 (a), 3 wavelengths are needed without multicast-splitting in order

to deal with the link conflicts. However, as shown in Figure 1.2 (b), the number of

wavelengths can be reduced to 2 if multicast 1 and multicast 2 are split into two sub-

multicasts, respectively, and merge sub-multicasts without overlapping-paths into one

group. In this example, the routing path from node 5 to node 14 and the routing path

from node 4 to node 0 are merged into one group, while the remaining routing paths

are merged into another group. Each group requires only one wavelength as there are

no overlapping paths; therefore, only 2 wavelengths are needed by using the multicast-

splitting strategy. In this thesis, the multicast-splitting strategy is applied to three

different routing and wavelength assignment schemes. The major contributions of this

thesis are:

1. Since an ONoC requires low manufacture complexity, path-based routing is
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the multicast-splitting strategy

a popular routing method in an ONoC because of its low hardware cost, such as

no optical splitters (i.e., an optical component that can split an input optical signal

into multiple outputs). Therefore, a Path-based Routing and Wavelength Assignment

scheme for Multiple Multicasts in an ONoC (PRWAMM) is proposed to efficiently

utilise the available wavelengths. In terms of reducing the number of wavelengths used,

two wavelength assignment strategies are proposed, called intra-multicast wavelength

assignment and inter-multicast wavelength assignment. The novelty of this work is to

allocate non-overlapping paths to the same layer that is logically duplicated from the

given ONoC, and assign the same wavelength to the paths in the same layer. Since the

number of wavelengths is equal to the number of layers, it can be reduced by allocating

all paths to as few layers as possible.

2. Since the path-based routing considers only one multicast individually when

constructing the routing paths, it lacks flexibility to reduce the link conflicts. Therefore,

a Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Distribution-based Multiple Multicasts in a

2D ONoC (RWADMM) is proposed. It targets optimising the utilisation of wavelengths

by routing all given multicasts at the same time, according to the distribution of all
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multicast nodes. An optimal routing and wavelength assignment algorithm for special

instances of multicast nodes in a mesh-based 2D ONoC is derived, where only one

wavelength is required. Moreover, a heuristic routing algorithm of multiple multicasts

for general instances is designed, based on the results of the optimal algorithm. The

novelty of this algorithm is to find non-overlapping multicast groups that can share

the same wavelength. In addition, the upper bound and lower bound on the number

of wavelengths are derived to evaluate the required wavelengths.

3. Since Three-Dimensional (3D) integration is an emerging technology to overcome

the barriers of interconnect scaling, it can achieve shorter global interconnects and lower

power consumption. Because of the different architecture characteristics with a 2D

ONoC (e.g., a layout of nodes and optical routers), it is not efficient to simply extend

the methods designed for a 2D ONoC to a 3D ONoC. Therefore, a novel routing and

wavelength assignment scheme for multiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC (CRRWAMM)

is proposed. In this work, the distribution of multicast nodes in a mesh-based 3D

ONoC is analysed, based on which special distributions of sources and destinations are

derived. For each special distribution, an optimal routing scheme is designed using

only one wavelength. Furthermore, a cluster-based routing and reusable wavelength

assignment algorithm for random distribution of multicast nodes is proposed, which

decouples multicast nodes into a number of clusters, with each cluster satisfying one

of the special distributions. An upper bound on the number of wavelengths is derived

to evaluate the wavelength requirement.

4. Extensive simulations are carried out to evaluate the proposed heuristic algo-

rithms, using both real traffic traces and synthetic traffic. The simulation results show

that the proposed schemes can achieve high-performance communication for multiple

multicasts in their problem domains, respectively, in terms of reducing the number of

wavelengths used.

1.4 Thesis Organisation

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2: Background and Related Work

This chapter covers the essential background information and related work about an

ONoC and multicast communication, including the communication requirements be-

tween cores, the comparison of an ENoC and an ONoC, the advantages and constraints

of an ONoC, and multicast communication schemes in an ONoC.
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• Chapter 3: PRWAMM: Path-based Routing and Wavelength Assign-

ment for Multiple Multicasts in an ONoC

This chapter presents a path-based routing and wavelength assignment scheme for

multiple multicasts in an ONoC. Two wavelength-assignment strategies are proposed

to efficiently utilise the limited number of wavelengths.

This chapter is derived from the following publication:

− Wen Yang, Yawen Chen, Zhiyi Huang, Haibo Zhang, Huaxi Gu. Path-based

Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Multiple Multicasts in an ONoC. In The 21st

IEEE International Conference on High Performance Computing and Communications

(HPCC-2019). IEEE, 2019. DOI 10.1109/HPCC/SmartCity/DSS.2019.00163.

• Chapter 4: RWADMM: Routing and Wavelength Assignment for

Distribution-based Multiple Multicasts in a 2D ONoC

This chapter presents a routing and wavelength assignment scheme for multiple

multicasts in a 2D ONoC, which includes two algorithms. One is an optimal routing and

wavelength assignment algorithm for special distributions of multicast nodes. The other

is a heuristic routing and wavelength assignment algorithm for random distributions

of multicast nodes.

This chapter is derived from the following publications:

−Wen Yang, Yawen Chen, Zhiyi Huang, Haibo Zhang. RWADMM: Routing and

Wavelength Assignment for Distribution-Based Multiple Multicasts in ONoC. In IEEE

International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing with Applications

and IEEE International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing and Communications

(ISPA/IUCC). IEEE, 2017. DOI: 10.1109/ISPA/IUCC.2017.00090.

− Wen Yang, Yawen Chen, Zhiyi Huang, Haibo Zhang, Huaxi Gu. Routing and

Wavelength Assignment for Multiple Multicasts in Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC).

Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Computers (under review).

• Chapter 5: CRRWAMM: Cluster-based Routing and Reusable Wave-

length Assignment for Multiple Multicasts in a 3D ONoC

This chapter presents a novel routing and wavelength assignment scheme for mul-

tiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC. By analysing the distribution of multicast nodes in

a mesh-based 3D ONoC, an optimal routing scheme for special instances is designed.

Then, a general routing method is proposed by extending the method for the special

instances.

This Chapter is derived from the following publication:

−Wen Yang, Yawen Chen, Zhiyi Huang, Haibo Zhang, Huaxi Gu. CRRWAMM:
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Cluster-based Routing and Reusable Wavelength Assignment for Multiple Multicasts

in 3D ONoC (prepare for submission).

• Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter summarises the contributions of the thesis and discusses some prospec-

tive research problems for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter, the background knowledge and related work about multicast communi-

cation in an ONoC are presented. It starts by describing an inter-core communication

in many-core processors and an Electrical Network-on-Chip (ENoC), followed by the

architectures and the advantages of an ENoC. Then, concepts related to an Optical

Network-on-Chip (ONoC) are described, including the advantages and limitations of an

ONoC, silicon-compatible optical devices, and a 3D ONoC. Moreover, multicast com-

munication and its applications in an ONoC are also introduced. In addition, recent

studies about multicast communication in an ONoC are discussed in more detail.

2.1 Many-Core Processors

Programmable chips, such as microprocessors, were originally manufactured with a

single computational core. These chips could execute multiple instructions in sequence

with a speed proportional to the clock frequency. Hence, in order to improve the

performance of a chip, increasing the clock frequency is a common method. However,

increasing the clock frequency may lead to several issues. One of the most important

issues is the increase of power dissipation that is related to the operational temperature

of a chip. Higher clock frequency may cause higher operational temperature that needs

to be dissipated in the small area of a chip. Furthermore, the high temperature will

impact the system reliability (Blake et al., 2009). Therefore, the increasing demands

in the performance of a chip cannot be solved simply by increasing the clock frequency.

In order to overcome the limitations of increasing the clock frequency, the design

of modern chips has moved from single-core processors towards multi-core processors,

named Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs). Within multi-core processors, multiple instruc-
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tions can be run on separate cores at the same time with a reduced clock frequency.

Although the instructions are executed more slowly than in a single-core processor, they

can be executed in parallel (Nychis et al., 2012). Currently, the multi-core processors

are used in almost all personal computers, mobile phones and tablets. For embedded

computers and high-performance computing (e.g., cloud computing, data centres and

supercomputing systems), many-core processors containing a large number of simpler

processor cores (e.g., hundreds or thousands of cores) are designed. Many-core proces-

sors are distinct from multi-core processors as they are optimised for a higher degree of

explicit parallelism, and for higher throughput (or lower power consumption), at the

expense of latency and a lower single thread performance (Borkar, 2007).

In industry, nearly every commercial manufacturer of high-performance processors

is introducing products, based on multi-core/many-core architectures. Teraflops, a

many-core processor containing 80 homogeneous cores, was officially announced by In-

tel Corporation’s Tera-Scale computing research program in 2007 (Intel, 2007). This

processor is constructed using a 65 nm CMOS process with the maximum clock fre-

quency of 5.8 GHz. The current commercial Intel Xeon Phi 7290F can integrate 72

cores at 1.5 GHz with a 14 nm process, which is intended for use in supercomput-

ers, servers and high-end workstations (Intel, 2016). In 2013, Tilera released a 64-bit

Tile-GX72 chip based on a 40 nm technology that features up to 72 cores at 1.2 GHz

(Mellanox, 2013). AM2045 is a 336-core 32-bit RISC-DSP fixed-point processor used

in high-performance embedded systems, such as medical imaging, video compressing,

transcoding and computer-intensive streaming media applications (Halfhill, 2006). In

2017, Oracle announced its 32-core processor, SPARC M8, which can run 256 threads

with a 20 nm process at the maximum clock speed of 5.06 GHz (Oracle, 2017). SW

26010 is a 260-core processor designed by the National High Performance Integrated

Circuit Design Center in China (Dongarra, 2016). It can implement a 64-bit reduced

instruction set computing architecture at a clock speed of 1.45 GHz. Sunway Taihu-

Light supercomputer, the world’s third fastest supercomputer that was ranked by the

TOP500 Project in November 2018, uses 40,960 SW26010 processors to obtain its per-

formance. Kilocore, a 16-bit MPPA chip containing 1000 cores, was presented in 2016

by UC Davis, which used a 32 nm process with an average operating frequency of 1.78

GHz (Bohnenstiehl et al., 2017). In 2016, Adapteva reported a 1024-core 64-bit RISC

processor, Epiphany-V, which is the 5th generation of the Epiphany parallel processor

architecture (Olofsson, 2016). It is used for deep-learning, self-driving cars and cogni-

tive radio with a 16 nm process. Overall, these products can optimise performance by
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operating multiple parallel cores at a lower clock frequency.

As the number of cores integrated into a chip increases, the system performance not

only depends on the computing efficiency, but is also governed by the communication

efficacy of the on-chip interconnects (Marculescu et al., 2009). This is because we can

have the computational ability we need by increasing the number of computational

cores, but an efficient communication infrastructure for the interaction between cores

is also needed. Therefore, the design of an inter-core communication network becomes

a significant and challenging problem in the development of many-core processors,

in terms of communication requirements (e.g., low end-to-end delay, high network

throughout, low hardware cost and low energy consumption) (Munk et al., 2015; Winter

and Fettweis, 2011).

2.2 Electrical Network-on-Chip (ENoC)

An ENoC has been proposed to provide scalable, power-efficient, and high-performance

communication for CMPs. Instead of using wires to establish a direct connection

between two components, packets are created and transmitted via a network that

consists of multiple routers and links in an ENoC. An ENoC can be considered as a

computer network in which computers are replaced by cores in the micro-network. The

initial concept of an ENoC has been proposed in the early 21st century (Hemani et al.,

2000; Dally and Towles, 2001; Benini and De Micheli, 2002), and since then, various

implementations have been demonstrated (Kakoee et al., 2011; Mullins et al., 2004;

Fatollahi-Fard et al., 2016).

2.2.1 Overview of ENoC Architecture

A typical ENoC architecture is composed of three main building blocks: router , link ,

and network interface (NI ). In an ENoC, each router is connected to one core via the

network interface, and the data is transmitted from router to router through bidirec-

tional links. Figure 2.1 shows an ENoC architecture in a 4 × 4 2D mesh-based network,

where 16 cores are interconnected. In this architecture, the router is the most impor-

tant building block that represents the backbone of the communication in an ENoC

(Kim et al., 2006). The basic functionality of the router is to receive packets and deter-

mine the direction that each packet should take (Peh and Jerger, 2009). The direction

is determined by the routing protocols that have already been implemented inside the

router. Typically, an electrical router implemented in a mesh-based 2D ENoC has five
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input and five output ports, as shown in Figure 2.1 (b). The router has a pair of input-

output ports in each direction of North, East, West, South, and has an additional port

connected to the local core. Links in an ENoC physically connect the routers, and im-

plement communication. A typical electrical link has two physical channels forming a

full-duplex connection between the routers (Cota et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2007). The

source and destination nodes agree over a synchronisation protocol for transmitting

data. The minimum amount of data transmission over the link in one transaction is

determined by the width of the channel. The third building block of an ENoC is the

network interface (NI), which provides the logical connection between processor cores

and the network. The NIs implement the ENoC communication protocols and improve

performance, by providing elasticity between the inter-core communication and the

intra-core computation because of their storage capabilities. In addition, the NIs also

execute the end-to-end flow control protocol for different applications (Concer et al.,

2009).

Figure 2.1: A structure of an Electrical Network-on-Chip (ENoC)

During a transmission, a core sends a message to the NI first, which performs pack-

etisation and converts the message into multiple packets that are sent to the attached

router. Then, the routers use an underlying routing algorithm to determine the path

from the source router to the destination router, by traversing the intermediate links.

The destination router sends the received packets to the NI, by which the packets are

converted back to messages that are compatible with the formats used by the cores.

Finally, the message is sent to the destination core.
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2.2.2 Advantages and Limitations of an ENoC

Compared to traditional interconnects (e.g., buses and point-to-point interconnects),

an ENoC has several advantages (Carloni et al., 2009). (i) High performance and

energy efficiency . In bus-based interconnects, buses have limited support for han-

dling multiple communication flows in parallel because of the centralised architectures.

Hence, bus-wide broadcasts are used to implement the transmission of multiple mes-

sages in bus-based interconnects, which have high power overheads. However, an ENoC

provides a distributed communication architecture, which can be shared by multiple

traffic flows at the same time. Therefore, an ENoC can achieve a high performance with

the minimum area and power overhead, without extra dedicated wiring resources. (ii)

Good scalability . In traditional global buses, a single bus is shared by all units attached,

which is not scalable with the increase of the number of units. For point-to-point inter-

connects, these interconnects use dedicated wires connecting each source-destination

pair (e.g., crossbar); therefore, they may not scale well with the increase of network

sizes. However, in an ENoC, the aggregated bandwidth scales with the network size

(Michael J and Luk, 2011). Compared to global long wires, an ENoC has shorter wires

with controlled and predictable electrical properties, thereby introducing a more vi-

able operation. (iii) Good Modularity . An ENoC supports modularity by separating

communication from computation, thus allowing easy integration of processing cores

which possibly operate at different rates.

Although the chip will accommodate billions of transistors in the limited silicon

area, power consumption, network latency and area are important issues for designing

the ENoC systems. As thousands of cores will fit on one chip, the inherent problems

of ENoC, such as wire delay, bandwidth, power dissipation and signal interference, will

deteriorate the performance of Chip Multiprocessors. The ITRS Roadmap (Akopyan

et al., 2015) also predicted that the electrical interconnect will no longer meet the

future demands on power consumption and performance.

2.3 Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC)

Advancements in the silicon nanophotonics technology provide a new opportunity in the

design of on-chip communication network. By integrating silicon nanophotonics into

the on-chip interconnection network, an Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC), a chip-level

inter-core optical network, has been proposed (Assaf et al., 2008; Batten et al., 2013).

In an ONoC, a packet is delivered from a source node to a destination node through
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a silicon waveguide, where multiple optical signals can be transmitted simultaneously

using Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing (WDM) (Pile, 2015), thus offering the ONoC

ultra-high throughput and low end-to-end transmission delay. Besides, the overall

bandwidth of multiple Tbps can be acquired with limited power consumption using

optical interconnects. Therefore, an ONoC is a promising alternative to address the

communication problems of an ENoC.

2.3.1 Main Optical Components in an ONoC

The field of silicon photonics has attracted the attention of industrial and academic

research groups in the past few years (Poon et al., 2009). A large number of silicon-

compatible optical devices and technologies have been created, which makes an ONoC

viable. From a network level, the main optical components in an ONoC include lasers,

waveguides, Micro-ring Resonators (MRs), optical routers and photodetectors. A de-

tailed description of these components is as follows.

A Laser is a source that produces optical signals coupled with a waveguide. The

optical signal produced by the laser is used for encoding the communication data for

transmission over the network. There are two types of lasers that can be used for

on-chip communication: an on-chip laser and an off-chip laser. The on-chip laser in-

tegrates the laser source into a chip whose cores are located, and it displays a good

performance in terms of energy efficiency. The on-chip lasers do not need optical

signals to be coupled with a chip (i.e., no coupling losses and easier packaging); there-

fore, they can achieve higher integration density, and allow for switching on (off) very

quickly (Liu et al., 2010). However, integrating lasers on a chip poses a number of

challenges. For example, the laser efficiency is typically lower than off-chip lasers, and

it decreases as the ambient temperature on chip rises (Borkar, 2013). Moreover, inte-

grating a large number of lasers is technologically challenging due to the constraints of

thermal, crosstalk and placement (Li et al., 2011). Although on-chip lasers are under

active investigation, they are currently less mature technologies, which may lead to

a low manufacturing yield. On the contrary, the off-chip laser source displays high

light-emitting efficiency and good temperature stability, but it suffers from relatively

large coupling losses between the off-chip laser source and the on-chip sender (Zhou

et al., 2015). Moreover, coupling complexity will make the packaging more costly and

challenging, thus degrading the performance of off-chip lasers (Livshits et al., 2010).

A Waveguide can be considered as a photonic equivalent of an electrical wire,

which carries and transports optical signals on a chip (Poon et al., 2006). The main
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characteristic of the waveguide is its effective index, which defines how the light propa-

gates through the waveguide. When the optical signal passes through the waveguide, it

experiences attenuation, due to the insertion loss associated with the waveguide. Cur-

rent research have shown that waveguides can have a loss of 0.1-0.3 dB/cm (Cardenas

et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2005). By using Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing (WDM),

a waveguide can carry multiple wavelengths, each of which has its own information to

travel simultaneously. Although waveguides can achieve an extremely high bandwidth

capacity using WDM (Pile, 2015; Dai and Bowers, 2014), the waveguide bending and

crossing will introduce power losses, such as 0.005dB for 900 waveguide bending and

0.18dB for waveguide crossing (Grani et al., 2014). Therefore, the numbers of waveg-

uide bending and crossing are also an important consideration in the ONoC architecture

design.

An Micro-ring Resonator (MR) is a wavelength-selective optical device in an

ONoC, with typically between 1 to 10 µm in a radius that is placed adjacent to a

waveguide (OConnor et al., 2008). Each MR has a specific resonant wavelength that

is determined by the geometric diameter and the property of materials. The reso-

nant wavelength can also be tuned through the thermal and electrical effects (Dong

et al., 2010). The wavelength-selective property of an MR works like this: (1) when

the wavelength of a travelling optical signal is equal to the resonant wavelength of an

MR, the signal will be coupled with the MR, and then, enter the perpendicular waveg-

uide; (2) when the wavelength of a travelling optical signal is different to the resonant

wavelength of an MR, the signal will propagate along the waveguide. The basic oper-

ation of an MR is shown in Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.2 (a) and (b), two waveguides are

placed in orthogonal and parallel positions, respectively, and one MR is adjacent to

the waveguides. The wavelength of the optical signal is λr, and the wavelength of an

MR is λi. When an MR is in the on-state mode (λr = λi), the optical signal travelling

in the waveguide is absorbed by the closely positioned MR. When an MR is in the

off-state mode (λr 6= λi), the optical signal passes through the waveguide without be-

ing absorbed. Therefore, an MR can be used to extract (filter)/inject (modulator) the

optical signal from/to the waveguide, to perform switching within the routing network

(router or switch) (Lipson, 2006; Liu et al., 2007).

An Optical router is constructed by waveguides and MRs to realise high-speed

switching for optical signals in each optical routing path, based on their wavelengths.

Since there are no optical buffering and processing devices in an ONoC, all the optical

routers in an optical routing path need to be configured statically or dynamically in
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Figure 2.2: Basic operation of a Micro-ring Resonator (MR)

advance. Figure 2.3 presents a GWOR router architecture based on passive MRs which

was proposed in Tan et al. (2012). There are 4 input ports (I0, I1, I2, I3) and 4 output

ports (O0, O1, O2, O3) in the router. The routing path between any pair of input and

output ports is determined by a specific wavelength, according to the routing table

that is showed in Figure 2.3 (b). For example, if the optical signal needs to transmit

from the North input (I0) to the West output (O1) and the East output (O3), λ1 and

λ2 should be used, respectively.

Figure 2.3: An optical router architecture for an ONoC

A Photodetector is used for absorbing light, and producing electrical current.

The main characteristic of a photodetector is its receiving sensitivity that indicates

the minimum optical power necessary for the reliable photodetection. The receiving

sensitivity of a photodetector is a crucial design parameter, which shows the received

optical power should be greater than the threshold specified by the sensitivity, such as

26 dBm (Morris et al., 2014).
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Figure 2.4 shows an optical inter-core communication process in a typical mesh-

based ONoC architecture, including all the above optical components. In this example,

Figure 2.4: An optical inter-core communication process in a mesh-

based Optical Network-on-Chip

the source core sends optical packets to two destination cores, using two different

wavelengths λ1 and λ2. The laser source provides the optical signals, on which the

data packets are modulated and carried. Then, the packets are transmitted along the

silicon waveguide until reaching the destination cores. The MR-based modulator in

the source core is used to convert the electrical signals into the optical signals, using

the electrical signal to turn on an MR. The MR-based photodetector in the network

interface of the destination core filters the optical signal with the matched wavelength,

and then, the optical signal is converted back to the electrical current.

2.3.2 Advantages and Limitations of an ONoC

Compared to the electrical interconnect network, an ONoC has many advantages which

are shown as follows:

(i) High bandwidth. An ONoC can achieve a significant increase in the band-

width density by multiplexing a number of wavelengths on the same waveguide (Wavele

ngth-Division-Multiplexing, WDM) (Pile, 2015; Dai and Bowers, 2014). In WDM, the

optical signal does not interfere with any other signals because they occupy different

center frequencies. On the receiving side, the multiplexed signals are demultiplexed
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separately. Advances in the optical domain provide an even denser wavelength division

multiplexing for an even higher bandwidth. The results in Vantrease et al. (2008) show

that 40 Gbps bandwidth can be achieved. In general, the high bandwidth of an ONoC

has been one of the most attractive solutions for future high-performance systems.

(ii) Low power consumption. In an ENoC, when a packet is sent to the network,

it needs to be buffered, regenerated, and then transmitted multiple times in routers

and links until reaching the destination. These switching and regenerating processes

in a CMOS technology consume dynamic power that grows with the data rate (Gunn

et al., 2006). Since there is no buffering in an ONoC, the data is transmitted end-

to-end without repeating, regenerating or buffering the packet along an optical path.

Furthermore, the power consumption of these devices is independent of the number

of transmitted bits or distance, called bit-rate transparency. Therefore, no extra dy-

namic power is consumed for routing packets within an ONoC (Biberman et al., 2011).

Sherwood-Droz et al. (2008) show that the optical data routing in a 64-core chip can

have 40 times the power efficiency of the traditional wire connections in an estimation.

(iii) Low end-to-end communication delay. Because of the high transmission

speed of optical signals (i.e., the speed of light), the transmission latency is almost inde-

pendent of the length of each optical routing path (Hamedani et al., 2014). Therefore,

an ONoC is especially suitable for long distance and global communications (Keishi

et al., 2009).

(iv) CMOS compatibility. Fabrication capabilities and integration with com-

mercial CMOS chip manufacturing open up a new opportunity for silicon photonic

interconnection (Gunn et al., 2006). The ONoC building blocks (e.g., waveguides, mod-

ulators and switches) are nanoscale photonic integrated circuits, which are compatible

with standard CMOS fabrication systems, thus enabling them to be ideal candidates

for main-stream applications in on-chip optical interconnects.

Although an ONoC boosts low-power, high-throughput communication, it still has

some design constraints that will limit the performance. (i) It has a limited number

of wavelengths . Although WDM enables multiple data streams to be transmitted si-

multaneously, the number of wavelengths that a single waveguide can accommodate is

limited. Recent research shows that a WDM interconnect based on MRs can have a

maximum wavelength limitation of 62 when assuming a 10 Gbps data rate (Liu et al.,

2019). (ii) It lacks optical buffers . Without the optical processing logic, the store-and-

forward transmission mechanism which was utilised in an ENoC cannot be directly

applied to an ONoC. (iii) It has the constraint of reliability . The micro-ring resonator
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is a key building block to design an efficient and scalable optical on-chip system be-

cause of its tiny size that enables low power operation and dense integration. However,

its sensitivity to temperature is the main factor that influences its reliability (Li et al.,

2013). For example, even a 10C change in temperature causes a dramatic shift in the

resonant frequency (Ye et al., 2013). (iv) It has the constraint of complexity . Since

complexity is a critical design factor for an ONoC, architectures and routing mecha-

nisms in an ONoC have stringent constraints on complexity. In general, these design

constraints are tightly coupled, and the constraints of wavelength and complexity will

be taken into account in the design of high-performance multicast communication in

this thesis.

2.3.3 3D Optical Network-on-Chip

As the two-dimensional (2D) chip fabrication technology is facing several challenges in

the deep submicron regime (e.g., the limited floor-planning choices and the increase of

wire delay and power consumption), a three-Dimensional (3D) integration has emerged

as a potential solution to address these problems. Many technologies for die stacking

are being pursued by industry and academia (Das et al., 2004; Yuan and Loh, 2006;

Jung et al., 2004). A Through-Silicon-Via (TSV) interconnection is the most promising

one among these vertical interconnect technologies (Pavlidis et al., 2017; Topol et al.,

2006). TSVs can offer the largest vertical interconnect density, high compatibility with

the standard CMOS process (Zhu et al., 2012), and they can support higher signaling

speeds. Combining the benefits of 3D integrated circuits (ICs) and an ONoC (3D

ONoC) will bring further performance improvement of CMPs (Park et al., 2008; Feero

and Pande, 2009). The 3D-symmetric ONoC structure (as shown in Figure 2.5) is an

extension of a 2D mesh-based ONoC by adding two additional physical ports to each

baseline-router (one for up and one for down) in the popular 2D mesh-based system

(Feero and Pande, 2009).

A 3D ONoC not only reduces the interconnect delay by stacking vertically active

silicon layers, but also shows several advantages compared to its 2D counterpart (Feero

and Pande, 2009; Park et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006).

(i) Low transmission latency. In a 3D ONoC, the vertical links effectively act as

long-range shortcuts; therefore, they can reduce the physical connection length between

a pair of chip lines, compared to the 2D ONoC, resulting in a short transmission

distance. Therefore, a 3D ONoC has the potential to benefit from shorter path lengths,

compared to the conventional planar architectures.
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Figure 2.5: A structure of a 4× 4× 2 3D mesh-based ONoC

(ii) Low power consumption. In a 3D ONoC, the average length of optical

routing path from one source to its destination is reduced, which induces a less inser-

tion loss, less switch arbitration and a lower number of links. All of these factors will

eventually lead to the decrease of power consumption. Pavlidis and Friedman (2007)

analysed the zero-load latency and power consumption, and demonstrated that a de-

crease of 62% and 58% in power consumption can be achieved in a 3D ENoC, compared

to a 2D ENoC for a network size of N = 128 and N = 256, respectively, where N is

the number of cores connected in the network. Therefore, a 3D ONoC is possible to

achieve low power consumption.

(iii) High routing diversity. Since there are more links available between the

communication cores in a 3D ONoC, the routing has more options to choose routing

paths without link conflicts. For example, given a 64-core ONoC, there are 112 links in

a 2D 8× 8 mesh-based network, while there are 144 links in a 3D 4× 4× 4 mesh-based

ONoC. Besides, two more outputs in a router can be used than with a 2D ONoC.

Therefore, a 3D ONoC can provide more connections for inter-core communication,

due to the increased number of links between cores.
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2.4 Multicast Communication and Applications in

an ONoC

2.4.1 Multicast Communication in an ONoC

As the cores integrated into a single chip increase rapidly, the research focus of the on-

chip network is progressively shifting from computation-centric towards communication-

centric design methodologies. In fact, the performance of CMPs will be increasingly

determined by the ability of communication infrastructure to efficiently accommodate

the communication needs of the integrated/shared computation resources. The com-

munication scheme of an on-chip network can be classified into unicast, multicast and

broadcast, depending on the number of destinations that a packet needs to reach. In

unicast communication (Figure 2.6 (a)), a packet is transmitted from a source node

to a destination node, while in multicast communication (Figure 2.6 (b)), the same

data packet from one source node needs to be delivered simultaneously to an arbitrary

number of destinations. Broadcast communication is a one-to-all communication where

the same data packet is sent from one source node to all nodes in the network (Figure

2.6 (c)). Among the aforementioned communications, multicast communication is the

most general communication mode. It not only exists widely in parallel computing

applications in CMPs (e.g., cache coherency, barrier synchronisation and clock syn-

chronisation), but is also common in emerging areas such as neuromorphic computing

(Abadal et al., 2015). Previous studies have shown that multicast traffic contributes to

Figure 2.6: Inter-core communication patterns in an ONoC

a large percentage of the total traffic. According to the analysis in Abadal et al. (2014),

the percentage of multicast traffic and the average number of destinations increase with
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the increase of cores in CMPs. Without proper support from the underlying ONoC

architectures and routing protocols, multicast communication will lead to high network

consumption and queuing latencies (Merolla et al., 2014).

The traditional ONoC treats multicast communication as repeated unicasts, where

a multicast packet can be replicated multiple times and sent to each of the destinations

separately (Duraisamy et al., 2017; Kumary et al., 2007). However, this method easily

leads to the following problems: (i) The increase of global congestion. Sending multiple

copies of the same packet into the network causes a significant amount of traffic and

competition for the same network resource among repeated unicast packets. (ii) The

increase of serialisation delay. This is because of the queuing of repeated unicast

packets on the same communication fabric, and every copy of the packet suffers from

the startup latency at the source node. (iii) The increase of power consumption.

Redundant packets that transmit on the network will consume more power. As a

result, even a small percentage of multicast traffic (e.g., 1%) will have severe effects

on the ONoC performance and cost (Abadal et al., 2014). Therefore, the design of a

high performance and scalable interconnection architecture and a routing protocol to

support multicast communication is vital for the many-core processors.

2.4.2 Multicast Applications in an ONoC

Multicast communication has been widely used in parallel computing applications and

emerging applications, which is summarised in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Multicast applications in an ONoC

For parallel computing applications, multicast communication exists in three main

applications: coherence protocols, shared operand networks and barrier synchronisation
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(Jerger et al., 2008). For general-purpose CMPs, the most natural source of multicast

traffic comes from coherence protocols, which include a wide variety of implemented

and proposed coherence protocols. Directory-based protocol, such as SGI-Origin pro-

tocol (Laudon and Lenoski, 1997), sends multiple invalidations from a single directory

to multiple nodes sharing a block. It shows that the invalidation messages with multi-

ple destinations can be up to 5% of total messages, and the average latency increases

to twice the network average latency without multicast support. For Token Coherence

protocol, the TokenB protocol needs broadcasting of tokens that maintain ordering

amongst requests (Martin et al., 2003). Previous simulation results show that lack of

hardware multicast support can double the execution time of some real applications.

Intel QPI protocol is an Intel’s new Quickpath Interconnect, which supports unordered

broadcasting between nodes (Kanter, 2007). AMD’s Opteron protocol (HT) has been

proposed to maintain coherence between chips, which sends coherence requests to a

central ordering point, and then, broadcasts to all nodes (Conway and Hughes, 2007).

Multicast Snooping (Bilir et al., 1999) and Destination Set Prediction (Martin et al.,

2003) are also multicast-based coherence protocols. In shared operand networks, such

as RAW (Taylor et al., 2003), TRIPS (Sankaralingam et al., 2006), and Wavescalar

(Swanson et al., 2007), multicast can be used to deliver operands to multiple instruc-

tions. Moreover, barrier synchronisation is a crucial multicast communication oper-

ation for shared-memory parallel systems. This method is used to bring a group of

processes to a known global state before proceeding to a new phase of computation

(Xu et al., 1992). In this situation, a barrier synchronisation packet, indicating thread

synchronisation, is multicast to all the participating nodes.

Moreover, multicast communication is also suited for applications in emerging ar-

eas of neuromorphic computing (Akopyan et al., 2015; Davies et al., 2018; Merolla

et al., 2014) and computational genomics (Bogdan et al., 2015), which require a high

processing and communication parallelism. For example, a significant portion of traf-

fic in spiking neural networks (SNNs) (Vainbrand and Ginosar, 2010) or deep neural

networks (DNNs) (Chen et al., 2017; Kwon et al., 2017) is multicast, where a neuron

communicates with several other neurons. Similarly, broadcast patterns are common

for genomic applications such as sequence analysis and parallel sequence alignment

(Bogdan et al., 2015). Therefore, an ONoC designed for these applications must be

able to efficiently support multicast communication.
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2.5 Current Research of Multicast Communication

in an ONoC

Figure 2.7: Classification on current research of multicast communi-

cation in an ONoC

Current research about multicast communication in an ONoC can be classified into

two building blocks: data plane design and control plane design. The data plane

design is a hardware-based design, which studies the multicast support architectures,

such as the topology and on-chip devices. The control plane design is the routing

and wavelength assignment design for multicast communication, which includes the

optimisation of a single multicast and multiple multicasts. The classification of major

building blocks for multicast communication in an ONoC is presented in Figure 2.7.

In the following section, I will introduce these two classifications separately.

2.5.1 Data Plane Design

An optimisation on the data plane focuses mainly on hardware parameters , such as

the power loss induced by the optical devices, commercial availability, and fabrication

complexity. Figure 2.8 presents the overview of the data plane design. In an ONoC,

many waveguided optical interconnects have been thoroughly investigated, and several

state-of-the-art architectures have been proposed for multicast communication (Kumar

et al., 2001; Le Beux et al., 2011; Krishna and Peh, 2014). All-optical ONoC and hybrid

electrical-optical ONoC are two basic network architectures proposed in an ONoC.
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Figure 2.8: Overview of Data Plane Design

An all-optical ONoC only utilises the optical signal to implement communication,

that is, no electrical links are implemented in the topology. In an all-optical ONoC,

MR-based routing architectures supporting WDM are used, and the routing is per-

formed based on their wavelengths. In Abad et al. (2009), a Multicast Rotary Router

(MRR) which is able to perform the on-chip multicast support with almost zero cost

was proposed. It uses a fully adaptive tree to distribute multicast traffic, and performs

the on-chip congestion control by extending the range of network utilisation. Zhang

et al. (2009) proposed a generic wavelength-routed optical architecture, namely WRON,

which uses cascaded MRR-based 2× 2 optical switches. WRON is a WDM-supported

passive ONoC with a non-blocking routing. Similarly, a wavelength-routed multi-stage

passive optical routing structure that uses multiple 2× 2 switching elements, called λ

router, was designed in Briere et al. (2007). Kirman et al. (2006) proposed an all-optical

network which combines a wavelength-based oblivious routing, passive optical routers

and a connection-based operation. Corona is an all-photonic crossbar-based CMPs ar-

chitecture, which comprises 256 general purpose cores that are organised in 64 clusters

(Vantrease et al., 2008). Although Corona can provide significant bandwidth support,

it suffers from high static power dissipation, due to the high complexity of the photonic

layer. In Morris et al. (2014), a nanophotonic broadcast tree-based network has been

proposed for snoopy cache coherent multicores. This tree-topology requires splitters

and combiners to fork and join the optical signals. A bus-based topology that utilises

wavelength-division-multiplexing was derived in Dong et al. (2015). It uses a bank of

microring modulators, which can be configured to listen to a selected channel. Prasad

et al. (2018) proposed a scalable and energy efficient Network-on-Chip topology with

diagonal links (called ZMesh), on which two mapping techniques have been derived

to map applications onto nodes in ZMesh. It showed that the multicast traffic can

achieve the improvement in link energy consumption by using the proposed multicast

routing algorithm. Although the all-optical ONoC can achieve non-blocking optical

communication using different wavelengths, this architecture based on global crossbars

requires a large number of MRs, thus consuming considerable MR tuning power. More-
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over, the requirements of laser power are also too large, due to the excessive number

of required wavelengths. In addition, MRs have a fairly large footprint, compared to

their electronic counterparts, thus leading to higher manufacturing costs. Therefore,

an all-optical ONoC is not suitable for supporting a large number of cores, in terms of

the cost and limitation of available lasers.

A hybrid electrical-optical ONoC combines both electrical and optical links in its

topology, which can provide a more practical solution by using optical signaling for long

distance communication, while electrical signaling is used for local communication. As

such, it has the advantages of optical signaling in bandwidth and power consumption,

while keeping the low cost and flexibility of electrical signaling. Assaf et al. (2008)

proposed a circuit-switched on-chip optical network, which uses an optical network for

large packet transmission, and an electronic network for both the control data and

small packet transfer. Pan et al. (2009) designed a hybrid hierarchical architecture,

where an intra-cluster communication was based on the electrical signaling and an

inter-cluster communication was carried on multiple optical crossbars. In this method,

the crossbar was partitioned into multiple smaller crossbars and the arbitration was

localised, to avoid the global switch arbitration. Another switch-based hybrid on-chip

optical network that uses source-based routing and reconfigurable optical switches was

derived in Cianchetti et al. (2009). Batten et al. (2009) designed an ONoC, based

on the mesh and global crossbar, where the optical interconnect was used for high

throughput traffic and metallic interconnect for local and fast switching. A fat-tree,

based on a circuit-switched ONoC, was proposed in Gu et al. (2009). An extra layer for

tuning and controlling was required to be integrated with optical signal transmissions,

which was difficult to realise and also increased the complexity and costs. In Guo et al.

(2018), a new on-chip communication architecture named 3D FNoC (3-dimensional

FSO NoC) was proposed, which includes the design of topology, router and routing

algorithm. The router in 3D FNoC utilises micro-lenses and micro-mirrors, instead of

optical waveguides and MRs, for the data transmission, to eliminate the power loss

caused by optical devices. Through adding movable splitting mirrors in routers, it can

support the multicast routing. Fehmi Chatmen et al. (2019) proposed an adaptive

multicast algorithm on a VRNOC architecture, which offers the possibility to find

alternative routing paths without increasing the path length. The proposed VRNOC

is generic, in terms of router architecture and routing strategies; therefore, it can be

easily adapted to implement other network architectures and routing schemes. In

Feng et al. (2018), a low-overhead multicast bufferless router with a reconfigurable
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Banyan network was designed, which can save area overhead and reduce the power

consumption. Liu et al. (2016) proposed a three-plane hierarchical ONoC architecture:

all cores were contained in a core plane; an optical control plane was utilised to achieve

centralised routing and wavelength allocation; an optical forwarding plane was used to

provide non-blocking transmission for massive multicast packets. In general, combining

electrical and optical links can take the load off the optical network, and allows for lower

MR counts and throughput requirements in the optical part of the network. However,

a hybrid electrical-optical ONoC may introduce extra processing delay, hardware cost,

and power consumption, especially by using an electrical control network to establish

the optical path in a hop-by-hop manner.

In a 3D ONoC, there are also some studies about multicast architectures. Chat-

men et al. (2016) presented a new network architecture dedicated to the multicast

service, aimed at reducing the effect of the rapid saturation of the network for an ac-

ceptable cost. A set of theory-based models to study multicast communication in a

3D ENoC was proposed in Kamali et al. (2011). Wang et al. (2014) designed a 3D

router to support efficient multicast transmission, congestion and hotspot elimination.

In Morris et al. (2012), a scalable, reconfigurable, power efficient and high-performance

interconnect was proposed. It is a multi-layer nanophotonic interconnect that can dy-

namically reconfigure without system intervention, and allocate channel bandwidth

from less utilised links to more utilised communication links. Joardar et al. (2018)

proposed a Single-Cycle Multi-hop Asynchronous Repeated Traversal (SMART) 3D

ENoC architecture that is capable of achieving high-performance collective communi-

cation. A power-efficient multilayer nanophotonic network for on-chip interconnects,

MPNOC, was proposed in Zhang and Louri (2010). Simulation results show that MP-

NOC can achieve 81.92 TFLOP/s peak bandwidth and energy savings up to 23%,

compared to other proposed planar photonic NOC architectures. Ramini et al. (2012)

proposed a 3D-stacked wavelength-routed multi-core architecture by photonically in-

tegrating bandwidth-rich DRAM devices. Despite the significant advantages of a 3D

ONoC, some challenges remain, such as thermal mitigation (Achballah et al., 2017),

interconnect modeling and crosstalk noise (Guo et al., 2018).

Overall, the power-efficient design and cost-efficient design of constructing a multicast-

capable ONoC under hardware constraints are the main considerations in the data

plane design.
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2.5.2 Control Plane Design

Figure 2.9: Overview of Control Plane Design

In the control plane design, the major focus is on the efficient routing and wave-

length assignment method for multicast communication. In an ONoC, the routing and

wavelength assignment algorithm plays a critical role in the multicast support because

it determines the direction of the transmitted packet and the transmitting carrier.

More importantly, the selection of routing schemes will have a significant impact on

all network metrics, such as latency (as the hop count is directly affected by the ac-

tual routing path), throughput (as congestion depends on the ability of the routing

protocol to the load balance), power dissipation (as each hop incurs a router energy

overhead), and finally, reliability (as the routing protocol needs to choose a routing that

avoids faults). The routing and wavelength assignment design in an ONoC involves

various modeling and optimisation processes for a single multicast, as well as multiple

multicasts. The specific design domains of the control plane are illustrated in Figure

2.9.

Design for a Single Multicast

For a single multicast, the optimisation objective is to improve network performance,

such as the reduction of power consumption and transmission latency. The simplest

case for a single multicast is based on the assumption that the network has full light

splitting capability and no wavelength conversions are supported. Parallel tree-based

and serial path-based routing methods are two major approaches used in an ONoC for

a single multicast, as illustrated in Figure 2.10.

In parallel tree-based routing methods (Wang et al., 2016; Samman et al., 2010),

a packet is first transmitted to a common path from the source node (the root of the

tree). When the common path ends, the packet is replicated and the new copies also
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Figure 2.10: Two main routing methods for a single multicast in an

ONoC

follow a recursive tree method, replicating multiple times to reach the destinations (the

leaves of the tree). In Figure 2.10 (a), a packet gets replicated at the source node, one

copy is delivered to nodes 2 and 3, and the other copy is sent to nodes 4 and 5. Each

of these two copies is duplicated further at intermediate nodes (i.e., nodes A, B), and

finally, forwarded to the destinations. Jerger et al. (2008) proposed a hardware-based

multicast support named Virtual Circuit Tree Multicasting (VCTM), which uses a

virtual circuit table to construct the multicast tree incrementally, by sending a unicast

packet to the next closest multicast destination. Although this method can achieve

low latency for the transmission of packets, it is not power efficient due to maintaining

a table at every switch to store a virtual tree in several cases. Another two tree-based

multicast routing schemes called Optimize Tree (OPT) and Left-xy-Right-Optimized

Tree (LXYROPT) were designed, based on VCTM (Hu et al., 2011). OPT uses the

west-first turn model to optimise the multicast tree with fewer links, thus avoiding a

deadlock, while LXYROPT partitions destinations into two subsets. For the first subset

that contains destinations left to the source node, XY routing is used to construct

the multicast tree. For the destinations on the right of the source node, the west-

first turn model is used. These two algorithms both use the minimum number of

links to achieve the low multicast latency and power consumption. Switch Tree-Based

Algorithm (STBA) (Nasiri et al., 2016) is a newly proposed multicast routing method

that supports the construction of a multicast tree on a reconfigurable mesh NoC. It

uses switches in a reconfigurable network to construct a minimal spanning tree with a

Kruskal minimal spanning tree algorithm and west-first routing algorithm. A STBA

can improve power consumption and packets’ latency by dividing the channel-width

and traffic. In Ali et al. (2019), a routing method based on the Minimum Directed
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Spanning Tree was proposed, with the objective of reducing the power consumption.

Overall, the tree-based routing can achieve low network latency due to constructing the

tree by the shortest paths. However, for the branch node, the packet will be duplicated

and forwarded to multiple outputs. When a branch occurs, if either output is blocked,

the others must wait. In this case, if the packet does not proceed, many channels

may be in lockstep for extended periods, resulting in increased network contentions

(Ebrahimi et al., 2009).

In serial path-based routing methods, one packet is serially routed from the source

to its first destination, from there to the next, and so on until reaching all destina-

tions. A Hamiltonian path is commonly used in this method. Since packets do not

replicate at the intermediate node along the path, the contention of packets will be

decreased. However, all packets will visit every node, which may suffer from long la-

tency. In order to overcome this shortcoming, a destinations-partitioning method has

been derived according to the label of each node. The popular partitioning methods

are Dual-Path (DP), Multi-Path (MP) and Column-Path (CP) (Carara and Moraes,

2008; Daneshtalab et al., 2011). DP partitioning is a base method where destinations

are divided into two parts. One part contains destinations that have higher labels than

the source node, while the other has the remaining destinations. A packet will be sent

along an ascending or descending order, respectively, according to the label of every

destination. The DP performs well when the network size is small (e.g., tens of cores).

As the network size enlarges, the DP method has no effect on reducing latency. In

order to reduce the path length, the MP partitioning algorithm has been proposed by

dividing destinations into four parts, based on the DP method. In the CP partition-

ing method, destinations are divided into more subsets, depending on the number of

vertical columns. In the CP, each packet will transmit along a shorter path, compared

to the DP and MP approaches; therefore, it can achieve a high level of parallelism and

reduce the network latency. Based on these basic path-based routing methods, some

modified path-based routing algorithms have been derived to further improve network

performance. Carara and Moraes (2008) presented a deadlock-free adaptation of a

dual-path multicast algorithm for a mesh-based ENoC. However, this method cannot

provide any adaptiveness for routing the multicast packets and has the disadvantage

of high network latency due to the creation of long paths in the network. In Ebrahimi

et al. (2010), a new adaptive routing model based on a Hamiltonian path for both the

multicast and unicast (HAMUM) was presented, based on a partition to reduce latency

and energy consumption. An adaptive method based on the Hamiltonian path in mesh
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interconnection networks for an ENoC was proposed in Daneshtalab et al. (2011). This

method maximises the degree of adaptiveness of the routing functions, based on the

Hamiltonian path, while guaranteeing deadlock freedom. Overall, the path-based rout-

ing is attractive due to its simplified hardware design and is deadlock-free by means of

the Hamiltonian path. However, if the destination nodes spread widely, the path-based

routing may suffer from a great amount of latency, compared to tree-based routing.

In a 3D ONoC, most existing research on the routing and wavelength assignment

for a single multicast mainly focused on extending the conventional path and tree

multicast distribution techniques employed in a 2D ONoC to a 3D ONoC. In Haru-

tyunyan and Wang (2014), two efficient multicast algorithms for 3D mesh-connected

multicomputers were designed, named DIAG and DDS. Both algorithms are tree-based

shortest-path multicast algorithms with low complexity. Joardar et al. (2018) proposed

a Single-cycle Multi-hop Asynchronous Repeated Traversal (SMART) 3D ENoC archi-

tecture that is capable of achieving high-performance collective communication. The

SMART 3D ENoC can achieve lower network latency than its 2D counterparts. An

additional method for unicast and multicast communication in a 3D mesh-based net-

work was presented in Amnah and Zuo (2007). The proposed method is guaranteed

to be deadlock-free by means of the Hamiltonian path. However, it suffers from low

performance, and an inability to efficiently partition the network. In Ben et al. (2018),

a column partition multicast routing algorithm for 3D NoC named 3D CPM was pro-

posed, which can reduce the number of hops in the vertical direction. Furthermore, in

order to reduce the number of horizontal hops, an optimised multicast routing algo-

rithm 3D OCPM was proposed, which selects the shortest routing path instead of using

XYZ routing in 3D CPM. It is well known that the path-based and tree-based multicast

routings have inherent limitations in scalability (Duraisamy et al., 2017); therefore, the

methods designed for a 2D ONoC cannot work effectively for a 3D ONoC.

Overall, current studies about the communication of a single multicast have mainly

focused on improving network performance, such as reducing power consumption,

achieving low latency, and avoiding a deadlock.

Design for Multiple Multicasts

Instead of dealing with one multicast, the routing and wavelength assignment for mul-

tiple multicasts attempts to arrange a set of multicasts where each multicast has its

own source node and a set of destination nodes. For a single multicast, the problem

mainly focuses on satisfying one multicast. However, in the case of multiple multicasts
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required by the applications at the same time, the problem should not only try to

optimise an individual multicast, but also consider the whole set of multicasts as a

combined optimisation problem. The routing and wavelength assignment problem for

multiple multicasts can be classified into two categories: static scenario and dynamic

scenario.

If the multiple multicasts are known in advance and any traffic variations take place

over a long timescale, the routing and wavelength assignment problem for these mul-

ticasts is considered as a static multicast problem. Since these multicasts are assumed

to remain in an ONoC for a relatively long period, the computation can be performed

off-line. In this situation, the most important optimisation objective is to minimise

the total network resource consumptions (e.g., physical links and wavelengths). Specif-

ically, the objective of the routing and wavelength assignment should be either that

the number of wavelengths required to accommodate all multicasts is minimised or the

number of multicasts established is maximised for a limited number of wavelengths. In

Jia et al. (2001), an instance of the static routing and wavelength assignment problem

for an optical network was proposed, with the objective of minimising the number of

wavelengths. Two optimisation algorithms were also proposed to minimise the number

of wavelengths. One algorithm minimises the number of wavelengths through reduc-

ing the maximal link load in the system, while the other does so by trying to free

the least used wavelengths. The objective of the routing and wavelength assignment

problem for multiple multicasts formulated in He et al. (2001) was to maximise the

total number of established multicast connections, which was formulated as a nonlin-

ear integer programming model. In this method, two heuristic algorithms were also

proposed. In Wang et al. (2011), an Alternative Recursive Partitioning Multicasting

(AL + RPM) was proposed to deal with multiple applications with applicable traffic

isolation constraints in an ENoC. The basic idea of AL + RPM is to find the output

directions following the basic RPM algorithm, and then decide to replicate the packets

in the original output directions or the alternative (AL) output directions, based on

the shape of the sub-network.

In the dynamic multicast scenario, the multicasts arrive randomly one by one, and

the routing and wavelength assignment problem is encountered during the real-time

network operation phase. Ideally, we can deal with each multicast using the method

for a single multicast when it arrives. However, in practice, we cannot use the solutions

for a single multicast to handle the dynamic situation, due to the resource constraint

and the time constraint. In the dynamic case, the number of wavelengths is always a
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resource constraint because some of the wavelengths may be occupied by the existing

multicast and have not been released for the new coming multicast. Hence, even if one

can find a multicast tree/path to route the multicast, no available wavelength can be

assigned to it, which will introduce a network block. In addition, because of the real-

time nature of the dynamic problem, the routing and wavelength assignment algorithms

should be simple and time efficient. As far as I know, the routing and wavelength

assignment problem for a single multicast and for static multiple multicasts are both

complex problems considering the computation efficiency, because the computation

complexity is related to the network size, the number of available wavelengths, the

distribution of source and destination nodes, and the number of destination nodes.

The computation time may be acceptable for off-line computation for a static case,

but not suitable for a dynamic case. Therefore, based on these two constraints, the

objective of the routing and wavelength assignment for dynamic multiple multicasts

traffic is to minimise the blocking probability . A typical approach for designing efficient

algorithms is to decouple the problem into two separate subproblems: the routing

problem and the wavelength assignment problem. In a traditional large-scale optical

network, this approach has been taken to study the blocking performance of optical

networks with dynamic multicast traffic (Kamal and Al-Yatama, 2002; Ramesh et al.,

2002).

In conclusion, the existing multicast research in an ONoC can be summarised as the

following three topics: (1) the multicast-capable ONoC architectures; (2) the routing

design for an ENoC; (3) the routing and wavelength assignment for one multicast. The

problem of efficiently routing and assigning wavelengths for multiple multicasts has not

been well studied for an ONoC. To bridge this gap, my work in this thesis will target

the optimal routing of multiple multicasts requested simultaneously from applications

in an ONoC to improve the utilisation of wavelengths.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, the background knowledge and related work of multicast communica-

tion in an ONoC have been proposed. For the background knowledge, I introduced

the many-core processors, an ENoC, an ONoC, and multicast communication schemes

in an ONoC. As the basic building blocks of an ONoC, the silicon-compatible optical

devices make an ONoC an emerging communication architecture for the new genera-

tion multiprocessor systems with high communication bandwidth, low latency and high
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energy efficiency. A 3D ONoC is another emerging technology to overcome the barriers

of interconnect scaling by combining 3D integration technology with an ONoC, which

has several advantages compared to its 2D counterpart. Since the design methodol-

ogy of the many-core processor is shifting from computation towards communication,

inter-core communication is my main concern in this thesis. Multicast communication

is one of the most important inter-core communication primitives, which widely exists

in many applications of CMPs. Current multicast designs in an ONoC can be classified

into data plane design and control plane design, which are denoted as the hardware-

based design and the routing and wavelength assignment design, respectively. Because

of the limitations of the existing multicast research, an efficient support for multiple

multicasts should be considered, in order to efficiently utilise the optical interconnects

and available wavelengths.
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Chapter 3

PRWAMM: Path-based Routing

and Wavelength Assignment for

Multiple Multicasts in an ONoC

An Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC) is emerging as a key on-chip communication ar-

chitecture for multiprocessor systems. While multicast communication widely exists

in various parallel applications in an ONoC, most existing studies consider only the

optimisation of one multicast. This limits the practical applications because real sys-

tems often have to handle multiple multicasts requested from various applications. In

order to achieve high-performance communication of multiple multicasts in an ONoC,

routing design and wavelength assignment are two challenges. In this chapter, I inves-

tigate the wavelength assignment strategies for multiple multicasts, using path-based

routing in an ONoC, with the objective of reducing the number of wavelengths re-

quired. First, I propose an intra-multicast wavelength assignment strategy, including

two different methods, Multicast with Single Wavelength (MSW) and Multicast with

Multiple Wavelengths (MMW), which are two configurations that assign single wave-

length or multiple wavelengths to one multicast, respectively. In order to evaluate

the wavelength requirements of MSW and MMW, two modified conflict graphs are de-

signed. By analysing these two conflict graphs, I derive that MMW outperforms MSW,

in terms of the number of wavelengths required. Then, a Layer-based Wavelength As-

signment algorithm for Multiple Multicasts (LWAMM) is proposed to implement the

inter-multicast wavelength assignment by analysing the relative distribution of different

multicasts. The key idea of LWAMM is to allocate non-overlapping paths to the same

layer (a detailed explanation will be given in Chapter 3.4 ) that is logically duplicated
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from a given ONoC, and assign the same wavelength to the paths in the same layer.

Since the number of wavelengths is equal to the number of layers, the wavelength re-

quirements can be reduced by allocating all paths to as few layers as possible. Finally,

simulation results verify the theoretical results, and show that LWAMM can reduce the

average number of wavelengths used by 11.31%, 15.1%, and 17.7%, respectively, when

the multicast ratios are 30%, 50%, and 90%, compared to other path-based schemes.

3.1 Motivation

3.1.1 Routing Methods for Multicast Communication in an

ONoC

Routing schemes for multicast communication in an ONoC can be grouped into two

classes: tree-based routing and path-based routing. In the tree-based routing, the

source is considered as a root, and destinations are regarded as leaves. By combining

the root and leaves, a spanning tree is built, and packets are transmitted along the

tree from the root to the leaves. In a branch node of the tree, a packet will be dupli-

cated and forwarded to multiple outputs. If either output is blocked, the transmission

towards other outputs must wait. Hence, tree-based routing may cause a deadlock

problem, which will require additional hardware resources to solve it. A solution to

overcome the disadvantages of tree-based routing is to utilise path-based routing that

is commonly based on the Hamiltonian path (Palesi and Daneshtalab, 2014), where a

packet is delivered along the path containing all destinations. Since there is no branch

along the routing path, a deadlock problem can be avoided. In addition, the path-based

routing does not replicate packets in the network, thus decreasing packets’ contentions.

Moreover, a number of studies have shown that path-based routing performs superiorly

over its tree-based counterparts (Al-Dubai et al., 2003; Ebrahimi et al., 2014). There-

fore, in this chapter, I will design a path-based routing scheme to solve the multicast

problem.

The popular path-based routing methods in an ONoC include Dual-Path (DP),

Multi-Path (MP), and Column-Path (CP) (Carara and Moraes, 2008; Daneshtalab

et al., 2011). DP is a base method where packets are transmitted along two paths,

according to the label of every destination: one path goes along an ascending order

and the other goes along a descending order. MP is a multi-path routing where all

destinations of a multicast are grouped into four disjointed sub-parts based on DP,
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and only destinations in the same sub-part are routed along the same path. CP is a

column-based routing where destinations are divided into more number of sub-parts,

depending on the number of columns, with the advantages of lower transmission latency

and higher parallelism. However, in CP, more packets should be transmitted into the

network than DP and MP, as the destination nodes are partitioned into more subsets.

Moreover, the area overheads of CP is higher than MP and DP. Therefore, in this

chapter, I discuss only the DP and the MP.

3.1.2 Wavelength Assignment for Multiple Multicasts in an

ONoC

A proper wavelength assignment strategy plays a critical role in improving the perfor-

mance of multicast communication when the routing paths are established. A naive way

is to assign one distinct wavelength to each routing path, which is feasible if the number

of routing paths is small and the number of wavelengths is sufficient. However, as the

number of multicasts increases, the naive method is not efficient due to the constraints

of network resources and performance. Although Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing

(WDM) (Pile, 2015) enables multiple optical signals to transmit simultaneously pro-

viding a possible solution, the number of wavelengths that a single waveguide can

accommodate is limited. For example, it is reported that a WDM interconnect based

on microresonators can have a maximum wavelength limitation of 62 when assuming

a 10 Gbps data rate (Liu et al., 2019). Moreover, in order to have enough power to

modulate data across many wavelengths, extra lasers need to be attached to the chip.

Since the number of lasers is proportional to the number of wavelengths, supporting

more wavelengths indicates the increase of laser power, which will have a significant

influence on power consumption, the chip area and the hardware cost of an ONoC

(Hamedani et al., 2014). Therefore, how to optimise the use of limited wavelength

resources for multiple multicasts is important in an ONoC design.

The wavelength assignment for multiple multicasts in an ONoC is similar to the

channel assignment in wireless networks. However, the main differences between the

wavelength assignment for an ONoC and the other counterparts (e.g., a wireless net-

work and a traditional optical network) are given in the following wavelength con-

straints.

(1) Wavelength continuity constraint : There are no wavelength converters in an

ONoC because of the complexity and hardware cost of on-chip network; therefore, the
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same wavelength must be used in all the links along a path from the source to the

destination. Simply put, one routing path must be assigned the same wavelength on

each link along the path.

(2) Distinct wavelength constraint : If two paths belonging to different multicasts

share one or more common links, different wavelengths must be assigned to the two

routing paths in order to avoid link conflicts.

Consequently, the wavelength assignment problem for multiple multicasts in an

ONoC can be summarised as: Given a set of multicasts, how to efficiently utilise the

available wavelengths under the above wavelength constraints, in order to reduce the

number of wavelengths used .

3.1.3 Current Research in Wavelength Assignment for Multi-

cast Communication

In traditional optical networks, the wavelength assignment problem has been inten-

sively studied. To solve this problem, many heuristic algorithms were proposed, in-

cluding Random Wavelength Assignment, First-Fit, Least-Used, and Most-Used (Zang

et al., 2000). Random Wavelength Assignment searches all wavelengths firstly to de-

termine the set of available wavelengths, and then one wavelength is chosen randomly

from these wavelengths. In First-Fit, all wavelengths are numbered from low to high

and a lower numbered wavelength has a higher priority of being chosen than a higher

numbered wavelength. The Least-Used method selects the wavelength that is used

the least among all wavelengths, while the Most-Used method chooses the most-used

wavelength. Although these algorithms can be used for any routing schemes, they focus

only on reducing the blocking probability for new connections which are not suitable

for multicast communication. In Din (2004), several genetic algorithms were proposed

to solve the optimal multiple multicasts problem in a WDM ring network. However,

the wavelength assignment for an ONoC has some different characteristics to the tra-

ditional optical network (e.g., a Micro-ring Resonator (MR) in an ONoC may cause

an undesirable mode coupling between adjacent wavelengths and introduce crosstalk

noise); therefore, a wavelength assignment method specific for an ONoC should be

studied.

In an ONoC, some wavelength-routed architectures were proposed to solve the wave-

length assignment problem. In Le Beux et al. (2011), an Optical Ring Network-on-Chip

(ORNoC) was designed, in which a wavelength can be used for multiple communica-
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tions in a single waveguide concurrently in the ring topology, without any arbitration to

reserve an optical path before data transmission. However, this wavelength assignment

is static, and the connections are fixed for one given architecture. Other wavelength

assignment methods in an ONoC mainly considered the crosstalk effect. In Nikdast

et al. (2015), the authors systematically studied the worst case and the average crosstalk

noise under three different WDM-based ONoC architectures. In Fusella and Cilardo

(2016), a mapping tool, PhoNoCMap, has been designed to reduce the crosstalk noise

by reducing the number of communications that share the same waveguide, which can

minimise the crosstalk noise by moving a task in space and time. A multi-optimisation

Wavelength Allocation (WA) method in a ring-based WDM ONoC was designed in

Luo et al. (2017), which searches for performance and energy trade-offs based on the

application constraints. In this method, the derived Pareto-optimal solutions consider

application-dependent transmission between the source and destination, using a genetic

algorithm; therefore, the total number of wavelengths can be parameterised.

Overall, the previous research related to the wavelength assignment mostly focused

on the following topics: (1) wavelength assignment for multicast communication based

on the traditional optical networks; (2) wavelength-routed architecture design; (3)

crosstalk noise. As far as I know, none of the previous work has explored the wavelength

assignment problem for multiple multicasts in an ONoC. My work in this chapter will

bridge this gap by designing an efficient wavelength assignment scheme to accommodate

all given multicasts, while satisfying the unique characteristics of an ONoC.

3.1.4 Motivation Example

Figure 3.1 gives an example to compare the number of wavelengths used by DP and

MP routing schemes under two different wavelength assignment strategies (detailed

explanation in Chapter 3.3): (1) one multicast is assigned only one wavelength; (2)

one multicast can be assigned multiple wavelengths. In Figure 3.1 (a), DP routing uses

4 wavelengths by assigning one distinct wavelength to each multicast. In Figure 3.1

(b), the number of wavelengths used decreases (3 wavelengths) by assigning multiple

wavelengths to one multicast (multicast 2 is assigned 2 wavelengths: λ2, λ3). In Figure

3.1 (c), MP routing uses 3 wavelengths by assigning one distinct wavelength to one

multicast. In Figure 3.1 (d), 2 wavelengths are used by assigning multiple wavelengths

to one multicast and using MP routing. As we can see from this example, different

routing and wavelength assignment strategies have an important impact on the number

of wavelengths used. Therefore, in this chapter, the main objective is to design an
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effective path-based routing and wavelength assignment scheme for multiple multicasts

to reduce the number of wavelengths used.

Figure 3.1: Example of Dual-Path (DP) and Multi-Path (MP) routing

schemes with two different wavelength assignment strategies

3.2 Problem Description

In this section, firstly, some concepts related to the path-based routing are introduced,

and then, the definition of Path-based Routing and Wavelength Assignment problem
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for Multiple Multicasts in an ONoC (PRWA-MM-ONoC) is given. Finally, an 0-1

Integer Programming (IP) model is formulated.

3.2.1 Preliminaries

Hamiltonian Path

The Hamiltonian Path is a base strategy for path-based routing, where an undirected

path visiting every node exactly once is constructed (Lin et al., 1994). To establish

the Hamiltonian path, an integer label is assigned to each node in a mesh-based ONoC

from 0 to N − 1, where N is the number of nodes, according to its x, y coordinates.

The following equations show one label assignment used in this chapter for an n × n
mesh-based ONoC.

T{x, y} =

{
y ∗ n+ x, where y: even,

y ∗ n+ (n− x)− 1, where y: odd.
(3.1)

As shown in Figure 3.2, two directed Hamiltonian paths are constructed according

to this label assignment in a 4×4 mesh-based ONoC. One path goes along the ascending

order, starting from node 0 (Figure 3.2 (b)), while the other goes along the descending

order, ending at node 0 (Figure 3.2 (c)). In Figure 3.2, the solid lines represent the

Hamiltonian paths and the dashed lines indicate the links that could be used as short

cuts to reduce the path length. In the Hamiltonian path-based routing, a deadlock

is prevented since packets are transmitted to different directions along different paths

and no cycles can be formed among links.

Figure 3.2: Label assignment for a 4× 4 mesh-based ONoC
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Routing Methods Based on the Hamiltonian Path

In this section, three routing methods based on the Hamiltonian path are introduced:

Dual-Path (DP), Multi-Path (MP), and Column-Path (CP).

(1) DP is a base method in which packets are transmitted along two paths, where

destinations are divided into two sets: QH , QL. Nodes in QH have higher labels than

the source, and nodes in QL have lower labels than the source. QH and QL are sorted in

ascending order and descending order, respectively, as the labels of nodes are used for

sorting. Accordingly, packets from the source can be transmitted to the destinations

in QH by the ascending order path and to the destinations in QL by the descending

order path. For example, in Figure 3.3 (a), source node 12 should send a packet to 8

destinations (nodes 1, 4, 7, 10, 16, 19, 22, 24), which are grouped into the following

two sets. The first set QH {16, 19, 22, 24} contains destinations with labels higher

than the source. The packet will be transmitted along the path in an ascending order

to reach these destinations, thus resulting in the path {12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

22, 23, 24} (Figure 3.3 (a)). The remaining destinations in the second set QL {1, 4,

7, 10} will be reached by the descending order path {12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2,

1}. Although DP routing performs well when the network size is small, it may lead to

long network latency because of its inability to reduce the path length as the network

size enlarges.

(2) MP is a multi-path routing, where the path length can be reduced by dividing

destinations into four parts based on DP. In MP, sets QH and QL are further divided

into two subsets (QH1, QH2, QL1, QL2), respectively, according to the following dividing

strategies.

(i) When the source is located in an odd row : nodes in QH whose x coordinates are

smaller than the source are in set QH1, and the remaining nodes in QH are in QH2.

Nodes in QL whose x coordinates are smaller than or equal to the source are in set

QL1, and the remaining nodes in QL are in QL2.

(ii) When the source is located in an even row : nodes in QH whose x coordinates

are smaller than or equal to the source are in set QH1, and the remaining nodes in QH

are in QH2. Nodes in QL whose x coordinates are smaller than the source are in set

QL1, and the remaining nodes in QL are in QL2.

After the above division, all destinations of a multicast are grouped into at most

four disjointed subsets, resulting in at most four paths. For the derived subsets, the

destinations in QH1 and QH2 are sorted in ascending order, while the destinations in

QL1 and QL2 are sorted in descending order. Therefore, all packets will reach their
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destinations along the Hamiltonian paths, according to the orders that are arranged at

the source. An example of MP is shown in Figure 3.3 (b) that has the same distribution

of multicast as Figure 3.3 (a). In this example, the destinations in QH are further

divided into two subsets, QH1 {19, 22} and QH2 {16, 24}. To reach these destinations,

the packets go along two distinct ascending order paths, resulting in the paths {12, 17,

18, 19, 20, 21, 22} and {12, 13, 16, 23, 24}. Similarly, the destinations in QL are also

divided into two subsets, QL1 {1, 10} and QL2 {4, 7}, which can be reached by two

descending order paths {12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 1} and {12, 7, 6, 5, 4}.
(3) In CP, the destinations are divided into 2n subsets where n is the number of

columns in an n×n mesh-based ONoC. For example, in Figure 3.3 (c), destinations are

grouped into 8 subsets and 8 copies of the packet are needed to achieve the multicast

communication. The paths taken by these packets are as follows: {12, 17, 18, 19}, {12,

17, 22}, {12, 13, 16}, {12, 13, 14, 15, 24}, {12, 11, 10}, {12, 11, 8, 1}, {12, 7}, {12, 7,

6, 5, 4}. In this method, the path length can be reduced, compared to DP and MP;

therefore, CP can reduce the network latency and achieve a high level of parallelism.

However, CP cannot guarantee balanced partitions, and more packets may lead to

network congestion. Therefore, only DP and MP are discussed in this chapter.

Figure 3.3: Three basic path-based routing schemes

We can see from the above path-based routings that destinations are divided into

several parts (e.g., two parts for DP, four parts for MP), and in each of them, packets are

transmitted to the destinations through one path that passes through all destinations in

the same part. The last destination that a packet reaches in each part is called the final
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destination, and the rest of the destinations are called intermediate destinations.

For example, in Figure 3.3 (b), nodes 1, 4, 22, 24 are final destinations and nodes

7, 10, 16, 19 are intermediate destinations. A path in each derived part is a set of

links, which is established by transmitting a packet from a source to each intermediate

destination sequentially, until reaching the final destination. For example, there are at

most 2 paths using DP routing and 4 paths using MP routing.

3.2.2 Problem Definition

As far as I know, Path-based Routing and Wavelength Assignment problem for Multiple

Multicasts in an ONoC (PRWA-MM-ONoC) has not been defined in previous studies,

so the definition is given as follows.

Definition PRWA-MM-ONoC: Given an Optical Network-on-Chip and a set

of multicasts, PRWA-MM-ONoC problem is to assign a proper wavelength for each

routing path that is established by using path-based routing, so that the total number

of wavelengths is minimised.

To solve this problem, a PRWA-MM-ONoC is formulated as an integer program-

ming model firstly, and then, a heuristic solution is proposed.

3.2.3 Problem Model

The topology of an ONoC is modeled as a directed graph G=(V,E), where vertices

in V = {v0, v1, ..., vN−1} represent the nodes, and edges in E denote the links. Each

link eij in E is an unidirectional optical interconnect from node vi to an adjacent node

vj. The set of multicasts is defined as M = {mi|1 ≤ i ≤ C}, where C is the total

number of multicasts and mi is the ith multicast. The nodes involved in multicast

mi include its source node si and its destination node set Di that is the union of two

subsets Df
i and Dm

i . Df
i = {dfi,j|1 ≤ j ≤ |Df

i |} is the final destination set, where

dfi,j is the jth final destination and |Df
i | is the total number of final destinations for

multicast mi. Dm
i = {dmi,j|1 ≤ j ≤ |Dm

i |} is the intermediate destination set, where

dmi,j is the jth intermediate destination and |Dm
i | is the total number of intermediate

destinations for multicast mi. The total number of paths that need to be established

for M is K =
∑C

i=1 |D
f
i |. The path set is denoted as P = {pk|1 ≤ k ≤ K}, where pk is

the kth path that reaches the kth final destination. The set of wavelengths is denoted

by Λ={λ1, λ2, . . . , λW} where W is the total number of wavelengths.

Let variable li,j,k denote the link’s usage by a path from a source to a final destination
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in each dividing part.

li,j,k =

{
1, if link eij is used by path pk,

0, otherwise,
(3.2)

where i ∈ [0, N − 1], j ∈ [0, N − 1], and k ∈ [1, K].

The condition on the flow-conservation constraint (Cormen et al., 2009) (i.e., the

total positive flow entering a vertex other than the source or final destination must

equal the total positive flow leaving that vertex ) reads

N−1∑
t=0

K∑
k=1

lt,f,k −
N−1∑
g=0

K∑
k=1

lf,g,k =


−|Df

i |, if (vf = si),

1, if (vf = dfi,j),

0, otherwise,

∀mi ∈M, ∀vf ∈ V. (3.3)

By introducing a decision variable λi,j,k,w to denote the wavelength assignment for

links on the routing paths, I have

λi,j,k,w =

{
1, if path pk is assigned by λw on link eij,

0, otherwise,
(3.4)

where i ∈ [0, N − 1], j ∈ [0, N − 1], k ∈ [1, K], and w ∈ [1,W ].

All links along a path from the source to the final destination should be assigned

the same wavelength; therefore, this constraint can be satisfied by

λi,j,k,w = λo,s,k,w, ∀eij ∈ pk, ∀eos ∈ pk, w ∈ [1,W ]. (3.5)

If two paths share links, two wavelengths should be assigned in order to avoid conflicts.

Hence, the following constraint is added

K∑
k=1

li,j,kλi,j,k,w ≤ 1. (3.6)

For PRWA-MM-ONoC, the minimum number of wavelengths can be achieved if, and

only if, there are integer variables li,j,k and λi,j,k,w that satisfy (3.2)-(3.6). The problem

can be formulated as the following 0-1 Integer Programming (IP) model:

Minimise
W∑
w=1

(

∑N−1
i=0

∑N−1
j=0

∑K
k=1 λi,j,k,w∑N−1

i=0

∑N−1
j=0

∑K
k=1 λi,j,k,w + α

), (3.7)

such that (3.2)-(3.6) are satisfied.
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In the objective function, if a wavelength is used more than once, the result of the

item for the wavelength is one in the objective function. α is a minimal number which

is used to avoid the divide-by-zero error if no wavelength is used. As far as I know, the

0-1 integer programming model is an NP-hard problem. It is not possible to find the

optimal solution in the polynomial time if P 6= NP , so I propose a heuristic algorithm

to solve the wavelength assignment problem under path-based routing in this chapter.

Specifically, the wavelength assignment problem for multiple multicasts in an ONoC

includes two sub-problems: (1) how to assign the wavelength(s) to the routing paths

belonging to one multicast (called intra-multicast wavelength assignment); (2) how

to assign the wavelength(s) to different multicasts (called inter-multicast wavelength

assignment). These two sub-problems are coupled with each other when multiple mul-

ticasts exist simultaneously, and the solutions for these two sub-problems are proposed

in the following sections.

3.3 Intra-multicast Wavelength Assignment for Mul-

tiple Multicasts in an ONoC

An Intra-multicast wavelength assignment is to assign a proper wavelength to each

routing path belonging to one multicast . To implement the intra-multicast wavelength

assignment, two wavelength assignment strategies are proposed firstly in this section,

followed by two conflict graphs that are designed to evaluate the wavelength require-

ments for the derived strategies.

3.3.1 MSW and MMW

To assign a proper wavelength for each routing path belonging to one multicast, two

wavelength assignment strategies are proposed as follows.

Definition 3.1. If all paths belonging to one multicast are assigned the same wave-

length, it is called Multicast with Single Wavelength, denoted as MSW.

Definition 3.2. If a path belonging to one multicast can be assigned different wave-

length, it is called Multicast with Multiple Wavelengths, denoted as MMW.

For MSW, one multicast is assigned one wavelength, no matter how many paths it

has, while one multicast can be assigned multiple wavelengths using MMW. These two
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wavelength assignment strategies will be compared in the number of wavelengths used

for multiple multicasts by using the following conflict graphs.

3.3.2 Generalization of Conflict Graph

In graph theory, the wavelength assignment problem in a traditional optical network

is normally treated as a vertex-colouring problem, based on the corresponding conflict

graph (Zhou and Yang, 2002). In the conflict graph, each path from a source to a

destination is represented by a vertex, while two vertices are connected by an edge if

their corresponding paths conflict (e.g., they share one or more physical links). Hence,

the wavelength assignment problem is equivalent to the vertex colouring problem in

the corresponding conflict graph. In particular, the minimum number of wavelengths

required is equal to the chromatic number of the conflict graph. For example, there

are 5 paths in a linear network in Figure 3.4 (a); therefore, 5 vertices exist in the

corresponding conflict graph (Figure 3.4 (b)) as each vertex represents one path from

the original network. Since paths b and d conflict with each other in Figure 3.4 (a),

the corresponding vertices are connected in the conflict graph (Figure 3.4 (b)).

Figure 3.4: Conflict graph for a linear network

As I discussed in Section 3.3.1, the paths belonging to a single multicast can be

assigned the same wavelength (MSW) or different wavelengths (MMW). If they are

assigned the same wavelength, these paths can be treated as a single path, and the

corresponding vertices in the conflict graph can be merged to one vertex, as they can

be assigned the same colour. As it is not efficient to apply the proposed wavelength

assignment methods to the conflict graph directly, how to design particular conflict

graphs for these two wavelength assignment strategies is a challenging problem. To

deal with this problem, I modify the conflict graphs for MSW and MMW, respectively,

in the following section.
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3.3.3 Conflict Graphs for MSW and MMW

In this section, two modified conflict graphs for MSW and MMW are proposed, which

can be used to evaluate the wavelength requirements for multiple multicasts by path-

based routing. First, the modified conflict graph for MSW is introduced.

Definition 3.3. Given an undirected graph G, each vertex in G represents all paths

belonging to one multicast in the corresponding ONoC. Each edge in G represents the

conflict between two multicasts. The resulting graph G is called Conflict Graph for

MSW, denoted as CG-MSW.

For MSW, paths belonging to one multicast are assigned the same wavelength;

therefore, these paths can be treated as a single vertex in a CG-MSW. If two paths

belonging to different multicasts conflict, the corresponding vertices of these two mul-

ticasts are connected. Figure 3.5 shows an example of the derived CG-MSW using

MP routing with 2 multicasts in a 4×4 mesh-based ONoC, where P d
s is used to denote

the routing path from the source s to the final destination d. For example, in Figure

3.5 (a), paths P 3
5 , P 7

5 , P 13
5 belong to multicast 1; therefore, they are represented by

one vertex (m1) in the CG-MSW (Figure 3.5 (b)). Since P 3
9 and P 7

5 from different

multicasts (m1, m2) share links, m1 and m2 are connected due to the conflict.

Figure 3.5: Example of a Conflict Graph for MSW

However, in MMW, since the paths belonging to one multicast can be assigned

different wavelengths, the corresponding vertices in the conflict graph cannot be merged

into one vertex, as they may be allocated different colours. Therefore, a modified

conflict graph for MMW is designed as follows.
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Definition 3.4. Given an undirected graph G′, each vertex in G′ represents one path

in the corresponding ONoC. Each edge in G′ represents the conflict between two paths.

The resulting graph G′ is called Conflict Graph for MMW, denoted as CG-MMW.

For MMW, different paths can be assigned different wavelengths to reduce the

conflict of links, even if they belong to the same multicast; therefore, a multicast can

be assigned more than one wavelength. Accordingly, in a CG-MMW, one multicast can

be represented by more than one vertex, as one vertex indicates one routing path from

the source to the final destination. If two paths conflict with each other in an ONoC,

the corresponding vertices in a CG-MMW are connected by an edge. Figure 3.6 shows

the derived CG-MMW, by using MP routing with 2 multicasts in a 4×4 mesh-based

ONoC. Since there are 5 paths derived by MP routing in Figure 3.6 (a), 5 vertices exist

in the CG-MMW (Figure 3.6 (b)). Paths P 3
5 and P 1

9 share links; therefore, vertices P 3
5

and P 1
9 in the CG-MMW are connected by an edge.

Figure 3.6: Example of a Conflict Graph for MMW

Therefore, the wavelength assignment problem for multiple multicasts in an ONoC

is equivalent to the vertex-colouring problem in the CG-MSW or the CG-MMW . In

particular, the minimum number of wavelengths required by the given multicasts is

equal to the chromatic number of the CG-MSW or the CG-MMW.

3.3.4 Comparison of MSW and MMW

In this section, the above modified conflict graphs (CG-MSW, CG-MMW) is used to

evaluate the wavelength requirements for MSW and MMW, respectively. Firstly, a

property about a CG-MMW is introduced. Then, several theoretical results about the
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comparison of MSW and MMW are proposed, in terms of the number of wavelengths

required.

Property 3.1. The vertices from the same multicast do not connect with each other

in a CG-MMW.

Proof. In an ONoC, paths from the same multicast do not conflict with each other

using path-based routing, since destinations in a multicast are divided into multiple

parts, and only one distinct path is constructed for each part. These paths from

different parts do not conflict with each other; therefore, the corresponding vertices in

the CG-MMW are not connected.

Lemma 3.1. The chromatic number of the CG-MSW and the CG-MMW derived from

an n×n mesh-based ONoC are no greater than C, where C is the number of multicasts.

Proof. (1) In the CG-MSW, since the number of vertices is equal to the number of

multicasts, there are C vertices. In the worst case, every vertex connects with each

other; therefore, the chromatic number is equal to the number of vertices (C).

(2) In the CG-MMW, vertices derived from the same multicast do not connect with

each other from Property 3.1, as the corresponding paths do not conflict in an ONoC

using the path-based routing. In the worst case, the maximum clique can only be

constructed by C vertices from different multicasts; therefore, the chromatic number

is C in the CG-MMW.

Therefore, the minimum number of colours for the CG-MSW or the CG-MMW is

no greater than C for C multicasts.

Theorem 3.1. In an n×n mesh-based ONoC, the minimum number of wavelengths

used by MSW and MMW are no more than C, where C is the number of multicasts.

Proof. Since the minimum number of wavelengths used by MSW or MMW is equal

to the chromatic number of the CG-MSW or the CG-MMW, this theorem is obvious

from Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.2. The chromatic number of the CG-MMW derived from an n×n mesh-based

ONoC with multiple multicasts is no greater than the corresponding CG-MSW.

Proof. Each valid colouring of the CG-MSW can be converted into a valid colouring

with an equal number of colours for the corresponding CG-MMW. This is achieved by

assigning to each vertex of the CG-MMW a colour corresponding to the vertex in the
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CG-MSW (i.e., assign to a path derived from MMW the same wavelength corresponding

to the multicast using MSW). The resulting colouring must still be valid, since there

would be an edge between two vertices with the same colour in the CG-MMW if it is not

valid. From Property 3.1, since there are no edges between vertices corresponding to the

same multicast, these two vertices must be part of two different multicasts. However,

not all valid colouring of the CG-MMW can be converted into a valid colouring of the

corresponding CG-MSW. For vertices connected by an edge in the CG-MMW, there

must also be an edge between the corresponding vertices in the CG-MSW. Hence, there

is an edge between vertices in the CG-MSW that share the same colour, which implies

that the colouring of the CG-MSW is not valid. Therefore, the chromatic number of

the CG-MMW derived from an n×n mesh-based ONoC with multiple multicasts is

equal to or smaller than the corresponding CG-MSW.

Theorem 3.2. The minimum number of wavelengths required by MMW is no more

than MSW.

This is obvious from Lemma 3.2. I omit it here.

Overall, the above theoretical results show that using MMW can achieve better per-

formance than MSW in the number of wavelengths used. This is because, for multiple

multicasts, if one multicast can be assigned multiple wavelengths, the paths without

overlapping can share the same wavelength, thus reducing the number of wavelengths

used. Although the intra-multicast wavelength assignment strategy can reduce the

number of wavelengths, it only considers the wavelength assignment for one multi-

cast. When there are multiple multicasts in an ONoC simultaneously, the wavelength

assignment should consider not only the individual multicast, but also the relative

distributions between different multicasts. Therefore, an inter-multicast wavelength

assignment strategy is proposed to improve the performance of multiple multicasts in

the following section.

3.4 Inter-multicast Wavelength Assignment for Mul-

tiple Multicasts in an ONoC

An Inter-multicast wavelength assignment assigns a proper wavelength to each routing

path, considering the relative distribution of multiple multicasts , to efficiently utilise

the available wavelengths. In this section, two path-based routing methods (MP, DP)
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are compared first, in terms of the number of wavelengths required. Then, a heuristic

inter-multicast wavelength assignment algorithm under path-based routing is proposed.

3.4.1 Comparison of MP and DP

MP and DP are two path-based routing schemes used in this chapter. In this section,

the effect of these two routing methods in the number of wavelengths used is discussed

by using the MMW wavelength assignment strategy, which is shown as follows.

Lemma 3.3. The chromatic number of the CG-MMW derived by MP is no greater

than the counterpart derived by DP.

The proof is similar to Lemma 3.2. I omit it here.

Theorem 3.3. The minimum number of wavelengths used by MP is no more than DP

using MMW.

This theorem can be derived from Lemma 3.3.

For DP, the transmission of packets is more likely along horizontal links, and vertical

links are used as shortcuts to reduce the path length; therefore, the conflicts are more

likely to happen in the horizontal links. However, in MP, a portion of packets originally

transmitted along the horizontal links is diverted along the vertical links, making the

links’ usage in both directions balance out. Therefore, the conflicts that originally

existed on the horizontal links are reduced, which decreases the number of wavelengths

used.

Overall, from the above analysis, MP and MMW can achieve a higher performance

than their counterparts, respectively, in terms of the number of wavelengths used. By

using MP and MMW, an inter-multicast wavelength assignment algorithm for multiple

multicasts in an ONoC is proposed in the following section.

3.4.2 Layer-based Wavelength Assignment Algorithm for Mul-

tiple Multicasts in the ONoC

As a vertex-colouring problem is NP-hard, a heuristic algorithm is proposed, which is

called Layer-based Wavelength Assignment algorithm for Multiple Multicasts (LWAMM).

The main idea of LWAMM is as follows. A mesh-based ONoC is logically duplicated

into multiple layers, each of which is assigned a distinct wavelength. On each layer,

only non-overlapping paths derived by MP routing can be allocated to it, with the
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same wavelength assigned to these paths. Since the number of wavelengths required

is equal to the number of layers, the objective of LWAMM is to allocate the derived

paths to as few layers as possible.

Before giving the algorithm, several notations used in this section are introduced.

If two paths derived by MP share one or more links, they conflict with each other.

To indicate the conflict situation of each path, a bit-based diagram is proposed, called

Path Conflict Bit Diagram (PCBD). Figure 3.7 shows a PCBD for path pk (1 ≤

Figure 3.7: Path Conflict Bit Diagram for path pk

k ≤ K), where K is the total number of paths established by MP routing and δjk

indicates the conflict of path pk with path pj.

δjk =

{
1, if path pk conflicts with path pj,

0, otherwise.
(3.8)

The total number of conflicts for path pk (denoted as σk) is defined as Path Con-

flict Density (PCD), which can be calculated by σk =
∑K

j=1 δ
j
k. The largest number

of PCD is denoted as σmax (σmax = max{σk}, k ∈ [1, K]), which will be used to imple-

ment LWAMM as follows:

Step 1 Sort all paths in a descending order according to σk (k ∈ [1, K]).

Step 2 Select path pk (k ∈ [1, K]) with the highest conflict density (σmax) and allocate

it to layer li, marking it pik. If δjk 6= 0 (path pj is the path that has already been

on layer li), then leave it for the next round. Repeat this step until the end of

the order.

Step 3 After the paths that can be allocated to layer li are selected, assign wavelength

λi to all paths on this layer.

Step 4 Repeat steps 2 and 3 for unselected paths until all paths have been allocated.

In LWAMM, selecting paths with the highest conflict density (σmax) firstly can make

more paths with low conflict density be allocated to the same layer, thus reducing the

number of layers. For the derived layers by LWAMM, the paths in layer li can be

denoted as li = {pik|k ∈ [1, K]}(i ∈ [1, L]), where L is the total number of layers. The
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path set can be decomposed as P =
⋃L
i=1 li, where |li| is the number of paths in layer

li and
∑L

i=1 |li| = K.

The pseudocode for LWAMM is given in Algorithm 1, with the algorithm com-

plexity O(K2) where K is the total number of paths. Through analysis, the following

theoretical results about LWAMM are also derived.

Algorithm 1: Layer-based Wavelength Assignment Algorithm for Multiple Mul-

ticasts in the ONoC (LWAMM)

Input : Path Set P

Output: Layer

C ← ∅;F ← ∅;Layer = 0;P ′ = P ;

Sort the paths in a descending order according to σk (1 ≤ k ≤ K);

while C 6= P do

for all paths in P ′ do

if δjk = 0 (pj ∈ F ) then
Put path pk to F ;

C ← C ∪ F ;

P ′ = P − F ;

end

return P ′.
end

F ← ∅.
Layer++.

end

Property 3.2. The paths in layer li (1 ≤ i ≤ L) derived from LWAMM satisfy∑|li|
j=1

∑|li|
k=1 δ

j
k = 0.

Proof. Let p1, p2, ..., pm be m paths from layer li. Because path pt (1 ≤ t ≤ m) has no

conflicts with any other paths on the same layer, the corresponding bit in the other

paths’ conflict bit diagram is 0, such as δt1 + δt2 + ... + δtm = 0. Since every path has

this property, I derive
∑m

t=1

∑m
j=1 δ

j
t = 0.

Theorem 3.4. The number of wavelengths used by LWAMM (denoted as F ) is d K
K−σmax e ≤

F ≤ C, where K is the number of paths and C is the number of multicasts.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, I get F ≤ C.
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For the lower bound, the maximum number of paths allocating to one layer is

K − σmax, since only path pj (1 ≤ j ≤ K) with δji = 0 can be selected for the same

layer with path pi (σi = σmax). Therefore, the minimum number of wavelengths is

d K
K−σmax e.

Example 3.1 : The distribution of multiple multicasts in Figure 3.8 is used to explain

LWAMM with 12 paths by using MP routing. Firstly, all paths are sorted in descending

order according to their conflict densities, which are shown in Figure 3.9. The order

of all paths is: σP 7
18
> σP 37

18
≥ σP 29

53
≥ σP 48

25
≥ σP 57

11
> σP 62

18
≥ σP 8

53
≥ σP 56

25
≥ σP 5

11
≥

σP 50
11
> σP 59

53
≥ σP 1

25
. Path P 7

18 is chosen firstly because of its highest conflict density,

followed by path P 37
18 . According to the priorities of the paths, P 29

53 should be selected

next. However, δ
P 29
53

P 37
18

= 1 in PCBD (Figure 3.9) indicates P 29
53 is in conflict with P 37

18

that has existed in layer 1; therefore, P 29
53 is left for the next round. Likewise, paths

P 7
18, P

37
18 , P 48

25 , P 56
25 , P 59

53 , P 1
25 are allocated to layer 1 and wavelength λ1 is assigned to

these paths. Similarly, paths P 29
53 , P 57

11 , P 62
18 , P 8

53, P
5
11, P

50
11 are allocated to layer 2 and

wavelength λ2 is assigned to these paths. Finally, 2 layers are derived and the number

of wavelengths used is 2 (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.8: Example 3.1: Layer-based wavelength assignment algo-

rithm for multiple multicasts under MP routing in an 8×8 ONoC
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Figure 3.9: Path Conflict Bit Diagram (PCBD) and Path Conflict

Density (PCD) for all paths in Example 3.1

Figure 3.10: The layers derived by layer-based wavelength assignment

algorithm for multiple multicasts in Example 3.1
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3.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, LWAMM is evaluated through extensive simulations, using both syn-

thetic multicast traffic and realistic data traces, and comparing with other path-based

routing and wavelength assignment schemes. As the main comparative parameter in

the simulation, the number of wavelengths is used since it is one of the most important

factors affecting the performance of an ONoC. In this simulation, only multicast traffic

is considered, since it is the most general communication mode. However, this method

is still suitable for other communication types (e.g., unicast, broadcast).

3.5.1 Synthetic-based Simulations

In synthetic-based simulations, the multicast traffic is subjected to the following set-

tings: (1) Each node generates the multicast packets independently, with a data rate

of θ packets/cycle/node, which follows the Poisson distribution, θ ∈ [0, 1]; (2) In each

multicast, the source node and the destination nodes are distributed uniformly. This

multicast traffic is generated in advance and stored in separate traffic files; therefore,

the same traffic files are used to evaluate the performance of different routing and wave-

length assignment schemes. Since LWAMM is designed based on a MP routing and

a MMW wavelength assignment strategy, the remaining combinations of path-based

routing schemes and wavelength assignment strategies are compared (i.e., DP-MSW,

DP-MMW, MP-MSW) under different multicast ratios that are defined as the propor-

tion of multicast nodes to all nodes in the network. In this simulation, the network

sizes are set to 8×8, 16×16 and 32×32 in mesh topology. Figure 3.11 - Figure 3.13

show the average number of wavelengths required for different multicast ratios (30%,

50%, 90%) under different network sizes. Table 3.1, which is derived from Figure 3.11

- Figure 3.13, shows the percentage of the decrease in the number of wavelengths used

by LWAMM compared with other schemes.

Multicast ratio: 30%

Since one multicast holds at least three nodes (one source node and two destination

nodes), there are at most 21 multicast nodes and 7 multicasts in an 8×8 ONoC without

nodes overlapping. Similarly, there are at most 76 (307) nodes and 25 (102) multicasts

in a 16 × 16 (32 × 32) ONoC. From Figure 3.11, it can be seen that the number of

wavelengths used by LWAMM is always lower than others under different network sizes.

The average number of wavelengths used can be reduced by 7.5%, 11.93% and 15.4%,
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Figure 3.11: Average number of wavelengths of DP-MSW, MP-MSW,

DP-MMW, LWAMM in an 8×8, a 16×16 and a 32×32 ONoC for

multicast ratio 30%

Figure 3.12: Average number of wavelengths of DP-MSW, MP-MSW,

DP-MMW, LWAMM in an 8×8, a 16×16 and a 32×32 ONoC for

multicast ratios 50%
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Figure 3.13: Average number of wavelengths of DP-MSW, MP-MSW,

DP-MMW, LWAMM in an 8×8, a 16×16 and a 32×32 ONoC for

multicast ratio 90%

Table 3.1: The reduction of number of wavelengths by LWAMM com-

pared with DP-MSW, DP-MMW, MP-MSW under different multicast

ratios
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respectively, in an 8 × 8, a 16 × 16 and a 32 × 32 ONoC compared to other schemes

(Table 3.1 (a)).

Multicast ratio: 50%

When the multicast ratio is 50%, there are at most 32, 128 and 512 multicast nodes in

an 8×8, a 16×16 and a 32×32 ONoC, respectively. Accordingly, there are at most 10,

42 and 170 multicasts, respectively, without nodes overlapping. From Figure 3.12, we

can see that LWAMM performs better than other schemes in terms of the number of

wavelengths used. The average number of wavelengths used can be reduced by 10.63%,

13.04% and 21.62%, respectively, in an 8× 8, a 16× 16 and a 32× 32 ONoC compared

to other schemes (Table 3.1 (b)).

Multicast ratio: 90%

When the multicast ratio is 90%, there are at most 58 multicast nodes and 19 multicasts

in an 8×8 ONoC. Likewise, there are at most 230 (921) nodes and 76 (306) multicasts

in a 16 × 16 (32 × 32) ONoC. From Figure 3.13 and Table 3.1 (c), we can see that

the average number of wavelengths required can be reduced by 13.79%, 15.97% and

23.32%, respectively, in an 8 × 8, a 16 × 16 and 32 × 32 ONoC compared to other

schemes.

Overall, LWAMM shows many advantages over other path-based schemes:

(1) The number of wavelengths used by LWAMM is always least compared with

others under different multicast ratios and different network sizes.

(2) The effect of reducing the number of wavelengths is more obvious as the multi-

cast ratio increases. From Table 3.1, it can be seen that the percentage of wavelength

reduction by LWAMM increases with the increase of the multicast ratio; therefore,

LWAMM is more effective with a large multicast ratio.

(3) Assigning multiple wavelengths to one multicast is an effective way to reduce

the number of wavelengths when the routing method is the same. We can see from

Figure 3.11 - Figure 3.13, that DP-MMW uses a lower number of wavelengths than

DP-MSW, and LWAMM uses a lower number of wavelengths than MP-MSW.

(4) LWAMM has good scalability, since the number of wavelengths required by

LWAMM is always the least with the increase of network sizes.
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3.5.2 Simulation with Data Traces

In the trace-based simulations, the multicast communication is filtered from the inter-

core communication of a 64-core system running PARSEC benchmark (Hestness et al.,

2010). In the trace files, if a node transmits multiple packets with the same type to

different destinations in the successive clock cycles, it is considered a multicast com-

munication. After filtering, the addresses of the sources and destinations are recorded

in the multicast trace files, which are used to evaluate the performance of different

routing schemes. Figure 3.14 gives the simulation results with the realistic data traces

under multicast ratios 30% and 50%. It can be seen that, LWAMM can significantly

reduce the number of wavelengths in all applications. Specifically, when the multicast

ratio is 30% (Figure 3.14 (a)), LWAMM can reduce the number of wavelengths by

11.81%, 6.62% and 9.1%, respectively, compared to DP-MSW, DP-MMW and MP-

MSW. When the multicast ratio is 50% (Figure 3.14 (b)), LWAMM can reduce the

number of wavelengths by 7.45% on average, compared with the other three coun-

terparts. The reason that LWAMM outperforms others, in terms of the number of

wavelengths, is the paths without overlapping can be assigned the same wavelength,

thereby improving the wavelength utilisation.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the wavelength assignment strategies for multiple multicasts in an

ONoC based on path-based routing have been studied, aiming to reduce the number

of wavelengths used. Firstly, the definition of Path-based Routing and Wavelength As-

signment problem for Multiple Multicasts in an ONoC (PRWA-MM-ONoC) was given

and it was formulated as an Integer Programming (IP) model. Then, PRWA-MM-

ONoC was investigated from two aspects: an intra-multicast wavelength assignment

and an inter-multicast wavelength assignment. In the intra-multicast scheme, two

wavelength assignment strategies (MSW, MMW) were derived and two modified con-

flict graphs were proposed to evaluate the wavelength requirements of MSW and MMW

for multiple multicasts. It is shown that: (1) The effect of reducing the number of wave-

lengths of MMW is better than MSW with the same routing method; (2) MP routing

uses a lower number of wavelengths than DP routing under MMW wavelength assign-

ment strategy. In the inter-multicast wavelength assignment, a Layer-based Wave-

length Assignment algorithm for Multiple Multicasts (LWAMM) was designed, which

can efficiently reduce the number of wavelengths used. The range of the number of
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Figure 3.14: Average number of wavelengths in different applications

of trace-based simulations
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wavelengths required by LWAMM was also derived. Finally, extensive simulations were

carried out, using both synthetic multicast traffic and realistic data traces. The sim-

ulation results show that LWAMM outperforms other path-based routing methods in

terms of the number of wavelengths used, and it is particularly effective for routing

multicast traffic with a large multicast ratio. Since the establishment of routing paths

considers only one multicast individually in this chapter, it lacks flexibility to reduce

the conflicts between different multicasts; therefore, in the next chapter, I will intro-

duce a novel scheme that designs the routing method based on the distribution of all

multicast nodes.
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Chapter 4

RWADMM: Routing and

Wavelength Assignment for

Distribution-based Multiple

Multicasts in a 2D ONoC

An Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC) is an emerging chip-scale optical interconnection

technology to realise high-performance and power-efficient inter-core communication for

many-core processors. While multicast communication is significantly used for parallel

applications on a chip, existing studies for multicast in an ONoC mainly focus on the

optimisation of one multicast. This limits the practical applications of the studies

because we often face the dynamic formation of multiple multicast groups in a network

system. In this chapter, the problem of routing and wavelength assignment for multiple

multicasts in a 2D ONoC is defined, with the objective of reducing the number of

wavelengths required. To solve the problem, it is formulated as an integer programming

model for general topologies first, and then routing policies for special instances on the

mesh topology are designed, which optimally use only one wavelength. For general

instances, a Group-Partitioning Routing algorithm for Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM)

is designed, which can decouple a group of multicasts into a number of sub-groups,

with each sub-group matching one of the special instances. Theoretical results show

that the number of wavelengths required by GPRMM is no more than the Destination

Density (i.e., the maximum number of multicasts with destinations in the same row

or column). The upper bound and the lower bound on the number of wavelengths are

also derived. The number of wavelengths is upper bounded by the network size n for
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an n× n mesh-based network if there are no multicast nodes overlapping. Simulation

results show that GPRMM can reduce the number of wavelengths by 29.8%, 21.95%

and 13.8%, respectively, when the multicast ratios are 30%, 50% and 90%, compared

with previous methods. RWADMM has the advantages of a low routing complexity, a

low wavelength requirement and good scalability.

4.1 Motivation

4.1.1 Existing Multicast Routing and Wavelength Assignment

Schemes in a 2D ONoC

As multicast extensively exists in various parallel applications, there have been sev-

eral methods to improve the performance of multicast communication in a 2D ONoC.

These involve various modeling and optimisation processes for single multicast, as well

as multiple multicasts. Tree-based and path-based routing methods are two major ap-

proaches used in a 2D ONoC. Although these multicast routing algorithms have been

proposed for a 2D ONoC, most of them consider only one multicast.

In the tree-based routing, Jerger et al. (2008) designed a hardware support multicast

routing called Virtual Circuit Tree Multicasting (VCTM), in which the network latency

can be reduced significantly. The multicast tree is built incrementally by using a virtual

circuit table in each router. However, VCTM is not power-efficient in some cases be-

cause of holding a virtual tree table in each switch. In Hu et al. (2011), two tree-based

routing methods for multicast, Optimised Tree (OPT) and Left-xy-Right-Optimised

Tree (LXYROPT), were proposed on the basis of VCTM. OPT is an optimised tree-

based routing method using the west-first turn model to achieve deadlock-free. To

reduce the network latency caused by OPT, LXYROPT was designed. Two destina-

tions subsets were obtained under LXYROPT routing, with XY routing used for the

destinations contained in the left subset and the west-turn model was used for an-

other subset. These two schemes were both power efficient and deadlock-free. STBA

is a Switch Tree-Based Algorithm for multicast communication derived in Nasiri et al.

(2016). In STBA, the minimal spanning tree is constructed using configuration switches

and the minimum number of routers in a reconfigurable mesh NoC. This method can

improve power consumption and packets’ latency by dividing the channel-width and

traffic.

Path-based routing is another routing method designed for multicast in the on-
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chip network, in which one packet is sent along a fixed Hamiltonian path. Dual-Path

(DP), Multi-Path (MP) and Column-Path (CP) (Carara and Moraes, 2008; Danesh-

talab et al., 2011) are three basic path-based routings, which are discussed in Chapter

3. They can decrease packets’ congestion and guarantee dead-lock free. However, the

routing paths for the DP, MP and CP are predetermined; hence, they lack flexibility.

When traffic loads become heavy, the network latency will be increased. Therefore,

an adaptive routing algorithm is a good option by adjusting the path flexibly, accord-

ing to the network situations. In Ebrahimi et al. (2010); Bahrebar and Stroobandt

(2014), two adaptive routing algorithms were proposed, respectively, called HAMUM

and HOE. In this method, several rules about permitting and prohibiting turns are

derived, which can guarantee the deadlock freedom. Choosing proper routing paths

according to the congestion situation of the network can improve routing flexibility,

thus achieving higher adaptiveness. In Liu et al. (2016), the DWRMR is a multicast

routing method for an ONoC, based on dynamical-established and wavelength-reused

multicast rings. It can achieve low packet delay and the same performance using half

the number of wavelengths compared to the existing schemes. However, they consider

only the optimisation of one multicast, without considering the optimisation of mul-

tiple multicasts. A hybrid multicast routing approach that combines the path-based

and tree-based methods was proposed in Wu et al. (2018), without requiring additional

virtual channels or large buffers to hold large packets. It follows an efficient path-based

routing scheme but also allows branches to be taken when some specific conditions are

satisfied. These conditions take the load of the routers and the deadlock problem into

account, and hence can lead to more efficient overall routing performance without caus-

ing any deadlock. Prasad et al. (2014) proposed a new approach for multicast routing

for on-chip networks with minimum hardware support. This approach minimizes the

average hop traversal of each replica within the network by selecting replication points

based on the distribution density of the destination nodes.

Although these multicast-based routing methods can improve network performance

(e.g., reduce latency and avoid deadlock), they still have several limitations: (1) they

were initially designed for an ENoC, which cannot be migrated to an ONoC directly

because of the different physical properties; (2) they focus only on improving the con-

ventional criteria of a routing design, such as the shortest path or transmission delay,

which are not suitable for an ONoC; (3) only one multicast is considered in their design.

When there are currently multiple multicasts in an ONoC, routing methods like this

are very likely to cause high contentions without considering other multicasts, resulting
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in using more wavelengths. Therefore, an optimal wavelength allocation method for

multiple multicasts is needed to efficiently use the limited wavelengths in a 2D ONoC.

In this chapter, I target improving the utilisation of wavelengths by optimally routing

all multicasts requested at the same time from the applications in a 2D ONoC.

4.1.2 Motivation Example

The following example compares the number of wavelengths used by different routing

schemes in order to accommodate all given multicasts. It shows that using the proposed

routing method in this chapter can reduce the number of wavelengths used.

Figure 4.1: Routing examples for multiple multicasts in a 4×4 ONoC

Figure 4.1 gives a motivation example by showing two multicasts in a 4×4 ONoC.

The multicast routing methods that were designed for a single multicast are used in this

example. Figure 4.1 (a) shows the unicast-based routing scheme, where source nodes
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10 and 7 generate 4 copies of packets, respectively, and transmit each copy to the

destination with 3 wavelengths. Figure 4.1 (b) presents the tree-based routing scheme.

Packets will be sent along two spanning trees from the sources to the destinations,

using 2 wavelengths. Figure 4.1 (c) demonstrates the path-based routing scheme which

uses 2 wavelengths. These existing routing methods consider only a single multicast,

without considering the optimisation of the multiple multicasts problem in terms of the

utilisation of network resources (e.g., wavelengths, energy consumption, and etc.). It

may be feasible if the network resources are sufficient with a small number of multicasts.

However, when the network resources become insufficient and the number of multicasts

increase, these methods are not efficient enough, with the possibility of using more

wavelengths and consuming more energy. To deal with this problem, it is necessary to

consider the combination of the group of multiple multicasts as a whole and design a

routing algorithm from the global perspective. At present, this problem has not been

well studied. Therefore, the main objective of this chapter is to design an efficient

routing and wavelength assignment algorithm to accommodate multiple multicasts,

using a minimum number of wavelengths. Figure 4.1 (d) shows that when using my

proposed routing algorithm, only one wavelength is needed in this example.

An overview of the proposed routing and wavelength assignment algorithm for

multiple multicasts in this chapter is shown in Figure 4.2. The main idea is to partition

all multicast nodes into a minimum number of groups, with each group owning only

non-overlapping routing paths. Thus, all routing paths in one group can share the

Figure 4.2: Overview of the proposed multiple multicasts routing

scheme in an 4× 4 2D ONoC

same wavelength. For the given three multicasts in Figure 4.2, two groups are derived
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(Figure 4.2 (b), (c)), each of which has a distinct routing method (e.g., XY rouging

for group 1, and YX routing for group 2) which is derived on the basis of an optimal

routing and wavelength assignment algorithm for the special distribution of multicast

nodes (detailed in Section 4.3). Each group is assigned only one distinct wavelength;

therefore, 2 wavelengths are needed in this example.

4.2 Problem Description

For multiple multicasts in a 2D ONoC, the objective should deal with not only each

individual multicast, but also consider the whole set of multicasts as a combined prob-

lem. In this section, I define the research problem and formulate it as an Integer

Programming (IP) model.

First, some general terms used in this chapter are introduced. A Path in a 2D

ONoC is a set of links which is established by transmitting a packet from a source

node to a destination node. A Multicast Path is the set of paths for one multicast.

Routing is a process of selecting paths for packets’ transmission, which determines

the directions of the transmitted packets. Wavelength assignment is a strategy to

assign proper wavelengths to every established path. Two paths can share the same

link, provided two different wavelengths are used.

As far as I know, there is no formal definition in previous research for the problem

of the Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Multiple Multicasts in a

2D ONoC (RWA-MM-ONoC), which I define as: given an Optical Network-on-Chip

and a set of multicasts, RWA-MM-ONoC problem is to find routes and assign proper

wavelength(s) for each multicast, so that the total number of wavelengths is minimised.

The topology of a 2D ONoC is modeled as a directed graph G=(V,E), where

vertices in V = {v1, v2, ..., vN} represent the nodes and edges in E denote the links.

Each link eij in E is the unidirectional optical interconnect from node vi to an adjacent

node vj. The set of multicasts is denoted as M = {mi|1 ≤ i ≤ C}, where C is the total

number of multicasts and mi is the ith multicast. The nodes involved in multicast

mi include its source node si and its destination node set Di = {di,j|1 ≤ j ≤ |Di|},
where di,j is the jth destination node and |Di| is the total number of destinations for

multicast mi. Therefore, the total number of destinations that need to be reached for

M is K =
∑C

i=1 |Di|. The path set is denoted as P = {pk|1 ≤ k ≤ K}, where pk is

the kth path that reaches the kth destination. The set of wavelengths is denoted by

Λ={λ1, λ2, . . . , λW} and W is the total number of available wavelengths.
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A 0-1 integer programming formalism is used to formulate RWA-MM-ONoC. First,

the variables are introduced.

Link usage variables: Let xi,j,k denote the link usage by a routing path from a

source to a destination, defined as

xi,j,k =

{
1, if path pk passes through link eij,

0, otherwise,
(4.1)

where i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, N ], and k ∈ [1, K].

Wavelength assignment variables: Let yi,j,k,w denote the wavelength assign-

ment for multicast paths, defined as

yi,j,k,w =

{
1, if path pk is assigned by λw on link eij,

0, otherwise,
(4.2)

where i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, N ], k ∈ [1, K] and w ∈ [1,W ].

Multicast distinction variables: Let zk,h denote which multicast each path

belongs to, defined as

zk,h =

{
1, if path pk belongs to mh,

0, otherwise,
(4.3)

where k ∈ [1, K], h ∈ [1, C].

Flow-conservation constraint: According to the flow-conservation constraint

(Cormen et al., 2009), the total number of paths entering a vertex must be equal to

that leaving that vertex, except that each source si has |Di| outgoing paths, and each

destination di,j has one incoming path. This constraint can be formulated as

N∑
t=1

K∑
k=1

xt,q,k −
N∑
g=1

K∑
k=1

xq,g,k =


−|Di|, if (vq = si),

1, if (vq = di,j),

0, otherwise,

∀mi ∈M,∀vq ∈ V, j ∈ [1, |Di|]. (4.4)

Wavelength continuity constraint: All links along a path from the source to

the destination should be assigned the same wavelength; therefore, this constraint can

be satisfied by

yi,j,k,w = yo,s,k,w, ∀eij ∈ pk, ∀eos ∈ pk, w ∈ [1,W ]. (4.5)
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Distinct wavelength constraint: If multiple paths belonging to different multi-

casts pass through the same link simultaneously, different wavelengths must be assigned

to the paths to avoid conflicts, as formulated by

C∑
h=1

K∑
k=1

xi,j,kzk,hyi,j,k,w ≤ 1. (4.6)

Splitter constraint: This constraint can be added if light splitters are available,

which is capable of splitting an input signal into multiple outputs. Therefore, the

transmission paths of a multicast coming out from the source can be combined into

one path and then split into multiple paths to reach the destinations. This constraint

can be represented as

xi,j,kzk,hyi,j,k,w = xi,j,rzr,hyi,j,r,w,

∀pk, pr∈mh, pk 6= pr,∀w∈ [1,W ]. (4.7)

The objective function of RWA-MM-ONoC is to achieve the minimum number of

wavelengths, which can be formulated as:

Minimise
W∑
w=1

(

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w + α

) (4.8)

such that (4.1)-(4.7) are satisfied.

In the objective function, if the wavelength λw is used,
∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w+α

is

1, otherwise1, it is 0. As 0-1 integer programming is an NP-hard problem, it is not

possible to solve all the instances of RWA-MM-ONoC in polynomial time. In the

following sections, special instances in a mesh-based 2D ONoC are identified first,

which can achieve optimal results by using only one wavelength for a set of multicasts.

Then, the results obtained from these special instances are extended to solve the general

instances.

4.3 Optimal RWA of Multiple Multicasts for Spe-

cial Instances

While the 0-1 integer programming model is formulated, based on any topologies, Mesh

topology is the most commonly used topology for a 2D ONoC (Ye et al., 2013). I first

identify special instances for RWA-MM-ONoC in a mesh-based 2D ONoC, and propose

a routing algorithm which can achieve the optimal solutions for those special instances.

1α is a minimal number to avoid the divide-by-zero error.
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4.3.1 Simple Routing Policies in a Mesh-based 2D ONoC

As an ONoC requires low complexity with simple logics, very simple routing policies

are adopted (i.e., XY, YX, XYX and YXY), which are four basic routing schemes on a

mesh-based network and easy to implement. For an n×n mesh-based 2D ONoC, each

node is indexed by the coordinate location (xi,yj) (0 ≤ i ≤ n−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1). In XY

routing, the routing path goes along the X-axis first and then turns to the Y-axis until

reaching the destination node (Figure 4.3 (a)). In YX routing, the routing path goes

along the Y-axis first and then turns to the X-axis (Figure 4.3 (b)). XYX routing

is the routing where a packet which is originated from a source node goes along the

X-axis, the Y-axis, and the X-axis, sequentially, until it reaches the destination node

(Figure 4.3 (c)). Similar to the XYX routing, the path of YXY routing is along the

Y-axis, the X-axis, and the Y-axis, sequentially (Figure 4.3 (d)).

Figure 4.3: Four basic routing schemes in a 4×4 ONoC

4.3.2 Distribution of Multiple Multicasts for Special Instances

Since routing selections are dependent on the distributions of source and destination

nodes on a mesh network, the relative distributions among the source nodes and desti-

nation nodes of the multicasts meed to be investigated. Some special node distributions

are identified as follows:

• Same-row: all nodes have the same Y-axis coordinate, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a);

• Same-column: all nodes have the same X-axis coordinate, as shown in Figure 4.4 (b);

• Different-rows: all nodes have different Y-axis coordinates, as shown in Figure 4.4

(c);

• Different-columns: all nodes have different X-axis coordinates, as shown in Figure

4.4 (d).

For a set of multiple multicasts, there are two groups of nodes: source node group

and destination node group. Since each group of source and destination nodes may
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Figure 4.4: Different distributions of nodes in a 4×4 ONoC

satisfy one of those 4 special distributions, there are 4×4=16 special distributions for a

set of multiple multicasts, as shown in Table 4.1. For example, distribution 1© in Table

4.1 indicates that all sources in a set of multiple multicasts are in the same row, and all

destinations are also sharing one row. Different rows (columns) for the sources in

Table 4.1 mean that the source nodes are distributed on different rows (columns), while

Different rows (columns) for the destinations represent that each row (column) can

be occupied only by destinations belonging to one same multicast, i.e. the destinations

of any two multicasts do not share any rows (columns).

Among the 16 special distributions, some of them have the same features which can

be merged. For example, distribution 1© is the special case of distribution 16©. This is

because if all nodes are in the same row, they must be in different columns. Therefore,

1©, 4©, 13©, 16© can be merged to one distribution, called Instance 1. Similarly, 5©,

8©, 9©, 12© can be merged to one distribution, as in Instance 2. 2©, 3©, 14©, 15© can

be merged to one distribution, as in Instance 3, and 6©, 7©, 10©, 11© as in Instance

4. Therefore, the 16 distributions are reduced to 4 distributions. These 4 special

distributions are called 4 special instances, and the routing schemes for each instance

are proposed as follows.

4.3.3 Routing Schemes for Special Instances

According to the distribution of source and destination nodes of multiple multicasts, a

routing algorithm is proposed, which can select a proper routing scheme from the basic

routing schemes for each special instance, using only one wavelength. The following

theorems for these special instances are derived.

Theorem 4.1. (for Instance 1) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if

the source and destinations of mi do not share any columns with mj for any i, j (1 ≤
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Table 4.1: 16 special distributions of nodes for multiple multicasts in

a 2D ONoC

i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), only one wavelength is required by using the YXY routing

to achieve M simultaneously.

Proof. Since any multicast in the set does not share any columns with any other mul-

ticasts, each column hosts one multicast at most and the links of the column can be

used exclusively by the multicast. It can also be deduced that there are at most n such

multicasts for an n × n ONoC. Therefore, one row can be assigned to each multicast

as its dedicated row to avoid overlaps among multicasts. As shown in Figure 4.5, for

any multicast in the set, the YXY routing is used via its dedicated row to find its

multicast path that is non-overlapping with other multicasts, as follows: First, route

from the source along the Y-axis to find the dedicated row, then route along the X-axis

of the dedicated row, find the column of each destination of the multicast, and finally,

route in the Y-axis to reach the destinations. Since the columns and the rows host the

multicast exclusively, the resulting multicast path will not overlap with the paths of

any other multicasts in the set. Therefore, only one wavelength is needed for routing

a set of multicasts that satisfies the condition of this theorem.

Example 4.1 : In Figure 4.5, there are 4 multicasts in an 8×8 ONoC. Every column

only has nodes belonging to the same multicast. By using the YXY routing, packets

from different multicast sources can always find a dedicated row and dedicated columns

to reach their destinations. Since there is no overlap on any paths, only one wavelength

is needed.

Theorem 4.2. (for Instance 2) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if

the source of mi does not share any rows with mj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤
C, i 6= j), and the destinations of mi do not share any columns with mj for any i, j,
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Figure 4.5:Example 4.1: Illustration of Routing Theorem for Instance 1

only one wavelength is required by using the XY routing to establish multicast paths

for M simultaneously.

Proof. Since any source in the set does not share any rows with any other sources,

each row hosts one multicast at most, and the links of the rows can be used exclusively

by the multicast. Since the destinations of any multicast in the set do not share any

columns with the destinations of any other multicasts, each column hosts one multicast

at most, and the links of the column can be used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast of the set, the XY routing can be used via its dedicated row

to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping with other multicasts, as follows:

First, route from the source along the X-axis to find the column of each destination

of the multicast, and then route along the Y-axis to reach the destination. Since the

columns and the rows belong to the multicast exclusively, the resulting multicast path

will not overlap with the paths of any other multicasts in the set. Therefore, only one

wavelength is needed for routing a set of multicasts that satisfies the condition of this

theorem.

Example 4.2 : Figure 4.6 shows an example of Theorem 4.2. There are 4 multicasts

simultaneously in an 8×8 ONoC. In this example, the sources are in different rows and

each column has only nodes belonging to the same multicast. Using the XY routing,
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packets from different sources can always find a dedicated row and dedicated columns

to reach their destinations. Since there is no overlap on any path, only one wavelength

is needed.

Figure 4.6:Example 4.2: Illustration of Routing Theorem for Instance 2

Theorem 4.3. (for Instance 3) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if

the source of mi does not share any columns with mj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤
C, i 6= j) and the destinations of mi do not share any rows with mj for any i, j, only

one wavelength is required by using the YX routing to establish multicast paths for

M simultaneously.

Proof. Since any source in the set does not share any columns with any other sources,

each column hosts one multicast at most, and the links of the columns can be used

exclusively by the multicast. Since the destinations of any multicast in the set do

not share any rows with the destinations of any other multicasts, each row hosts one

multicast at most, and the links of the row can be used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast of the set, the YX routing can be used via its dedicated column

to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping with other multicasts, as follows:

First, route from the source along the Y-axis to find the row of each destination of

the multicast, then route along the X-axis to reach the destination. Since the rows

and the columns belong to the multicast exclusively, the resulting multicast path will
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not overlap with the paths of any other multicasts in the set. Therefore, only one

wavelength is needed for routing a set of multicasts that satisfies the condition of this

theorem.

Example 4.3 : Figure 4.7 shows an example of Theorem 4.3. There are 4 multicasts

simultaneously in an 8×8 ONoC. In this example, the sources are in different columns

and each row only has destinations belonging to the same multicast. Using the YX

routing, packets from different sources can always find a dedicated column and dedi-

cated rows to reach their destinations. Since there is no overlap on any path, only one

wavelength is needed.

Figure 4.7:Example 4.3: Illustration of Routing Theorem for Instance 3

Theorem 4.4. (for Instance 4) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if

the source and destinations of mi do not share any rows with mj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤
C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), only one wavelength is required, by using the XYX routing

to establish multicast paths for M .

Proof. Since any multicast in the set does not share any rows with any other multicasts,

each row hosts one multicast at most, and the links of the row can be used exclusively

by the multicast. It can also be deduced that there are at most n such multicasts

for an n × n ONoC. Therefore, one column can be assigned to each multicast as its
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dedicated column to avoid the overlaps among multicasts. As shown in Figure 4.8, for

any multicast in the set, the XYX routing can be used via its dedicated row to find its

multicast path that is non-overlapping with other multicasts, as follows: First, route

from the source along the X-axis to find the dedicated column, then route along the

Y-axis of the dedicated column, find the row of each destination of the multicast, and

finally route in the X-axis to reach the destinations. Since the rows and the columns

host the multicast exclusively, the resulting multicast path will not overlap with the

paths of any other multicasts in the set. Therefore, only one wavelength is needed for

routing a set of multicasts that satisfies the condition of this theorem.

Example 4.4 : In Figure 4.8, there are 4 multicasts in an 8×8 ONoC. Every row has

nodes only belonging to the same multicast. By using the XYX routing, packets from

different multicast sources can always find a dedicated column and dedicated rows to

reach their destinations. Since there is no overlap on any paths, only one wavelength

is needed.

Figure 4.8:Example 4.4: Illustration of Routing Theorem for Instance 4

The above theorems provide routing solutions for special instances of a RWA-MM-

ONoC problem, which have the following advantages:

(1) Only one wavelength is needed. If the distribution of nodes satisfies one of

the four special instances, optimal results can be achieved by using the corresponding
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routing policies to transmit packets with only one wavelength.

(2) At most, two turn-around counts are needed. A low number of turn-

around counts can not only reduce the power consumption, but also avoid the high

microresonator insertion loss in an ONoC (Gu et al., 2009). XY and YX routing have

only one turn-around count, while XYX and YXY routing have two.

(3) Routing complexity is low. XY, YX, XYX, and YXY are minimal-path routing

algorithms which are easy to implement without using any routing table.

By taking advantage of the results obtained from special instances, in the following

section, the design for general instances is further extended, where the distribution of

multicasts is random.

4.4 Heuristic RWA for Multiple Multicasts for Gen-

eral Instances

In this section, a heuristic routing algorithm to solve general instances of a RWA-MM-

ONoC is proposed. The main idea of this algorithm is to partition all multicast nodes

into a number of sub-groups, with each sub-group satisfying one of the special instances,

using the corresponding routing theorems. This algorithm is called Group-Partitioning

Routing algorithm for Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM).

4.4.1 Group-Partitioning Routing Algorithm for Multiple Mul-

ticasts

In a GPRMM, proper sources and destinations are selected to form a group with two

selection policies: source selection policy and destination selection policy. Source (or

destination) selection policy scans and selects the sources (or destinations) row by row

(row-based) or column by column (column-based), according to some selection factors,

which are defined as follows:

Definition 4.1. Multicast Density is the maximum number of multicasts in a row

(column), denoted as σr (σc). For example, in Figure 4.11 (a), σr = 5 and σc = 4.

Definition 4.2. Source Density is the maximum number of multicasts whose sources

are in a row (column), denoted as σrs (σcs). For example, in Figure 4.11 (a), σrs = 1 and

σcs = 1.
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Table 4.2: Sources and destinations selection policy based on source

and destination density

Definition 4.3. Destination Density is the maximum number of multicasts whose

destinations are in a row (column), denoted as σrd (σcd). For example, in Figure 4.11

(a), σrd = 5 and σcd = 4.

Simply put, multicast density is the number of multicasts whose nodes are in the

most “crowded” row or column, source density is the number of multicasts whose

sources are in the most “crowded” row or column, and destination density is the number

of multicasts whose destinations are in the most “crowded” row or column.

Source density and destination density are used as the criteria to choose the proper

selection policy, as shown in Table 4.2. For example, when σrs = σcs and σrd ≥ σcd,

row-based and column-based policies are used to select sources and destinations, re-

spectively, to form a group.

The design of the selection policy is explained as follows. At least σrd (σcd) des-

tinations and σrs (σcs) sources can be selected using a column-based selection policy

(row-based selection policy) because using a column-based (row-based) selection can

select at least one source or destination from the column (row) with the same X-axis

(Y-axis) coordinate as the source or destination in the row (column). When σrd > σcd

(σrs > σcs), using a column-based selection can select more destinations (sources) than

a row-based selection. Likewise, when σrd < σcd (σrs < σcs), using a row-based selection

can select more destinations than a column-based selection. Since the objective of the

GPRMM is to obtain a minimum number of groups, a proper selection policy can make

the first selected group contain as many multicast nodes as possible. It is worth noting

that we need to use this selection policy only when σr > 1 and σc > 1 because the

distributions of multicast nodes satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.1,

respectively when σr = 1 and σc = 1, with the requirement of only one wavelength by

the corresponding routing policies.

The steps of the GPRMM to form the groups are:
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Step 1 Sort all multicasts. Sort the multiple multicasts in ascending order according

to their number of multicast nodes.

Step 2 Assign priorities. Assign the multicasts unique priorities from high to low,

according to the above sorted order. The nodes in a multicast inherit the

priority of the multicast.

Step 3 Select sources for group i. Select sources with the highest priority in each

row (or column if the source selection policy is column-based, according to the

above policy) and mark them as selected. Mark the sources that have not been

chosen and the corresponding destinations as unselected.

Step 4 Select destinations for group i. Select destinations in each row (or column

if the destination selection policy is column-based as the above policy) and

mark them as selected.

Step 5 Check sources. For any selected source, if it still has some destinations uns-

elected, mark the source as unselected.

Step 6 Repeat. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until all multicast nodes are selected.

The pseudocode for the GPRMM is given in Algorithm 2, which has the compu-

tation complexity of O(n4) on an n × n mesh-based ONoC. The following results are

derived for the wavelength requirement of the GPRMM:

Lemma 4.1. The number of wavelengths derived by the GPRMM is no more than the

number of groups.

Proof. Since every group formed by the GPRMM satisfies one of the distributions for

special instances, we can use the corresponding routing policies in Theorems 4.1 - 4.4,

using only one wavelength for each group. If the routing paths of each group have

conflicts with any other groups, each group is assigned one distinct wavelength. Hence,

the number of wavelengths is equal to the number of groups. Otherwise, some groups

can share the same wavelength. Therefore, the number of wavelengths is smaller than

the number of groups.

Lemma 4.2. In an n× n mesh ONoC, the number of groups derived by the GPRMM

is at most max{σrd, σcd}.
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Algorithm 2: Group-Partitioning Routing Algorithm for Multiple Multicasts

(GPRMM)

Input : Source Set S, Destination Set D

Output: Group

C ← ∅;F ← ∅;Group = 0;D ′ = D;

Sort the multiple multicasts in ascending order, according to their number of

nodes;

Assign the multicasts unique priorities from high to low, according to the above

sorted order;

while C 6= D do

if (σrs = σcs and σrd = σcd) or (σrs = σcs and σrd > σcd) then
Source row selection();

Destination column selection();

end

else if σrs = σcs and σrd < σcd then
Source column selection();

Destination row selection();

end

else if σrs > σcs then
Source column selection();

Destination row selection();

end

else if σrs < σcs then
Source row selection();

Destination column selection();

end

Check destinations();

end

Function Destination row selection()

for each destination in every row do

if destinations have the highest priority then
Put them to F ;

C ← C ∪ F ; Group+ +;D ′ = D − F ; F ← ∅;
end

return D ′;

end
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Function Destination column selection()

for each destination in every column do

if destinations have the highest priority then
Put them to F ;

C ← C ∪ F ; Group+ +;D ′ = D − F ; F ← ∅;
end

return D ′;

end

Function Source row selection()

for each source in every row do

if a source has the highest priority then
Put it to S ′;

Remove destinations where the corresponding sources are not in S ′ and

put them back in the mesh network;

end

end

Function Source column selection()

for each source in every column do

if a node has the highest priority then
Put it to S ′;

Remove destinations where the corresponding sources are not in S ′ and

put them back in the mesh network;

end

end

Function Check destinations()

while the source in the group still has some destinations unselected do
Keep the source in the mesh network;

end
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Proof. The number of destinations is more than the number of sources for a group

of multicasts. The key issue of partitioning all multicast nodes to different groups

is how to allocate all destinations to different groups. If a column-based selection

policy is always used to select destinations, at most σcd groups are derived because for

the column with σcd multicasts, only destinations belonging to one multicast can be

selected for each group. Therefore, σcd multicasts should be allocated to at most σcd

groups, using a column-based selection policy. Similarly, at most, σrd groups are derived

if a row-based selection policy is always used to select destinations. If column-based

and row-based selection policies are used alternately, multiple multicasts in the row

(column) with σrd (σcd) may be selected simultaneously. This makes σrd (σcd) multicasts

in a row or column be allocated to Q (Q < σrd or Q < σcd ) groups, which is less than

max{σrd, σcd}. Therefore, the number of groups derived by the GPRMM is no more

than max{σrd, σcd}.

In Lemma 4.2, it can be seen that the wavelength requirement of the GPRMM is

dependent on the destination density (i.e., the number of multicasts whose destinations

are in the most “crowded” row or column).

Theorem 4.5. In an n×n mesh ONoC, the upper bound on the number of wavelengths

is max{σrd, σcd} for any multiple multicasts by the GPRMM. The number of wavelengths

is upper bounded by the network size n for an n × n mesh network provided that no

nodes overlap.

Proof. Let λ′ be the number of wavelengths derived by the GPRMM and T ′ be the num-

ber of groups. By Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we have λ′ ≤ T ′ and T ′ ≤ max{σrd, σcd};
therefore, λ′ ≤ max{σrd, σcd}. If there are no multicast nodes overlapping, defined

as a node which can be used as either a source or a destination for one multicast,

max{σrd, σcd} ≤ n in an n × n mesh. Hence, λ′ ≤ n. Therefore, the maximum num-

ber of wavelengths derived by the GPRMM for an n × n mesh network is n in this

situation.

For tree-based and path-based routing schemes, we can always find some instances

that need more than n wavelengths when the number of multicasts increases in an n×n
mesh network. Two examples in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show that the number of

wavelengths used by tree-based and path-based routing are more than the network size

with 5 multicasts in a 4 × 4 ONoC. In Figure 4.9, the distribution of the multicast

nodes is: {12, 2}, {15, 7, 11}, {14, 4, 6}, {13, 3, 9}, {8, 0, 1, 5}. In this example,
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5 wavelengths are needed for the tree-based routing scheme which is more than the

network size 4, while only 3 wavelengths are needed using the GPRMM. In Figure

4.10, the distribution of the multicast nodes is: {6, 13}, {15, 0, 5}, {8, 4, 11}, {9, 2,

10}, {7, 12, 14}. In this example, 5 wavelengths are needed for the path-based routing

scheme, which is more than the network size 4, while only 3 wavelengths are needed

by the GPRMM.

Figure 4.9: An example shows that the number of wavelengths used

by tree-based routing beyond the network size in a special situation

Figure 4.10: An example shows that the number of wavelengths used

by path-based routing beyond the network size in a special situation

4.4.2 Example for the Proposed Algorithm

Example 4.5 : The following example is used to further explain the routing and wave-
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length assignment of the GPRMM in an 8×8 ONoC, which is shown in Figure 4.11 -

Figure 4.13. There are 6 multicasts in the network in Figure 4.11 (a). According to

the GPRMM, the routing process works as follows: In step 1, all multicasts are sorted

in ascending order, according to their number of nodes: |m4| < |m1| < |m2| ≤ |m5| <
|m6| < |m3|; In step 2, unique priorities are assigned to the multicasts in descending

order. The nodes in a multicast have the same priority. There are 6 priorities in this

example: Φ1 > Φ2 > Φ3 > Φ4 > Φ5 > Φ6. The priority assignment is: Φ1 to m4, Φ2 to

m1, Φ3 to m2, Φ4 to m5, Φ5 to m6, Φ6 to m3, as shown in Figure 4.12. Then, multicast

nodes are chosen to form the first group. Here, σrs = σcs and σrd > σcd (σrd = 5, σcd = 4).

According to the selection policy in Table 4.2, a row-based selection policy is used for

sources and a column-based selection policy is used for destinations to form the first

group. Since σrs = 1, every source can be selected to form the first group, using the

row-based selection policy in this example. For a destination selection, there are 3 des-

tinations in the column 0. Because node 48 has the the highest priority, it is selected

in column 0 and put in the first group. Likewise, nodes 46, 50, 35, 4, 21, 25, 7 are

selected from column 1 to column 7, respectively. Then, the first group is achieved,

as shown in Figure 4.13 (a). As the distribution of nodes satisfies the conditions of

Routing Theorem 4.2, the XY routing scheme is used for this group. The sources in

this group (nodes 0 and 30) do not have any destinations left as unselected; therefore,

these two sources no longer need to participate in the next selection. Since there are

still destinations left as unselected, the selection continues. By repeating step 3 to step

5, group 2, group 3 and group 4 are achieved, as shown in Figure 4.13 (b), (c), and (d).

Finally, all nodes of the multicasts are decoupled to 4 groups, each of which satisfies one

of the 4 Routing Theorems and needs only one wavelength. Therefore, in this example,

at most, 4 wavelengths are needed. As we can see, row 0 has destinations belonging to

5 multicasts, which is the most “crowded” (i.e., destination density σrd = 5), and the

wavelength requirement (4) is smaller than the destination density (5).

4.5 Lower Bound on the Number of Wavelengths

In this section, the lower bound on the number of wavelengths required for a set of

multicasts is derived, based on the concept of a network cut (Cormen et al., 2009). In

graph theory, a cut is a partition of the vertices of a graph into two disjoint subsets

(V1, V2). Any cut determines a cut-set, and the set of edges has one endpoint in

each subset of the partition. In a 2D ONoC, packets are transmitted from the source
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Figure 4.11: Example 4.5: GPRMM of multiple multicasts for general

instances in an 8×8 ONoC

to the destination through one lightpath. If the source and the destination are in

different subsets, a lightpath must pass through the cut-set edges. For a multicast

with d destinations, one subset must contain the source node and i destination nodes

(1 ≤ i ≤ d), while the other subset contains d − i destination nodes. As long as

there is a destination in the different subset with the source, at least a lightpath is

passing through the cut-set edges. In order to obtain the lower bound of wavelengths

for multiple multicasts, the total number of transmissions passing through the cut-set

edges and the number of cut-set edges both need to be considered. Assume the sum

of lightpaths that sources and destinations communicate through a cut-set is H. Since

communications between V1 and V2 must pass through the edges in cut-set K, the

number of distinct wavelengths required is at least

W (K,G) =
⌈∣∣H∣∣∣∣K∣∣⌉, (4.9)

where |H| is the number of lightpaths in the multiple multicasts passing through K,

and |K| is the number of edges in a cut-set.

Since different cuts K on the network may result in different values of W (K,G), the
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Figure 4.12: Priority assignment for Example 4.5

greatest W (K,G) can be identified as a lower bound on the number of wavelengths,

denoted by WLB(K,G), which can be calculated by:

WLB(K,G)) = max
∀K

W (K,G) = max
∀K

⌈∣∣H∣∣∣∣K∣∣⌉. (4.10)

The lower bound obtained in (4.10) provides a general result which can be applied

to any ONoC topologies. For a 2D mesh network, a cut can be classified into a row-cut

and a column-cut. A row-cut is a cut where the vertices of a network are partitioned

by a horizontal cut. Similarly, a column-cut is a cut where the vertices of a network

are partitioned by a vertical cut. The lower bound of the required wavelengths on a

mesh-based 2D ONoC, denoted as WLB(K,M), for multiple multicasts can be derived

by:

Theorem 4.6. In an n×n mesh 2D ONoC, the lower bound on the number of wave-

lengths for multiple multicasts is:

WLB(K,M) = max{W r
min,W

c
min}, (4.11)

W r
min = max

∀row−cut

⌈∑C
i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
, (4.12)

W c
min = max

∀column−cut

⌈∑C
i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
, (4.13)

δi,s/d =

 1, if si ∈ V1,∃di,j ∈ V2 or si ∈ V2, ∃di,j ∈ V1,

0, otherwise.
(4.14)

W r
min is the minimum number of wavelengths based on a row-cut and W c

min is the

minimum number of wavelengths based on a column-cut. δi,s/d is an index to present
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Figure 4.13: Different groups by the GPRMM in Example 4.5

whether there is a lightpath between two subsets for multicast mi. For a multicast,

if at least one destination is located in the different subsets with the corresponding

source, a lightpath is needed. Therefore, δi,s/d equals 1. Otherwise, if the source and

destinations are all in the same subset, δi,s/d equals 0. The number of cut-set edges for

an n× n mesh network is n.

In order to prove the result, we need only to prove that the minimum number of

wavelengths for any cut is:

W ≥
⌈∑C

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
. (4.15)

Proof. We use mathematical induction to prove it.

Basis: When C=1, in the left-hand side of the inequality, 1 multicast needs 1
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wavelength; therefore, the left-hand side (W ) is simply equal to 1. In the right-hand

side of the inequality,
⌈∑C

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
=
⌈ δ1,s/d

n

⌉
. Two situations need to be considered. (1)

In this cut, there is at least one destination located in the different subsets with the

corresponding source. δ1,s/d = 1; therefore, the right-hand side is equal to 1. (2) In

this cut, all destinations are in the same subset as the corresponding source. δ1,s/d = 0;

therefore, the right-hand side is equal to 0. The left-hand side is larger than or equal

to the right-hand side in both situations; therefore, the statement is true for C=1.

Inductive step: Assume when C = m, the statement is true, Wm ≥
⌈∑m

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
.

Then, when C = m + 1, in the left-hand side of the inequality, Wm+1 ≥ Wm, which

means Wm+1 = Wm or Wm+1 = Wm + 1. On the right-hand side,

⌈∑m+1
i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
=
⌈∑m

i=1 δi,s/d + δm+1,s/d

n

⌉
. (4.16)

For the (m + 1)th multicast, if all destinations are in the same subset with the cor-

responding source, δm+1,s/d = 0. Then,
⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
=
⌈∑m

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
. According to the

assumption, Wm+1 ≥
⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
, the statement is true. On the other hand, if at least

one destination is in the different subset with the corresponding source, δm+1,s/d = 1.

In this situation, the right-hand side is:

⌈∑m+1
i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
=
⌈∑m

i=1 δi,s/d + δm+1,s/d

n

⌉
=
⌈∑m

i=1 δi,s/d + 1

n

⌉
≥
∑m

i=1 δi,s/d
n

+
1

n
.

(4.17)

The left-hand side is:

Wm+1 = Wm + 1 ≥
⌈∑m

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
+ 1

≥
∑m

i=1 δi,s/d
n

+ 1.

(4.18)

After (4.18)-(4.17),

Wm+1 −
⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
≥ 1− 1

n
≥ 0. (4.19)

Therefore, Wm+1 ≥
⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
, the statement is true.

Since both the basis and the inductive step have been performed by mathematical

induction, the statement for any multicast is true.

Theorem 4.7. The GPRMM algorithm is an α-approximation algorithm, where α =
max{σrd,σ

c
d}

d
∑C
i=1

δi,s/d
n

e
.
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Proof. Let λ∗ be the lower bound of the number of wavelengths for multiple multicasts,

and λ′ be the number of wavelengths derived by the GPRMM algorithm. We will prove

that λ′ ≤ αλ∗, where α =
max{σrd,σ

c
d}

d
∑C
i=1

δi,s/d
n

e
.

As proved in Theorem 4.6,

λ∗ ≥ d
∑C

i=1 δi,s/d
n

e. (4.20)

From Lemma 4.2, the number of groups (T ′) derived by the GPRMM is:

T ′ ≤ max{σrd, σcd}. (4.21)

Since λ′ ≤ T ′, we get

λ′ ≤ max{σrd, σcd}. (4.22)

By combining (4.20) and (4.22), we get

λ′ ≤ max{σrd, σcd}

d
∑C
i=1 δi,s/d
n

e
λ∗, (4.23)

where

α =
max{σrd, σcd}

d
∑C
i=1 δi,s/d
n

e
, α ≥ 1. (4.24)

Theorem 4.7 provides the indications that: (1) With the increasing number of

multicasts, α shows a downward trend and the GPRMM is approaching the optimal

value; (2) The smaller the destination density in a row or column, the closer the

GPRMM is to the optimal value; (3) the approximation factor α is always smaller

than the destination density.

4.6 System Implementation

For the system implementation, a three-plane (core plane, control plane and data

transmission plane) hierarchical ONoC architecture can be used (as shown in Figure

4.14), which was designed in Liu et al. (2016). To implement GPRMM, the functions

of the corresponding planes work as follows. In the core plane, each core connects with

the network through a network interface (NI), by which each core also connects the

control plane with an optical access point and connects the data transmission plane

with an optical router. The control plane is a vital component in the architecture
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Figure 4.14: A three-plane ONoC architecture for implementing

GPRMM

which has a centralised manner to establish routing paths and assign wavelengths.

The control plane consists of a Centralised Control Unit (CCU), which collects the

multicast requests from the core plane, conducts the multicast routing and wavelength

allocation considering the global wavelength utilization, and dynamically configures the

multicast paths in the data transmission plane. The CCU has a global wavelength table

which maintains the wavelength utilisation of each optical link. The data transmission

plane is a configurable wavelength-routed optical communication network and provides

the passive transmission of multicast packets from the source to all the destinations

along the configured routing paths using the assigned wavelengths. The optical routers

in the data transmission plane are multicast enabled and they are configured according

to the allocation of the control plane.

In the proposed GPRMM architecture, the communication process mainly involves

three steps: send multicast requests , compute routing and wavelength, and configure

network . (1) Send Multicast Requests. In a fixed time slot (e.g., 1 cycle), the cores

in the core plane send the communication requests (including the addresses of source

cores and destination cores) to the control plane. In the control plane, the multicast

request packet is transmitted from the corresponding optical access point of the source

core to the CCU through the optical channel. (2) Compute Routing and Wavelength.
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According to the distribution of the destination cores and the global wavelength util-

isation of optical links, the CCU calculates the routing paths and allocates optical

wavelengths by using the heuristic algorithm given in Chapter 4.4. When the routing

paths are allocated, the CCU updates the global wavelength table and sends out the

configuration packets to all the cores which are located in the multicast paths. The

processing delay for the centralised routing and wavelength allocation takes 2 cycles in

this scheme. (3) Configure Network. When the configuration packet is received by the

network interface of the cores that on the multicast routing path, the local configur-

ing unit changes the interconnection state of the connected optical router to establish

the routing path. Finally, the multicast packets are modulated to optical signals and

transmitted from the source core to all the destination cores in the data transmission

plane. The configuring step lasts for 1 cycle in this scheme. Therefore, the total time of

running one group of multicast requests needs 4 cycles. With the system clock working

at the frequency of 5GHz, implementing a group of multicast requests lasts for 1ns.

The proposed architecture can also be used for LWAMM derived in Chapter 3.

It is worth noting that the system implementation is relatively static in this scheme,

which collects the multicast requests in a fixed time slot. If there is a new multicast

coming during the running time of step (2) and step (3), it should wait for the next

time slot that the control plane collects the new multicast requests. Since the running

time of implementation is very short, this system does not cause a long delay.

4.7 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the GPRMM is evaluated through extensive simulations using synthetic

multicast traffic and realistic data traces. As the number of wavelengths is one of the

most important factors affecting energy consumption and complexity of the chip, I

focus on the comparison of the wavelength requirement in the simulation results. The

results are compared with traditional multicast routing schemes, including the tree-

based routing (TB) and the path-based routing (PB) method. I also compare them

with the LWAMM that is proposed in Chapter 3.

4.7.1 Simulation Setup

In order to evaluate the performance of the GPRMM, a simulator is developed by us-

ing C++, which implements the proposed routing and wavelength assignment scheme

for multiple multicasts. Specifically, a simulator consists of three parts: the kernel
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network architecture, the routing and wavelength allocator, and the performance anal-

yser. The kernel network architecture is an n × n mesh-based 2D ONoC constructed

by the components of cores, optical routers and optical links. There is a centralised

manager core, which controls the transmission of multicasts for each core in a given

time-slot. The routing and wavelength allocator implements the proposed routing and

wavelength assignment scheme. The performance analyser calculates the performance

parameters, such as the number of wavelengths, according to the optical routing paths

and wavelength assignment from the routing and wavelength allocator. The simulation

parameters for a 2D ONoC are configured in the proposed simulator.

4.7.2 Synthetic-based Simulations

In synthetic-based simulations, the multicast traffic is subjected to the following set-

tings: (1) Each node generates the multicast packets independently, with a data rate

of θ packets/cycle/node, which follows the Poisson distribution, θ ∈ [0, 1]; (2) In each

multicast, the source node and the destination nodes are distributed uniformly. It is

worth noting the multicast traffic for each node is generated according to the above

distribution in advance and stored in the separate traffic files. The same multicast traf-

fic files are used to evaluate the performance of different multicast routing schemes; (3)

The GPRMM is compared with other routing schemes under different multicast ratios

and different network sizes. The ratio of multicast nodes is defined as the proportion

of multicast nodes to all nodes in the network. The size of the mesh network is set to

8×8, 16×16 and 32×32. The lower bound (LB) is also presented in this simulation.

Figure 4.15 shows the average number of wavelengths required for different multicast

ratios (30%, 50%, 90%) in different network sizes.

Figure 4.15: Average number of wavelengths of GPRMM, LWAMM,

TB, PB, LB in an 8×8, 16×16, 32×32 mesh network under different

multicast ratios
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Ratio of multicast nodes is 30% (Figure 4.15 (a))

In this situation, there are at most 21, 76 and 307 multicast nodes without overlap-

ping in an 8×8 ONoC (64 nodes), a 16×16 ONoC (256 nodes) and a 32×32 ONoC

(1024 nodes), respectively. Accordingly, there are at most 7, 25 and 102 multicasts,

respectively, since each multicast is supposed to have at least 3 nodes (one source node

and two destination nodes). From Figure 4.15 (a), it can be seen that the GPRMM

requires the least number of wavelengths, compared to traditional routing schemes

(tree-based and path-based routing schemes). The number of required wavelengths

can be reduced by 18.8%, 22%, and 37.6% on average, compared to the LWAMM, TB,

and PB, respectively.

Ratio of multicast nodes is 50% (Figure 4.15 (b))

There are at most 32 multicast nodes and at most 10 multicasts without overlapping in

an 8×8 ONoC in this situation. Similarly, there are at most 42 and 170 multicasts in

a 16×16 and 32×32 ONoC. Compared to tree-based and path-based routing schemes,

the GPRMM still uses the least number of wavelengths under different network sizes.

It can be seen that the number of required wavelengths is reduced by 11.3%, 17.7%

and 26.2% on average, compared to the LWAMM, TB, and PB, respectively.

Ratio of multicast nodes is 90% (Figure 4.15 (c))

When the multicast ratio is 90%, there are at most 58 multicast nodes and at most 19

multicasts in an 8×8 ONoC. Likewise, there are at most 230 (921) nodes and 76 (306)

multicasts in a 16×16 (32×32) ONoC. The GPRMM still requires the least number of

wavelengths, compared to other routing schemes. The number of required wavelengths

is reduced by 5.5%, 9.8% and 17.8% on average, compared to other routing schemes,

respectively.

In general, the GPRMM shows obvious advantages over the tree-based and path-

based routing schemes. This is because the tree-based and path-based routing schemes

consider only each multicast individually, the routing paths are fixed and they can-

not avoid link conflicts. The GPRMM considers multiple multicasts as a whole, and

the routing paths are established, based on the distribution of multicast nodes. The

GPRMM can route packets via less congested links and alleviate the link sharing proba-

bility. Meanwhile, the GPRMM has better scalability than traditional routing schemes

(tree-based and path-based routing schemes). As can be seen from Figure 4.15, with
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the increase of the network size, the GPRMM can always use the least number of

wavelengths to transmit packets. It can also be seen that GPRMM performs better

than LWAMM that is proposed in Chapter 3. This is because, in LWAMM, the routing

paths are predetermined and they do not consider the relative distribution of different

multicasts, so they lack the flexibility when traffic loads become heavy. Therefore, the

network latency will be increased in LWAMM.

The lower bound on the number of wavelengths is not tight enough in Figure 4.15.

This is because the lower bound is derived using the network cut theory, on which I

assume a lightpath passes through the cut-set as long as one destination is located in the

different subsets with the corresponding source. When the number of destinations for

each multicast is small, this lower bound is tight. However, if the number of destinations

for each multicast is large, the lower bound derived may be not tight enough. Therefore,

the lower bound needs to be improved by considering the relationship between the

number of cut-set edges and the number of destinations located in the different subsets

with the corresponding source.

4.7.3 Simulation with Data Traces

In the trace-based simulations, the multicast communication is filtered from the inter-

core communication of a 64-core system running a PARSEC benchmark (Hestness

et al., 2010). If a node transmits multiple packets with the same type to different

destination nodes in the successive clock cycles, then it is considered a multicast com-

munication. The addresses of the source node and all the destination nodes are recorded

in the multicast trace files. Similarly, the same multicast trace files are used in the

simulations of different multicast routing schemes. This simulation is run under 2 sce-

narios: (1) the multicast ratio is 30% with 4-7 multicasts; (2) the multicast ratio is 50%

with 5-10 multicasts. Figure 4.16 - Figure 4.17 give the simulation results for different

multicast schemes with realistic data traces.

It can be seen that the GPRMM can reduce the number of wavelengths significantly

in all the applications. On average, the GPRMM can reduce the number of wavelengths

by 32.8% and 30.2%, respectively, when the multicast ratios are 30% and 50%. This

is because the tree-based and path-based routing schemes consider only one multicast.

When there are multiple multicasts in an ONoC simultaneously, they are likely to cause

high link conflicts; thus, the advantage of the GPRMM based on multiple multicasts

can be well exploited in these applications. Therefore, the GPRMM can achieve a

much better performance than the other multicast schemes.
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Figure 4.16: Average number of wavelengths in different applications

of trace-based simulations (multicast ratio: 30%)

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, first, the problem definition of a routing and wavelength assignment for

multiple multicasts in a 2D ONoC (RWA-MM-ONoC) was given, and it was formulated

as an Integer Programming (IP) model. As far as I know, this is the first time this

problem has been formally defined. This problem was investigated by studying optimal

routing methods for special instances in a mesh-based 2D ONoC, according to the

distribution of source and destination nodes, which need only one wavelength for a

group of multicasts. Simply put, the group of multicasts can be easily routed with

just one wavelength, as long as the distribution of the source and destination nodes

satisfies the identified conditions in Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 or 4.4. To solve the

general instances of a RWA-MM-ONoC, a Group-Partitioning Routing algorithm for

Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM) was proposed by partitioning multiple multicasts into

a number of groups, where each group satisfies the conditions in Theorems 4.1, 4.2,

4.3 or 4.4 using one wavelength. In addition, the upper bound and lower bound on
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Figure 4.17: Average number of wavelengths in different applications

of trace-based simulations (multicast ratio: 50%)
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the number of wavelengths were provided, as well as the approximation factor of the

GPRMM. The simulation results show that the proposed routing algorithm in this

chapter outperforms other routing schemes, in terms of the number of wavelengths.

Compared to other traditional routing schemes (the tree-based and path-based routing

schemes), the GPRMM shows obvious advantages under different network sizes and

different multicast ratios as summarised below:

(1) The GPRMM has a low wavelength requirement. It uses the least number of

wavelengths for different multicast ratios and network sizes. The number of wavelengths

used by the GPRMM is no more than the destination density, which is always smaller

than the network size n for an n× n mesh network, while traditional routing schemes

cannot guarantee this.

(2) The GPRMM has low complexity. It not only has a low polynomial time

computation complexity, but also adopts simple routing policies (XY/YX/XYX/YXY)

with at most two turn-around counts and easy implementation in a 2D ONoC.

(3) The GPRMM has good scalability. With the increasing of network sizes, the

number of wavelengths required is always the least compared to traditional methods.
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Chapter 5

CRRWAMM: Cluster-based

Routing and Reusable Wavelength

Assignment for Multiple Multicasts

in a 3D ONoC

The combination of three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) and an Optical

Network-on-Chip (ONoC) can provide significant performance gains such as low trans-

mission delay and high routing diversity for Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs). Multicast

is one of the most important inter-core communication primitives, which widely exists

in parallel computing applications in CMPs. However, most existing studies either

consider the multicast problem in an ENoC or only consider one multicast. Besides,

the distribution of multicast nodes in a 3D ONoC is different from the distribution

in a 2D ONoC because of the different layouts of nodes. Therefore, the simple exten-

sion of existing methods from a 2D ONoC to a 3D ONoC may not have a desirable

performance. In this chapter, a novel routing and wavelength assignment strategy for

multiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC is proposed, with the objective of reducing the num-

ber of wavelengths used. The main idea is to develop low-complexity routing policies

to reduce the number of wavelengths required for routing multiple multicasts traffic by

considering the distribution of the source and destination nodes. Specifically, optimal

solutions for special distributions of multiple multicasts are proposed first that require

only one wavelength. Then, this scheme is extended for random distributions of mul-

tiple multicasts, and a Cluster-based Routing and Reusable Wavelength Assignment

algorithm for Multiple Multicasts in a 3D ONoC (CRRWAMM) is designed, with mul-
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ticast nodes in each cluster satisfying one of the special distributions. The number of

wavelengths required by a CRRWAMM is upper-bounded by the number of clusters.

Extensive simulations with different traffic profiles reveal that: (1) CRRWAMM can

reduce the number of wavelengths used by 34%, 32.8% and 32.5%, respectively, when

the multicast ratios are 30%, 50% and 90% compared to other schemes; (2) A 3D ONoC

can reduce the number of wavelengths used by 35.9% and 50.3%, respectively, for mul-

ticast ratios 30% and 50%, compared to a 2D ONoC with the same number of nodes.

Both theoretical and simulation results show that CRRWAMM has the advantages of

a low routing complexity, a low wavelength requirement and good scalability.

5.1 Motivation

5.1.1 Multicast Communication in a 3D ONoC

Three-Dimensional (3D) integration is an emerging technology to overcome the barri-

ers of interconnect scaling. In 3D integration technology, Through-Silicon-Via (TSV)

(Pavlidis et al., 2017) is used to stack multiple device layers together with direct ver-

tical interconnects. By combining 3D integration technology with the ONoC, a 3D

ONoC will bring further performance improvements compared to its 2D counterparts,

which are shown as follows: (1) Low transmission latency. 3D integration reduces the

physical connection length between a pair of chip lines compared with a 2D ONoC with

the same number of cores, resulting in a short transmission distance. (2) Low power

consumption. Because the average length of the optical routing path is reduced, the

insertion loss induced by optical devices along the optical routing path is also reduced,

which makes a 3D ONoC have the potential to achieve low power consumption. (3)

High routing diversity. Since there are more links available between two cores, the

routing path has more options, thereby reducing link conflicts.

In a 3D ONoC, multicast communication is common in many cache coherence proto-

cols, such as directory-based protocols, token-based protocols and Intel QPI protocols

(Abad et al., 2009; Jerger et al., 2008). If there is no hardware support, multicast com-

munication can be implemented by assuming a multicast packet is replicated and every

instance is sent to a distinct destination. However, this method is inefficient because

sending multiple copies of the same packet not only causes a significant amount of

traffic, but also introduces a large serialisation delay at the injection point. Therefore,

a hardware-based multicast support has a significant influence on the performance of
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CMPs. Although some multicast solutions have been proposed for CMPs, most of them

focus only on a 2D ONoC. It is well known that the multicast routing methods that

were originally designed for a 2D ONoC (e.g, path-based routing, tree-based routing)

have inherent limitations in scalability (Duraisamy et al., 2017). Moreover, because

of the different layouts of nodes, the distribution of multicast nodes in a 3D ONoC

is totally different from a 2D ONoC. Hence, the simple extension of existing methods

from a 2D ONoC to a 3D ONoC may not have a desirable performance. Therefore, a

routing and wavelength assignment method for multiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC is

necessary.

5.1.2 Current Multicast Research in a 3D ONoC

Since multicast communication is a prominent research topic in a 3D ONoC, sev-

eral solutions have been proposed to improve its performance. In Harutyunyan and

Wang (2014), two efficient multicast algorithms for 3D mesh-connected multicomput-

ers, named DIAG and DDS, were designed. These two algorithms are tree-based

shortest-path multicast algorithms with a low complexity and a low transmission de-

lay. The authors in Joardar et al. (2018) proposed a Single-cycle Multi-hop Asyn-

chronous Repeated Traversal (SMART) 3D ENoC architecture that can achieve high-

performance collective communication. In Ebrahimi et al. (2014), several partitioning

methods for the path-based multicast approach in a 3D mesh-based ENoC were pro-

posed, where a novel analytical model was designed to explore the efficiency of each

partitioning approach. Its results show that Recursive Partitioning (RP) outperforms

the other approaches in terms of the network latency. In Bahrebar et al. (2014), a

highly adaptive and deadlock-free multicast routing method was proposed for a 3D

mesh-based ENoC (3D HOE) without using virtual channels, which used a turn model

to maximise the degree of adaptiveness by minimising the number of prohibited turns.

An additional method for unicast and multicast communication in a 3D mesh-based

network was presented in Amnah and Zuo (2007), which was guaranteed to be deadlock-

free by means of the Hamiltonian path. However, it suffers from low performance and

an inability to efficiently partition the network. Wei and Zhou (2015) proposed an

equilibrium partitioning method, based on the 3D mesh architecture which can obtain

a trade-off between the startup latency and the network latency to reduce the total

latency with good scalability.

Since the use of TSVs can introduce architecture level design issues (e.g., large

area overhead and hardware cost) (Karmarkar et al., 2010), several routing algorithms
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have been proposed to reduce the number of vertical links (TSVs) in the 3D ONoC.

In Salamat et al. (2018), a high-performance and adaptive routing algorithm was pro-

posed for a partially connected 3D ENoC, which can achieve good performance under

different traffic patterns, a different number of elevators and different elevator assign-

ment mechanisms. In Zhu et al. (2012), an adaptive routing algorithm for a 3D ENoC

with limited bandwidth in vertical links was presented, which can achieve a signifi-

cant performance improvement in the network latency and throughput. Dubois et al.

(2013) proposed an “Elevator-First” distributed routing algorithm under non-regular

3D topologies in which the usual planar topologies were partially connected by only

vertical links, using two virtual channels per physical link in X and Y dimensions. Two

other efficient multicast routing algorithms MXYZ and AL+XYZ were proposed to

support a 3D ENoC (Wang et al., 2011), where MXYZ was used for regular 3D ENoC

systems and AL+XYZ was developed based on irregular regions.

Although these methods can improve the network performance, they consider only

one multicast. When there are multiple multicasts requested from the applications

simultaneously in a 3D ONoC, these methods are very likely to cause high contentions,

without considering other multicasts. Moreover, most of these methods are designed in

terms of an ENoC; hence, they do not consider wavelength utilisation which is a vital

performance for the ONoC. Therefore, in this chapter, I will design a high-performance

routing and wavelength assignment scheme to solve the multiple multicasts problem in

the 3D ONoC, efficiently utilising the available wavelengths.

5.1.3 Motivation Example

As shown in Figure 5.1, there are 4 multicasts distributed in a 3 × 3 × 3 3D ONoC,

where path-based routing, tree-based routing and my proposed routing will be used to

establish routing paths. If two optical routing paths belonging to different multicasts

pass the same link, they have to use different wavelengths in their optical links to avoid

conflicts; otherwise, they can use the same wavelength.

As illustrated in Figure 5.1 (a), 3 wavelengths are required to setup the routing

paths, based on the two-block partitioning path-based routing (?), while 2 wavelengths

are needed for tree-based routing in Figure 5.1 (b). These two routing schemes were

originally designed for one multicast; therefore, they focus only on the optimisation of

each multicast individually. When there are multiple multicasts in the network simul-

taneously, they cannot effectively deal with conflicts among different multicasts. How-

ever, my proposed scheme in this chapter can deal with the multiple multicasts problem
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Figure 5.1: Three different routing and wavelength assignment

methodologies in a 3×3×3 3D ONoC with 4 multicasts

from the global perspective by analysing the distribution of different multicasts, which

can effectively reduce the conflicts of different routing paths, thereby reducing the num-

ber of wavelengths. As shown in Figure 5.1 (c), the number of wavelengths used can

be reduced to 1, by using my proposed scheme for the same distribution of multiple

multicasts.

5.2 Problem Description

In this section, a definition of the routing and wavelength assignment problem for

multiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC is given first. Then, it is formulated as a 0-1 integer

programming model.

5.2.1 Problem Definition

As the Routing and Wavelength Assignment problem for Multiple Multicasts in a 3D

ONoC (RWA-MM-3D-ONoC) has not been defined formally, its definition is as follows:

Definition RWA-MM-3D-ONoC: Given a 3D Optical Network-on-Chip and a

set of multicasts, RWA-MM-3D-ONoC problem is to establish routing paths for every

multicast and assign a proper wavelength for each path, so that the total number of
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wavelengths is minimised.

5.2.2 Problem Formulation

In a 3D ONoC, the routing and wavelength assignment problem for multiple multicasts

is formulated as a mapping problem that is from the logical interconnections of multiple

multicasts to the optical links and wavelengths in a 3D ONoC.

In a 3D ONoC, n2l nodes are connected in an n×n× l mesh-based topology, where

all nodes are represented by a triplet of coordinates (x, y, z) with 1 ≤ x ≤ n, 1 ≤ y ≤
n, 1 ≤ z ≤ l. The nodes are interconnected by bidirectional (two opposite directional)

optical links. A set of wavelengths Λ = {λ1, λ2, ..., λT} is used in each optical link

and T is the total number of wavelengths. Thus, the 3D ONoC can be represented

as an undirected graph G(V,E,W ), where the set of vertices V = {v0, v1, ..., vn2l−1}
represents all nodes in the network and the coordinate of node vi (0 ≤ i ≤ n2l − 1) is

represented by (xvi , yvi , zvi); the set of edges E = {eij} includes all the optical links (x-

dimension links, y-dimension links, z-dimension links) between the two adjacent nodes

vi and vj (0 ≤ i ≤ n2l − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n2l − 1) and the set of wavelengths W = {wijk}
stands for the wavelength utilisation in each link eij. If the wavelength λk is used in

eij, then wijk = 1; otherwise, wijk = 0. Thus, the number of wavelengths allocated in

an optical link is Wij =
∑T

k=1wijk for ∀eij.
In a specific time period, suppose there are C multicasts demanding communica-

tions. Let M = {mi|1 ≤ i ≤ C} be the multicast set and mi be the ith multicast. The

nodes involved in multicast mi include its source node si and its destination node set

Di = {di,j|1 ≤ j ≤ |Di|}, where di,j is the jth destination node and |Di| is the total

number of destinations for multicast mi. Let VM be the set of nodes joining the mul-

tiple multicasts communication and it is a subset of V , VM =
⋃C
i=1{si,

⋃|Di|
j=1 di,j}. In

order to provide non-blocking optical communication for multiple multicasts, separate

routing paths are needed between any two multicasts. Thus, there are
∑C

i=1 |Di| logical

interconnections in total required to allocate optical routing paths and wavelengths.

Let P = {pab} be the set of logical interconnections for multiple multicasts and let

Λp = {λab} be the set of wavelengths allocated to P , va = si, vb = di,j, va ∈ Vp, vb ∈ Vp
(1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Di|). Hence, the multicasts and their interconnections form a

logical network which can be represented by H(Vp, P,Λp), where Wλ denotes the total

number of wavelengths in Λp allocated to interconnections in P .

Hence, the routing and wavelength assignment scheme for multiple multicasts can

be formulated as a mapping problem, H(Vp, P,Λp) → G(V,E,W ), with the objective
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of minimising the number of wavelengths used in a 3D ONoC, namely min.(Wλ). Since

the distribution of multicast nodes is known in advance and is fixed in each time period,

the mapping problem is then simplified to (P,ΛP ) → (E,W ). Therefore, each logical

interconnection pab in P is mapped to a routing path rab in R and a special wavelength

λk, where R is a set of routing paths in G and rab represents a sequence of links from

va to vb. It has rab =< vp0 , vp1 , ..., vph >, where vp0 =va=si, vph =vb=di,j, vpi is the ith

hop and h is the length of routing path rab. If a link is passed by multiple multicasts,

multiple wavelengths must be used in this link to avoid conflicts. Let fijt stand for the

link’s usage for a multicast. If the link eij is used by multicast t, fijt = 1; otherwise,

fijt = 0.

Therefore, the routing and wavelength assignment scheme for multiple multicasts

in a 3D ONoC can be formulated as the following 0-1 Integer Programming (IP) opti-

misation model:

Minimise Wλ = max(k),∀wijk ∈ W. (5.1)

s.t.

wpipi+1k = 0,∀rab ∈ R, va, vb ∈ Vp, λk ∈ Λ; (5.2)

C∑
t=1

fijtwijk ≤ 1,∀eij ∈ E, λk ∈ Λ; (5.3)

Yi,ab =

{
0, if vi /∈ rab;
1, if vi ∈ rab.

(5.4)

In the objective function, the number of wavelengths used Wλ is the largest k in

W . The constraint (5.2) indicates that a wavelength λk ∈ Λ must be available in any

link of the routing path, namely wpipi+1k = 0. The constraint (5.3) restricts different

wavelengths must be assigned to the paths to avoid conflicts, if multiple paths belonging

to different multicasts pass through the same link simultaneously. The constraint (5.4)

restricts that each vertex vi can be passed at most once in an optical routing path rab,

where Yi,ab is the number of times vi can be passed in rab.

As far as we know, 0-1 Integer Programming is an NP-hard problem; therefore, it

is not possible to solve all the instances in polynomial time. Besides, the complexity of

a routing and wavelength assignment for multiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC is related

to the number of multicasts, the distribution of multicast nodes, and the network size.

Therefore, a heuristic routing and wavelength assignment scheme is proposed to solve

this problem in this chapter. In the following sections, basic routing schemes used in a
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mesh-based 3D ONoC are introduced first, and then, an optimal routing algorithm for

special distributions is identified which only needs one wavelength. Finally, a heuristic

routing and wavelength assignment algorithm is proposed by extending the results

obtained by special distributions to general distributions.

5.3 Basic Routing Schemes in a 3D ONoC

Since the complexity of a routing scheme in a 3D ONoC impacts the network perfor-

mance (e.g., power consumption and transmission latency), low-complexity dimension-

ordering routings are used as the basic routing components in this chapter because

of their simple logic and easy implementation. In this section, six dimension-ordering

routings used in a 3D mesh topology are proposed first. Then, six special distribu-

tions of multicast nodes are derived by analysing the distribution of the nodes in a

mesh-based 3D ONoC.

5.3.1 Preliminaries

First, some general terms used in this chapter are introduced. In a mesh-based 3D

ONoC, there are 3 axes: x-axis, y-axis, z-axis, which run horizontally, depth-wise, and

vertically, respectively (called row, column, and shaft, respectively). By combining

any two axes, three flat planes can be derived. Hence, we have a XY-plane (Figure 5.2

(a)) by combining the x-axis and the y-axis, a XZ-plane (Figure 5.2 (b)) by combining

the x-axis and the z-axis, a YZ-plane (Figure 5.2 (c)) by combining the y-axis and

the z-axis. Nodes on these three planes have the same z-axis coordinate, or the same

y-axis coordinate, or the same x-axis coordinate.

Figure 5.2: Three planes derived by combining two axes in a mesh-

based 3D ONoC
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5.3.2 Dimension-Ordering Routing in a 3D ONoC

Dimension-Ordering Routing (DOR) is widely used in the ONoC with a grid-based

topology (Montañana et al., 2009), which can uniformly distribute the shortest paths

between all pairs of nodes. In DOR, packets are transmitted along one dimension

first, and then turned to another dimension, according to the position of the nodes.

For example, XY-routing is a DOR in a mesh-based 2D ONoC, which transmits a

packet using y-dimension links to reach the destination after using x-dimension links.

In a mesh-based 3D ONoC, six DORs can be derived according to a different routing

sequence of three dimensions, which are shown as follows:

XYZ routing (Figure 5.3 (a)): packets are transmitted along the x-axis first, until

reaching the column that has the same x-axis coordinate as the destination. Then, turn

to the y-axis and go along the y-axis until the intermediate node has the same y-axis

coordinate as the destination. Finally, turn to the z-axis to arrive at the destination.

YXZ routing (Figure 5.3 (b)): packets are transmitted along the y-axis first, until

reaching the row that has the same y-axis coordinate as the destination. Then, turn

to the x-axis and go along the x-axis until the intermediate node has the same x-axis

coordinate as the destination. Finally, turn to the z-axis to arrive at the destination.

XZY routing (Figure 5.3 (c)): Packets are transmitted along the x-axis first, until

reaching the column that has the same x-axis coordinate as the destination. Then, turn

to the z-axis and go along the z-axis until the intermediate node has the same z-axis

coordinate as the destination. Finally, turn to the y-axis to arrive at the destination.

YZX routing (Figure 5.3 (d)): Packets are transmitted along the y-axis first, until

reaching the row that has the same y-axis coordinate as the destination. Then, turn

to the z-axis and go along the z-axis until the intermediate node has the same z-axis

coordinate as the destination. Finally, turn to the x-axis to arrive at the destination.

ZXY routing (Figure 5.3 (e)): Packets are transmitted along the z-axis first,

until reaching the XY-plane that has the same z-axis coordinate as the destination.

Then, turn to the x-axis and go along the x-axis until the intermediate node has the

same x-axis coordinate as the destination. Finally, turn to the y-axis to arrive at the

destination.

ZYX routing (Figure 5.3 (f)): Packets are transmitted along the z-axis first,

until reaching the XY-plane that has the same z-axis coordinate as the destination.

Then, turn to the y-axis and go along the y-axis until the intermediate node has the

same y-axis coordinate as the destination. Finally, turn to the x-axis to arrive at the

destination.
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Figure 5.3: Six Dimension-Ordering Routings (DORs) in a 3D ONoC

5.3.3 Properties of the Proposed DORs

XYZ, YXZ, XZY, YZX, ZXY and ZYX routings have the following properties, and I

will use them in the following algorithms.

(1) Low routing complexity. These six routing schemes are dimension-ordering

routings with simple combinational logic in routing functions and none have optical

buffer to store routing tables.

(2) Low latency. These six routing schemes transmit packets along shortest paths

between all pairs of nodes, which can reduce the packet’s latency.

(3) At most two turn-around counts. Since a turn-around is a 90 degree turn

from one dimension to another, by tuning on one Micro-ring Resonator (MR), a low

number of turn-around counts can reduce the power consumption used for tuning the

MRs.

5.3.4 Distribution of Multicast Nodes

To solve the communication problem of multiple multicasts, we should consider not only

each multicast individually, but also the distributions of different multicasts. Hence, I

analyse the distribution of nodes in a mesh-based 3D ONoC first, and then six special

distributions for multiple multicasts are proposed. The distribution of nodes in a mesh-
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based 3D ONoC is classified as follows:

Same Row: Nodes have the same y-axis and z-axis coordinates;

Same Column: Nodes have the same x-axis and z-axis coordinates;

Same Shaft: Nodes have the same x-axis and y-axis coordinates;

Different Rows: Nodes in the XY-plane have different y-axis coordinates; Nodes in

the XZ-plane have different z-axis coordinates;

Different Columns: Nodes in the XY-plane have different x-axis coordinates; Nodes

in the YZ-plane have different z-axis coordinates;

Different Shafts: Nodes in the XZ-plane have different x-axis coordinates; Nodes in

the YZ-plane have different y-axis coordinates.

For multiple multicasts, two sets of nodes exist: a source node set and a destination

node set . Each node set has these six distributions. By analysing all possible com-

binations of source node distribution and destination node distribution, six special

distributions are identified as follows: 1© Sources are in different rows and desti-

nations from different multicasts are in different columns; 2© Sources are in different

columns and destinations from different multicasts are in different rows; 3© Sources are

in different rows and destinations from different multicasts are in different shafts; 4©
Sources are in different shafts and destinations from different multicasts are in different

rows; 5© Sources are in different columns and destinations from different multicasts are

in different shafts; 6© Sources are in different shafts and all destinations from different

multicasts are in different columns.

For each special distribution, one of the DORs derived in Section 5.3.2 can be

chosen to establish non-overlapping routing paths by an optimal routing scheme that

is proposed in the following section.

5.4 Optimal Routing and Wavelength Assignment

of Multiple Multicasts for Special Distributions

In this section, an optimal routing and wavelength assignment method for multiple

multicasts is designed in a 3D ONoC. The main idea is that, for given special distribu-

tion of multicast nodes in a 3D ONoC, one of the six DORs can be used to establish

non-overlapping routing paths. Specifically, six routing theorems are derived for the

six special distributions. As long as the distribution of multicast nodes satisfies the

conditions of one routing theorem (i.e., one special distribution), routing paths can be

established by the corresponding routing scheme (i.e., dimension-ordering routing) and
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only one wavelength is assigned. The derived routing theorems are shown as follows.

Theorem 5.1. (for distribution 1©) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}
in a 3D ONoC, if the distribution of sources and destinations of the set satisfies the

following three conditions, only one wavelength is required by using the XZY rout-

ing to achieve M simultaneously.

Condition I: If zsi = zsj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), ysi 6= ysj .

Condition II: ∀di,p ∈ Di, ∀dj,q ∈Dj (p ∈ [1, |Di|], q ∈ [1, |Dj|]), if zdi,p = zdj,q ,

xdi,p 6= xdj,q .

Condition III: If zsi 6= zsj and ysi = ysj for any i, j, xdi,p 6= xdj,q .

Proof. For Condition I, if sources in an XY-plane have distinct y-axis coordinates

(different rows), each row in this plane hosts one multicast at most, and the links in

the row can be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition II, if destinations of any multicast do not share columns with other

multicasts in an XY-plane, each column hosts one multicast at most in this plane, and

the links of the column can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition III, if sources in different XY-planes have the same y-axis coordinate,

the corresponding destinations cannot have the same x-axis coordinate because if they

have the same x-axis coordinate, they may arrive at the XY-plane where the destina-

tions reside along the shaft with the same y-axis coordinate as the sources, making

links in the shaft conflict. Therefore, Condition III can prevent this situation from

happening by making each shaft host one multicast at most, and the links of the shaft

can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast in the set, XZY routing can be used via its dedicated row, ded-

icated shaft and dedicated column to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping

with other multicasts. The routing path can be constructed like this. First, route

from the source along the x-axis to find the column that each destination is located.

If the destination is in the same XY-plane with the source, turn to the y-axis to reach

the destination. Otherwise, go along the z-axis to reach the same XY-plane with the

destination, and finally, turn to the y-axis to reach the destination. Since the rows,

shafts and columns host the multicast exclusively, the resulting paths will not overlap

with the paths of any other multicasts in the set.

Example 5.1 : As shown in Figure 5.4, there are 5 multicasts in a 4×4×3 3D ONoC.

Sources 1, 10, 25, 34, 41 are in different rows and each column only has destinations

belonging to the same multicast (i.e., destinations belonging to different multicasts are
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in different columns). This distribution of multicast nodes satisfies the conditions of

XZY routing in this example. By using XZY routing, packets from different sources can

always go along dedicated rows and go to the XY-plane where destinations are located

along dedicated shafts. Finally, the packets reach their destinations along dedicated

columns. Since there is no overlap on any links, only one wavelength is needed.

Figure 5.4: Example 5.1: Illustration of Routing Theorem 5.1 (XZY

routing) in a 4×4×3 3D ONoC

Theorem 5.2. (for distribution 2©) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}
in a 3D ONoC, if the distribution of sources and destinations of the set satisfies the

following three conditions, only one wavelength is required by using the YZX rout-

ing to achieve M simultaneously.

Condition I: If zsi = zsj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), xsi 6= xsj .

Condition II: ∀di,p ∈ Di, ∀dj,q ∈ Dj (p ∈ [1, |Di|], q ∈ [1, |Dj|]), if zdi,p = zdj,q ,

ydi,p 6= ydj,q .

Condition III: If zsi 6= zsj and xsi = xsj for any i, j, ydi,p 6= ydj,q .

Proof. For Condition I, if sources in an XY-plane have distinct x-axis coordinates

(different columns), each column in this plane hosts one multicast at most, and the

links in the column can be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition II, if destinations of any multicast do not share rows with other

multicasts in an XY-plane, each row hosts one multicast at most in this plane, and the

links of the row can only be used exclusively by the multicast.
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For Condition III, if sources in different XY-planes have the same x-axis coordinate,

the corresponding destinations cannot have the same y-axis coordinate because if they

have the same y-axis coordinate, they may arrive at the XY-plane where the destina-

tions reside along the shaft with the same x-axis coordinate as the sources, making

links in the shaft conflict. Therefore, Condition III can prevent this situation from

happening by making each shaft host one multicast at most, and the links of the shaft

can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast in the set, YZX routing can be used via its dedicated column,

dedicated shaft and dedicated row to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping

with other multicasts. The routing path can be constructed like this. First, route

from the source along the y-axis to find the row where each destination is located. If

the destination is in the same XY-plane with the source, turn to the x-axis to reach

the destination. Otherwise, go along the z-axis to reach the same XY-plane with the

destination, and finally, turn to the x-axis to reach the destination. Since the columns,

shafts and rows host the multicast exclusively, the resulting paths will not overlap with

the paths of any other multicasts in the set.

Theorem 5.3. (for distribution 3©) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}
in a 3D ONoC, if the distribution of sources and destinations of the set satisfies the

following three conditions, only one wavelength is required by using the XYZ rout-

ing to achieve M simultaneously.

Condition I: If ysi = ysj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), zsi 6= zsj .

Condition II: ∀di,p ∈ Di, ∀dj,q ∈ Dj (p ∈ [1, |Di|], q ∈ [1, |Dj|]), if ydi,p = ydj,q ,

xdi,p 6= xdj,q .

Condition III: If ysi 6= ysj and zsi = zsj for any i, j, xdi,p 6= xdj,q .

Proof. For Condition I, if sources in an XZ-plane have distinct z-axis coordinates (dif-

ferent rows), each row in this plane hosts one multicast at most, and the links in the

row can be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition II, if destinations of any multicast do not share shafts with other

multicasts in an XZ-plane, each shaft hosts one multicast at most in this plane, and

the shaft can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition III, if sources in different XZ-planes have the same z-axis coordinate,

the corresponding destinations cannot have the same x-axis coordinate because if they

have the same x-axis coordinate, they may arrive at the XZ-plane where the destina-

tions reside along the column with the same z-axis coordinate as the sources, making

links in the column conflict. Therefore, Condition III can prevent this situation from
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happening by making each column host one multicast at most, and the links of the

column can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast in the set, XYZ routing can be used via its dedicated row, ded-

icated column and dedicated shaft to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping

with other multicasts. The routing path can be constructed like this. First, route

from the source along the x-axis to find the shaft where each destination is located.

If the destination is in the same XZ-plane as the source, turn to the z-axis to reach

the destination. Otherwise, go along the y-axis to reach the same XZ-plane with the

destination, and finally, turn to the z-axis to reach the destination. Since the rows,

columns and shafts host the multicast exclusively, the resulting paths will not overlap

with the paths of any other multicasts in the set.

Example 5.2 : As shown in Figure 5.5, there are 5 multicasts in a 4×4×3 3D ONoC.

Sources 1, 19, 26, 35, 38 are in different rows and each shaft has only destinations

belonging to the same multicast (i.e., destinations belonging to different multicasts

are in different shafts). This distribution of multicast nodes satisfies the conditions of

XYZ routing in this example. By using XYZ routing, packets from different sources

can always go along dedicated rows and go to the XZ-plane where destinations are

located along dedicated columns. Finally, the packets reach their destinations along

dedicated shafts. Since there is no overlap on any links, only one wavelength is needed.

Figure 5.5: Example 5.2: Illustration of Routing Theorem 5.3 (XYZ

routing) in a 4×4×3 3D ONoC
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Theorem 5.4. (for distribution 4©) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}
in a 3D ONoC, if the distribution of sources and destinations of the set satisfies the

following three conditions, only one wavelength is required by using the ZYX rout-

ing to achieve M simultaneously.

Condition I: If ysi = ysj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), xsi 6= xsj .

Condition II: ∀di,p ∈ Di, ∀dj,q ∈ Dj (p ∈ [1, |Di|], q ∈ [1, |Dj|]), if ydi,p = ydj,q ,

zdi,p 6= zdj,q .

Condition III: If ysi 6= ysj and xsi = xsj for any i, j, zdi,p 6= zdj,q .

Proof. For Condition I, if sources in an XZ-plane have distinct x-axis coordinates (dif-

ferent shafts), each shaft in this plane hosts one multicast at most, and the links in the

shaft can be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition II, if destinations of any multicast do not share rows with other

multicasts in an XZ-plane, each row hosts one multicast at most in this plane, and the

row can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition III, if sources in different XZ-planes have the same x-axis coordinate,

the corresponding destinations cannot have the same z-axis coordinate because if they

have the same z-axis coordinate, they may arrive at the XZ-plane where the destinations

reside along the column with the same x-axis coordinate as the sources, making links in

the column conflict. Therefore, Condition III can prevent this situation from happening

by making each column host one multicast at most, and the links of the column can

only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast in the set, ZYX routing can be used via its dedicated shaft,

dedicated column and dedicated row to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping

with other multicasts. The routing path can be constructed like this. First, route

from the source along the z-axis to find the row where each destination is located. If

the destination is in the same XZ-plane with the source, turn to the x-axis to reach

the destination. Otherwise, go along the y-axis to reach the same XZ-plane with the

destination, and finally, turn to the x-axis to reach the destination. Since the shafts,

columns and rows host the multicast exclusively, the resulting paths will not overlap

with the paths of any other multicasts in the set.

Theorem 5.5. (for distribution 5©) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}
in a 3D ONoC, if the distribution of sources and destinations of the set satisfies the

following three conditions, only one wavelength is required by using the YXZ rout-

ing to achieve M simultaneously.

Condition I: If xsi = xsj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), zsi 6= zsj .
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Condition II: ∀di,p ∈Di, ∀dj,q ∈Dj (p ∈ [1, |Di|], q ∈ [1, |Dj|]), if xdi,p = xdj,q ,

ydi,p 6= ydj,q .

Condition III: If xsi 6= xsj and zsi = zsj for any i, j, ydi,p 6= ydj,q .

Proof. For Condition I, if sources in a YZ-plane have distinct z-axis coordinates, each

column in this plane hosts one multicast at most, and the links in the column can be

used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition II, if destinations of any multicast do not share shafts with other

multicasts in a YZ-plane, each shaft hosts one multicast at most in this plane, and the

shaft can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition III, if sources in different YZ-planes have the same z-axis coordinate,

the corresponding destinations cannot have the same y-axis coordinate because if they

have the same y-axis coordinate, they may arrive at the YZ-plane where the destina-

tions reside along the row with the same z-axis coordinate as the sources, making links

in the row conflict. Therefore, Condition III can prevent this situation from happening

by making each row host one multicast at most, and the links of the row can only be

used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast in the set, YXZ routing can be used via its dedicated column,

dedicated row and dedicated shaft to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping

with other multicasts. The routing path can be constructed like this. First, route

from the source along the y-axis to find the shaft where each destination is located. If

the destination is in the same YZ-plane with the source, turn to the z-axis to reach

the destination. Otherwise, go along the x-axis to reach the same YZ-plane with the

destination, and finally, turn to the z-axis to reach the destination. Since the rows,

columns and shafts host the multicast exclusively, the resulting paths will not overlap

with the paths of any other multicasts in the set.

Example 5.3 : As shown in Figure 5.6, there are 5 multicasts in a 4×4×3 3D ONoC.

Sources 5, 7, 22, 36, 40 are in different columns and each shaft has only destinations

belonging to the same multicast (i.e., destinations belonging to different multicasts

are in different shafts). This distribution of multicast nodes satisfies the conditions of

YXZ routing in this example. By using YXZ routing, packets from different sources

can always go along a dedicated column and go to the YZ-plane where destinations

are located. Finally, the packets reach their destinations along dedicated shafts. Since

there is no overlap on any links, only one wavelength is needed.
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Figure 5.6: Example 5.3: Illustration of Routing Theorem 5.5 (YXZ

routing) in a 4×4×3 3D ONoC

Theorem 5.6. (for distribution 6©) Given a set of multicasts M = {m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}
in a 3D ONoC, if the distribution of sources and destinations of the set satisfies the

following three conditions, only one wavelength is required by using the ZXY rout-

ing to achieve M simultaneously.

Condition I: If xsi = xsj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i 6= j), ysi 6= ysj .

Condition II: ∀di,p ∈Di, ∀dj,q ∈Dj (p ∈ [1, |Di|], q ∈ [1, |Dj|]), if xdi,p = xdj,q ,

zdi,p 6= zdj,q .

Condition III: If xsi 6= xsj and ysi = ysj for any i, j, zdi,p 6= zdj,q .

Proof. For Condition I, if sources in a YZ-plane have distinct y-axis coordinates, each

shaft in this plane hosts one multicast at most, and the links in the shaft can be used

exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition II, if destinations of any multicast do not share columns with other

multicasts in a YZ-plane, each column hosts one multicast at most in this plane, and

the column can only be used exclusively by the multicast.

For Condition III, if sources in different YZ-planes have the same y-axis coordinate,

the corresponding destinations cannot have the same z-axis coordinate because if they

have the same z-axis coordinate, they may arrive at the YZ-plane where the destinations

reside along the row with the same y-axis coordinate as the sources, making links in

the row conflict. Therefore, Condition III can prevent this situation from happening
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by making each row host one multicast at most, and the links of the row can only be

used exclusively by the multicast.

For any multicast in the set, ZXY routing can be used via its dedicated shaft,

dedicated row and dedicated column to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping

with other multicasts. The routing path can be constructed like this. First, route from

the source along the z-axis to find the column where each destination is located. If

the destination is in the same YZ-plane with the source, turn to the y-axis to reach

the destination. Otherwise, go along the x-axis to reach the same YZ-plane with the

destination, and finally, turn to the y-axis to reach the destination. Since the shafts,

rows and columns host the multicast exclusively, the resulting paths will not overlap

with the paths of any other multicasts in the set.

Overall, the above six routing theorems for special distributions have the following

advantages:

(1) Only one wavelength is needed. As long as the distribution of multicast

nodes satisfies the conditions of one routing theorem, the corresponding routing theo-

rem can be used with only one wavelength; therefore, the number of wavelengths used

in these situations is optimal.

(2) Low routing complexity. Only dimension-ordering routings are used in

these routing theorems, which are easy to implement and are minimal-path routing

algorithms.

While the above routing algorithm is optimal for special distributions of multicast

nodes, the distribution of multicast nodes is random in reality and it is hard to classify

all multicast nodes to one particular distribution. Therefore, in the next section, the

design is extended for general instances, where the distribution of multicast nodes is

random.

5.5 Heuristic Routing and Wavelength Assignment

of Multiple Multicasts for General Distribu-

tions

In this section, a heuristic routing and wavelength assignment scheme for the general

distributions of multiple multicasts is proposed, which includes a cluster-based routing

scheme and a reusable wavelength assignment scheme. This Cluster-based Routing and
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Reusable Wavelength Assignment algorithm for Multiple Multicasts in a 3D ONoC is

called CRRWAMM, and I will present these two schemes in the following sections.

5.5.1 Cluster-based Routing Scheme for Multiple Multicasts

in a 3D ONoC

In this section, a cluster-based routing scheme for the general distributions of multicast

nodes is proposed, with the novelty of adopting the multicast-splitting strategy derived

from Chapter 1. Using the multicast-splitting strategy, one multicast can be split into

several sub-multicasts, and multiple sub-multicasts without overlapping paths can be

merged into one cluster with only one wavelength. Since the number of wavelengths is

equal to or smaller than the number of clusters, the objective can be summarised to

reduce the number of clusters.

Specifically, all multicast nodes can be decoupled into a number of clusters by

selecting the proper routing scheme to make the first derived cluster contain as many

multicast nodes as possible. Since each cluster holds multicast nodes that satisfy the

conditions of one of the routing theorems derived from Chapter 5.4, the corresponding

routing scheme can be used to establish routing paths and only one wavelength is

assigned to each cluster.

With the objective of obtaining as few clusters as possible, the key point is which

routing theorem (Theorem 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6) can choose nodes to form a

cluster that accommodates more multicast nodes than using other routing theorems in

each round. Before introducing the algorithm, several factors related to the distribution

of multicast nodes in mesh-based 3D ONoC are first given.

Definition 5.1. Source Count is the number of multicasts whose sources are in a

row (column/shaft), denoted as SC.

Definition 5.2. Destination Count is the number of multicasts whose destinations

are in a row (column/shaft), denoted as DC.

An array diagram is used to present SC and DC, which shows the distribution of

sources and destinations in each dimension, as shown in Figure 5.7.

The meaning of each value in the diagram is as follows:

SD is an SC or DC identifying index. If SD = 0, this diagram shows SC, while it

shows DC when SD = 1.
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Figure 5.7: An array diagram for Source (Destination) Count

SI is a dimension identifying index that shows from which dimension the SC or DC

is obtained. If SI = 0, it shows SC or DC in the rows; if SI = 1, it shows SC or DC

in the columns; if SI = 2, it shows SC or DC in the shafts.

V alue is a q-value area showing the exact number of SC or DC, where fi (i ∈ [1, q])

shows the SC or DC in the ith row (column/shaft). The value of q is related to SI.

For example, in an n × n × l ONoC, if SI = 0, q = nl; if SI = 1, q = nl; if SI = 2,

q = n2.

TSD,SI is defined as the biggest value among all q values of a diagram when SD,

SI are given (TSD,SI = max{f1, f2, ..., fq}|SD,SI). For example, the array diagram in

Figure 5.8 is derived from Figure 5.4, which shows that the Destination Count (SD = 1)

from row 1 to row 12 (SI = 0) is 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0, 3, 0, 2, respectively, and

T1,0 = 3.

Figure 5.8: Example of an array diagram derived from Figure 5.4

TSD,SI presents the number of multicasts whose sources (SD = 0) or destinations

(SD = 1) are in the most “crowded” row (SI = 0), column (SI = 1), or shaft (SI = 2).

By analysing {TSD,SI} of all SD and SI, which special routing theorem can be used

to choose nodes to form a cluster can be decided.

To establish this routing method, three phases are needed, which are shown as

follows:

Phase 1: Get information about the distribution of multicast nodes

In this phase, SC and DC for each dimension are obtained at first, which works

as a foundation to choose nodes to form a cluster. Specifically, six array diagrams

are derived in a 3-dimension ONoC for the given multiple multicasts. Then, calculate

{TSD,SI} for all SD, SI and use these values to choose a proper routing theorem for

the cluster forming in the next phase.

Phase 2: Decide which routing theorem can be used to choose nodes
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The problem solved in this phase is which routing theorem can form a cluster that

holds more multicast nodes than other routing theorems. The main idea is to select

the optional routing set U from the six routing theorems according to the distribution

of sources, and then choose one routing theorem from U according to the distribution

of destinations. The detailed method is as follows:

1. Consider the distribution of sources. As {T0,SI} shows the distribution of sources

when SD = 0 for {TSD,SI}, compare {T0,SI} when T0,SI 6= 0 (SI ∈ P, P = {0, 1, 2})
and get the minimum value t (t = min{T0,SI | SI ∈ P}). When t is obtained, the

optional routing theorem U is determined by the corresponding values of SD and SI.

The reason that the minimum value among {T0,SI | SI ∈ P, P = {0, 1, 2}} is used to

choose the routing theorem is: the sources in the most “crowded” row (column/shaft)

will be decoupled into at most T0,0 (T0,1/T0,2) clusters in the worst case; therefore,

choosing the minimum value among {T0,SI | SI ∈ P} can make these sources be

grouped into as few clusters as possible, thus reducing the number of clusters.

The relationship between the routing selection and the value of SD and SI is shown

in Figure 5.9 when t is obtained. For example, in Figure 5.9 (a), the corresponding

conditions of XZY or XYZ routing can be used to select sources for one cluster when t

is achieved by SD = 0 and SI = 0, which indicates that t is obtained in one row. To

make these sources in one row be grouped into different clusters, choosing sources row

by row can make sources in as few clusters as possible. If the sources in one cluster

are in different rows, they satisfy the Condition I of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.3;

therefore, XZY and XYZ routing can be used in this situation.

Figure 5.9: The relationship between SD, SI and routing selection

If there is more than one T0,SI = t (SI ∈ P ), how to reduce the range of U is

another consideration. A variable a0,SI is used to represent whether T0,SI (SI ∈ P ) is

equal to t. If T0,SI is equal to t, a0,SI = 1; otherwise, a0,SI = 0. For {T0,SI |SI ∈ P}, if∑
SI∈P a0,SI = 1, the routing theorem corresponding to SD and SI when t is obtained

can be put into the routing set U . If
∑

SI∈P a0,SI > 1, the numbers of fi with fi = t
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from those diagrams with T0,SI = t (SI ∈ P ) should be compared. Let Variable b0,SI,i

stand for whether fi is equal to t. If fi = t, b0,SI,i = 1; Otherwise, b0,SI,i = 0. Therefore,

the corresponding routing theorems with the smallest
∑q

i=1 b0,SI,i are chosen and put

into the routing set U , since more sources can be chosen and put in a cluster using the

corresponding routing theorems with the smallest
∑q

i=1 b0,SI,i.

2. Consider the distribution of destinations. For the routing set U derived from

the distribution of sources, {T1,SI | SI ∈ Q,Q ⊆ P} are compared to choose one proper

routing theorem from U . The corresponding SD and SI (SI ∈ Q,Q ⊆ P ) are taken

from Figure 5.9 (b) for all routing theorems in U . Calculate T1,SI (SI ∈ Q) and get the

minimum value t′ (t′ = min{T1,SI |SI ∈ Q}) when T1,SI 6= 0. A variable a1,SI is used

to represent whether T1,SI is equal to t′. If T1,SI is equal to t′, a1,SI = 1; otherwise,

a1,SI = 0. If
∑

SI∈Q a1,SI = 1, the routing theorem corresponding to SD, SI can be

selected when t′ is obtained. If
∑

SI∈Q a1,SI > 1, the numbers of fi with fi = t′ should

be compared from those diagrams with T1,SI = t′. Let Variable b1,SI,i stand for whether

fi is equal to t′. If fi = t′, b1,SI,i = 1; Otherwise, b1,SI,i = 0. The corresponding routing

theorem in U with the smallest
∑q

i=1 b1,SI,i is chosen to select multicast nodes for a

cluster.

Phase 3: Select nodes to form a cluster

As long as the routing theorem is decided, the corresponding conditions can be used

to choose nodes to form a cluster; therefore, the algorithm works as follows:

Step 1 Select the sources that satisfy the Condition I of the routing theorem and

mark them as selected. Mark the sources that have not been chosen and the

corresponding destinations as unselected.

Step 2 Mark the destinations that do not satisfy the Condition III as unselected.

Step 3 Select the destinations that satisfy the Condition II and derive one cluster.

Step 4 Repeat Step 1 to Step 3 until all multicast nodes are selected.

Each cluster derived as above satisfies the conditions of one special routing theorem,

and only one wavelength is needed for each cluster. The pseudocode for the cluster-

based routing algorithm for multiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC is given in Algorithm

3, with the algorithm complexity O(n4l2) for a n× n× l ONoC.
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Algorithm 3: Cluster-based Routing Algorithm for Multiple Multicasts in 3D

ONoC
Input : Source Set S, Destination Set D

Output: Cluster

C ← ∅;F ← ∅;Cluster = 0;D ′ = D;U ← ∅;P = {0, 1, 2}.
while C 6= D do

Get array diagram(); /* Phase 1 */

Get selection routing(); /* Phase 2 */

Cluster partitioning(); /* Phase 3 */

Cluster + +.

end

Function Get array diagram()

for all SD, SI do
Get T0,SI and T1,SI .

end

Function Get selection routing()

Source determination();

Destination determination().

Function Source determination()

for all SI do
t = min{T0,SI}.

end

if
∑

SI∈P a0,SI = 1 then

The routing theorems corresponding to SD and SI when t is obtained are

put in U .

end

else if
∑

SI∈P a0,SI > 1 then

Calculate
∑q

i=1 b0,SI,i with fi = t.

The corresponding routing theorems with the smallest
∑q

i=1 b0,SI,i are put in

U .
end
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Function Destination determination()

for the corresponding SD, SI from U do
SI ∈ Q,Q ⊆ P, t′ = min{T1,SI}.

end

if
∑

SI∈Q a1,SI = 1 then

The routing theorem from U corresponding to SD and SI when t′ is

obtained is chosen.
end

else if
∑

SI∈Q a1,SI > 1 then

Calculate
∑q

i=1 b1,SI,i with fi = t′.

The corresponding routing theorem with the smallest
∑q

i=1 b1,SI,i from U is

chosen.
end

Function Cluster partitioning()

Sort the multiple multicasts in descending order according to their number of

nodes;

Select sources that satisfy the Condition I of the routing;

Remove destinations that do not satisfy the Condition III;

Select the destinations that satisfy the Condition II and put them to F ;

C ← C ∪ F ; D ′ = D − F ; F ← ∅;
return D ′.
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Algorithm 4: Reusable Wavelength Assignment for Multiple Multicasts in a 3D

ONoC using Cluster-based Routing

Input : Routing paths Set P , P =
⋃G
i=1 Pi

Pi: the set of routing paths in Cluster i

Output: Wλ

Wλ = 1;Wijk = 0.

while P 6= ∅ do

for each path pab ∈ Pi do

if
∑

emn∈pab wabk = 0 then
Assign λk to pab.

end

else
k = k + 1.

end

end

if k > Wλ then
Wλ = Wλ + 1.

end

P = P − Pi.
end
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5.5.2 Reusable Wavelength Assignment

After establishing the routing paths, a wavelength assignment strategy is a vital phase

to efficiently utilise the available wavelengths. In this section, a reusable wavelength

assignment scheme is proposed, which assigns a distinct wavelength for all optical

routing paths in each cluster aimed at reducing the number of wavelengths required

through wavelength reusing. The main idea is to assign the same wavelength for clusters

without links overlapping, and assign different wavelengths only for the clusters with

any shared links.

In order to reduce the number of wavelengths, the wavelength assignment scheme

conducts the following steps until each optical routing path is assigned a wavelength.

For each path pab in Cluster i, it first checks whether there is a wavelength λk can be

reused, where k starts from 1. If ∀emn ∈ pab with wabk = 0, no link uses λk and it

can assign λk to all paths in Cluster i. Then it sets wmnk = 1 for each link emn in pab

to reserve λk for Pi. Once all paths from Cluster i have been assigned a wavelength,

they are removed from P . Note that if it cannot reuse any wavelength in the existing

used wavelength set, namely the wavelength λk with k < Wλ, a new wavelength has

to be assigned by increasing Wλ. Therefore, the algorithm can reuse a wavelength

among existing routing paths as many times as possible, and thus decrease the number

of required wavelengths Wλ. The pseudocode of a reusable wavelength assignment is

shown in Algorithm 4. The following result about the upper bound on the number of

wavelengths is also derived by using CRRWAMM.

Theorem 5.7. The number of wavelengths derived by CRRWAMM is no more than

the number of clusters.

Proof. For CRRWAMM, the distribution of multicast nodes in each cluster satisfies

one of the special routing theorems; therefore, only one wavelength is needed for each

cluster. If the routing paths of each cluster conflict with any other clusters, one distinct

wavelength is assigned to each cluster, and the number of wavelengths is equal to the

number of clusters. Otherwise, the same wavelength can be assigned to the clusters

without links overlapping; therefore, the number of wavelengths is smaller than the

number of clusters.

5.5.3 Example of the Proposed Algorithm

Example 5.4 : An example of CRRWAMM for the general distribution of multicast
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nodes in a 4×4×3 3D ONoC is shown in Figure 5.10 with 8 multicasts. According to

the routing method, the detailed routing process is as follows.

Figure 5.10: Example 5.4: Multiple multicast routing method for

general distributions in a 4× 4× 3 3D ONoC

In phase 1, the array diagrams and {TSD,SI} are derived for all SD and SI, which

are shown in Figure 5.10 (b). In phase 2, first consider the distribution of sources. Since

t = min{T0,0, T0,1, T0,2} = 1 and
∑2

SI=0 a0,SI = 1, which are obtained when SD = 0 and

SI = 1, the corresponding routing theorems YZX and YXZ are the optional routings

and are put in U . Then, consider the distribution of destinations. From Figure 5.9

(b), only the situation of SI = 0 and SI = 2 need to be considered, as YZX and YXZ

are in U when SD = 1. Since t′ = min{T1,0, T1,2} = 3 and
∑2

SI=1 a0,SI = 1, which are

obtained when SD = 1 and SI = 2, YXZ routing is used as the routing theorem for

cluster 1. In phase 3, the conditions of YXZ routing are used to select multicast nodes

for cluster 1. In the first step, sort all multicasts in descending order, according to

their number of nodes: |m2| > |m5| ≥ |m3| ≥ |m7| ≥ |m1| > |m8| ≥ |m4| > |m6|. Next,
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Figure 5.11: Different clusters derived by CRRWAMM in Example

5.4

select sources that satisfy Condition I of the YXZ routing. For the source distribution

in this example, all sources satisfy Condition I; therefore, all sources can be selected for

cluster 1. In step 3, destinations 2, 3, 6, 13, 28, 29, 24, 17, 19, 34, 37, 45 do not satisfy

Condition III; therefore, leave them for the next selection. In step 4, destinations 0,

4, 5, 12, 20, 21, 25, 30, 35, 36, 40, 47 satisfy Condition II and are chosen to form

cluster 1. Then, cluster 1 is attained and routing paths are established using the YXZ

routing. Likewise, cluster 2 and cluster 3 are attained, which are shown in Figure

5.11. Finally, all multicast nodes are partitioned to 3 clusters, each of which satisfies

one of the six routing theorems, and only one wavelength is assigned to each cluster.

According to the reusable wavelength assignment algorithm, 3 wavelengths are needed

in this example.

5.6 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of CRRWAMM, extensive simulations are carried out,

using both synthetic traffic patterns and real data traces, compared with tree-based

routing (TB) and path-based routing (PB). The number of wavelengths is used as

the performance metric since it is one of the important factors that influences energy

consumption and chip complexity. A network-level simulation platform is developed

to evaluate the efficiency of CRRWAMM by using C++, which calculates the routing

paths and the number of required wavelengths.
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5.6.1 Simulation with Synthetic Traffic Patterns

The synthetic-based simulations are performed for a random traffic profile, where a

uniform distribution is used to construct the source and destination set of each multi-

cast. In this simulation, each node generates the multicast packets independently, with

a data rate of θ packets/cycle/node, which follows the Poisson distribution, θ ∈ [0, 1].

The multicast traffic is generated in advance and stored in separate traffic files, which

are used to evaluate the performance of different multicast routing schemes. In this

simulation, the number of required wavelengths is evaluated with different network

sizes (4× 4× 3, 8× 8× 3, and 16× 16× 3) and different multicast ratios (30%, 50%,

and 90%) (Yang et al., 2017), which are shown in Figure 5.12 - Figure 5.14.

4× 4× 3 ONoC

There are at most 14, 24 and 43 multicast nodes without overlapping in a 4×4×3 ONoC

(48 nodes) for 30%, 50% and 90% multicast ratios, respectively. Considering each

multicast has at least 3 multicast nodes (one source node and two destination nodes),

there are at most 4, 8 and 14 multicasts, respectively. Figure 5.12 (a) shows the average

number of required wavelengths under different multicast ratios in a 4 × 4 × 3 mesh-

based ONoC. It can be seen that CRRWAMM requires the least number of wavelengths

compared with traditional routing schemes (TB and PB). Figure 5.12 (b) lists the

number of wavelengths’ reduction of CRRWAMM over TB and PB, where the overall

wavelengths reduction is 31.4%.

8× 8× 3 ONoC

Figure 5.13 shows the average number of required wavelengths under different mul-

ticast ratios in an 8 × 8 × 3 mesh-based ONoC. There are at most 57, 96 and 172

multicast nodes without overlapping in an 8× 8× 3 ONoC (192 nodes) for 30%, 50%

and 90% multicast ratios, respectively. Accordingly, there are at most 19, 32 and 57

multicasts, respectively. Figure 5.13 (a) shows that CRRWAMM outperforms the two

other routing schemes in the number of wavelengths needed. Overall, the number of

required wavelengths can be reduced by 35.1% on average, compared to TB and PB (

Figure 5.13 (b)).
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Figure 5.12: Average number of wavelengths in a 4× 4× 3 3D ONoC

Figure 5.13: Average number of wavelengths in an 8×8×3 3D ONoC
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16× 16× 3 ONoC

Figure 5.14 shows the average number of required wavelengths under different multicast

ratios in a 16×16×3 mesh-based ONoC. When the multicast ratio is 30%, there are at

most 230 multicast nodes without overlapping, and at most 76 multicasts in a 16×16×3

ONoC. Likewise, there are at most 384 (691) nodes and 128 (230) multicasts for a

multicast ratio 50% (90%). CRRWAMM still requires the least number of wavelengths

compared with other routing schemes (Figure 5.14 (a)). From Figure 5.14 (b), it can

be seen that the overall reduction of the average number of wavelengths is 33%.

Figure 5.14: Average number of wavelengths in a 16 × 16 × 3 3D

ONoC

Performance Results

As observed from the above results, CRRWAMM outperforms the other two routing

schemes in the number of required wavelengths. The foremost reason for this perfor-

mance gain is the efficiency of CRRWAMM which considers multiple multicasts as a

whole and establishes routing paths, based on the distribution of multicast nodes.

Overall, CRRWAMM shows obvious advantages over tree-based and path-based

routings.
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(1) The number of wavelengths required for CRRWAMM is always least under

different multicast ratios and different network sizes.

(2) CRRWAMM has good scalability. As illustrated in the above figures, CR-

RWAMM has more advantages when the network size increases.

(3) CRRWAMM is a polynomial time algorithm which has a low complexity.

5.6.2 Simulation with Real Data Traces

In order to know the real impact of the presented methods, traces from some application

benchmark suites selected from PARSEC (Hestness et al., 2010) are used. If a node

transmits multiple packets with the same type to different destination nodes in the

successive clock cycles, then it is considered a multicast communication. The addresses

of the source node and all the destination nodes are recorded in the multicast trace

files. Similarly, the same multicast trace files are used in the simulations of different

multicast routing schemes. A 64-node on-chip network (4 × 4 × 4) where four layers

are attached on top of each other is formed. Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 give the

simulation results with the realistic data traces under a multicast ratio 30% and 50%.

Figure 5.15: Average number of wavelengths in different applications

of trace-based simulations in a 4 × 4 × 4 3D ONoC (multicast ratio:

30%)

It can be seen that CRRWAMM consistently reduces the number of wavelengths re-

quired across all tested applications. Compared with TB and PB, CRRWAMM reduces
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Figure 5.16: Average number of wavelengths in different applications

of trace-based simulations in a 4 × 4 × 4 3D ONoC (multicast ratio:

50%)

the number of wavelengths by 35.3%, 13.8% and 33.3%, 13.3%, respectively, when mul-

ticast ratios are 30% and 50%. As was discussed before, CRRWAMM considers the

group of multiple multicasts as a whole and designs a routing algorithm from a global

perspective. It can use non-overlapping links efficiently, reducing the link’s congestion,

while other multicast routing schemes have no such ability as they were designed for a

single multicast, and they only consider each multicast individually, which will increase

links conflicts. Table 5.1 lists the number of wavelengths’ reduction of CRRWAMM

over TB and PB where the overall performance gain is about 24%. Thus, CRRWAMM

can achieve a much better performance than the other multicast routing schemes in

the number of wavelength used.

Furthermore, I compare the wavelength requirements of a 2D ONoC and a 3D

ONoC. Tree-based routing (TB) and path-based routing (PB) are used in a 64-node

2D ONoC (8 × 8) (i.e., TB-2D, PB-2D) and a 3D ONoC (4 × 4 × 4) (i.e., TB-3D,

PB-3D). Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show the average number of required wavelengths

under different multicast ratios in a 2D and a 3D ONoC. We can see that a 3D ONoC

needs a lower number of wavelengths than a 2D ONoC by using the same routing

method when the multicast ratio is the same. Specifically, Figure 5.17 shows that a 3D

ONoC can reduce the average number of wavelengths by 37.27% using PB, and 34.5%

using TB when the multicast ratio is 30% compared to a 2D ONoC; while Figure 5.18
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Table 5.1: The reduction in the number of wavelengths of CR-

RWAMM over other multicast routing schemes

Figure 5.17: Average number of wavelengths in different applications

of a trace-based simulation for a 3D ONoC and a 2D ONoC (multicast

ratio: 30%)
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Figure 5.18: Average number of wavelengths in different applications

of a trace-based simulation for a 3D ONoC and a 2D ONoC (multicast

ratio: 50%)

shows that a 3D ONoC can reduce the average number of wavelengths by 50.3% using

the same routing method when a multicast ratio is 50%. This is because there are

more links available between the communication cores in a 3D ONoC compared to

a 2D ONoC with the same number of nodes; thereby, the routing has more options

to choose routing paths without links’ conflicts. Therefore, a 3D ONoC shows more

advantages than a 2D ONoC in terms of the number of wavelengths used.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, the routing and wavelength assignment problem for multiple multicasts

in a mesh-based 3D ONoC has been studied. First, the definition of the routing and

wavelength assignment problem for multiple multicasts in a 3D ONoC (RWA-MM-

3D-ONoC) was given and it was formulated as an Integer Programming (IP) model.

Six Dimension-Ordering Routings (DORs) for a 3D ONoC were proposed, which were

used as the foundation of routing design in this chapter. Then, the distribution of

multicast nodes was analysed in a mesh-based 3D ONoC and six special distributions

for multicast nodes were derived. Specifically, six routing theorems were proposed,

which can establish non-overlapping paths for any given special distribution using

only one wavelength. Based on these routing theorems, the method was extended for
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general distributions, where the distribution of multicast nodes is random. A Cluster-

based Routing and Reusable Wavelength Assignment method for Multiple Multicasts

(CRRWAMM) was designed by decoupling all multicast nodes into a number of clusters,

each of which satisfies the conditions of the corresponding routing theorem. The upper

bound of the number of wavelengths was proved to be the number of clusters. Finally,

extensive simulations were carried out, which showed that (1) CRRWAMM outperforms

other routing schemes in terms of the number of wavelengths required; (2) A 3D ONoC

requires a lower number of wavelengths than a 2D ONoC when they have the same

number of nodes and the same multicast ratio. CRRWAMM has the advantages of a

low routing complexity, a low wavelength requirement and good scalability.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary of Contributions

The continuous increase in the number of cores and diverse communication require-

ments make it necessary to research the high-performance and scalable inter-core com-

munication network for many-core processors. Multicast communication is one of the

most important traffic patterns in an ONoC. Although there are many schemes to solve

multicast communication, they either focus on multicast routing in an ENoC without

considering a wavelength assignment strategy, or only consider one multicast. When

there are multiple multicast applications requiring communication at the same time in

an ONoC, these methods are very likely to cause high contentions without considering

other multicasts.

In this thesis, the research objective can be summarised as the design of a high-

performance multiple multicasts communication scheme for many-core processors, con-

sidering the network resource requirements and the physical properties of the ONoC.

Specifically, the multiple multicasts communication problem under three domains has

been investigated, with the objective of reducing the number of wavelengths used. The

key idea is to utilise the multicast-splitting strategy to reduce the conflicts of differ-

ent multicasts. Three heuristic routing and wavelength assignment schemes have been

designed to solve the problem.

To find the important characteristics and challenges of multiple multicasts commu-

nication in an ONoC, Chapter 2 presented a detailed description, including the back-

ground and relevant concepts for multicast communication in an ONoC. In addition,

the current existing research of multicast communication in the ONoC was discussed.

Therefore, this chapter can help researchers to understand the research status in this
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area.

To solve the multiple multicasts problem in an ONoC, a path-based routing and

wavelength assignment scheme (called PRWAMM) was proposed as the first solution in

Chapter 3. Since an ONoC requires low complexity design, the path-based routing can

be a good choice because of its low manufacture complexity. As far as I know, this is the

first work to research the wavelength assignment problem for multiple multicasts in the

ONoC. In this solution, the wavelength assignment strategy for multiple multicasts in

the ONoC has been investigated under a path-based routing, including intra-multicast

and inter-multicast wavelength assignment methods. Two schemes were proposed to

implement the intra-multicast wavelength assignment, while a heuristic algorithm has

been designed to implement the inter-multicast wavelength assignment, according to

the relative distribution of different multicasts. Simulation results verified the theoreti-

cal results and showed that PRWAMM can efficiently reduce the number of wavelengths

used. However, PRWAMM establishes routing paths considering only the distribution

of each multicast individually, so it is efficient for a small number of multicasts. As

the number of multicasts enlarges, it lacks the flexibility to avoid conflicts of different

multicasts.

To overcome the limitation of PRWAMM, Chapter 4 presented a distribution-based

routing and wavelength assignment scheme for multiple multicasts (called RWADMM),

which has greater flexibility to reduce the conflicts of links by considering the distri-

bution of different multicasts. In RWADMM, an optimal routing method for special

instances in a mesh-based 2D ONoC was studied by analysing the distribution of source

and destination nodes, which only needs one wavelength for a group of multicasts. To

solve the multiple multicasts communication problem for the random distribution, a

Group-Partitioning Routing algorithm (GPRMM) was derived. In GPRMM, a group of

multicasts was decoupled into a number of sub-groups, with each sub-group matching

one of the special instances. Theoretical results show that the number of wavelengths

required by GPRMM is no more than the Destination Density, defined as the maximum

number of multicasts whose destinations are in the same row or column. The number

of wavelengths is upper bounded by the network size n for an n × n mesh network if

there are no multicast nodes overlapping. Overall, RWADMM can efficiently reduce

the number of wavelengths used, with the advantages of the low complexity and good

scalability.

Since Three-Dimensional (3D) integration can overcome the barriers of interconnect

scaling, a 3D ONoC will bring further performance improvements, compared to its 2D
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counterparts. Because of the different layouts of nodes, the simple extension of exist-

ing methods from a 2D ONoC to a 3D ONoC may not have a desirable performance.

Therefore, a novel routing and wavelength assignment scheme for multiple multicasts

in a 3D ONoC has been proposed in Chapter 5, named CRRWAMM. By analysing the

distribution of multicast nodes in a mesh-based 3D ONoC, six special distributions of

source and destination nodes were derived. An optimal routing and wavelength assign-

ment scheme was designed, which can establish non-overlapping paths for each special

distribution with only one wavelength. A heuristic routing and wavelength assignment

scheme for general distributions in a 3D ONoC was designed, where the distribution

of multicast nodes is random. It includes two sub-algorithms: (1) A cluster-based

routing method that decouples multicast nodes into a number of clusters, with each

cluster satisfying one of the special distributions; (ii) A reusable wavelength assign-

ment method that assigns the same wavelength for clusters without links overlapping.

The upper bound of the number of wavelengths used by CRRWAMM proved to be the

number of clusters. In addition, the results indicated that CRRWAMM can achieve a

better multicast communication performance than others, in terms of the number of

wavelengths used. In addition, a 3D ONoC requires a lower number of wavelengths

than a 2D ONoC when they have the same number of nodes and the same multicast

ratio.

In this thesis, the multicast-splitting strategy is used as the research principle, which

splits one multicast into multiple sub-multicasts to reduce the conflicts of different

multicasts. However, in this work, one multicast may need multiple wavelengths to send

packets to different destinations; therefore, the power consumption may increase. As

far as I know, for a reliable communication in an ONoC architecture, the minimum laser

power for each source node proportionally increases with the number of wavelengths.

Since the laser source should provide enough power intensity for each wavelength used,

its output power should be higher than Ni × Pworst, where Ni (Ni ≥ 1) is the number

of wavelengths used by the source node of multicast mi (1 ≤ i ≤ C) and Pworst

is the worst-case power consumption for one wavelength. If there are C multicasts

simultaneously, the laser power should be higher than
∑C

i=1Ni × Pworst by using the

multicast-splitting strategy. On the other hand, one multicast is assigned only one

wavelength without the multicast-splitting strategy, so the laser power is C × Pworst.
Since Ni ≥ 1,

∑C
i=1Ni × Pworst ≥ C × Pworst. Therefore, using the multicast-splitting

strategy may consume more laser power than not using this strategy. However, the

static power for thermally tuning the resonant wavelength of MRs is proportional to
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the total number of wavelengths used (Li et al., 2014), denoted as
∑W

i=1MRλi × PMT ,

where W is the total number of wavelengths used in the multicast-splitting strategy,

MRλi is the total number of MRs used for wavelength λi and PMT is the tuning

power for each MR. If the multicast-splitting strategy is not used, this static power is∑W ′

j=1MRλj × PMT , where W ′ (W ′ ≥ W ) is the total number of wavelengths used. As

I discussed in this thesis, using the multicast-splitting strategy can significantly reduce

the total number of wavelengths used, which in turn reduces the thermal tuning power.

This reduction of the thermal tuning power (
∑W ′

j=1MRλj ×PMT −
∑W

i=1MRλi×PMT )

should offset the increase of laser power (
∑C

i=1Ni × Pworst − C × Pworst) caused by

the multicast-splitting strategy, so an overall gain in the total power consumption may

be attained by adopting the multicast-splitting strategy. However, how to achieve

the trade-off between the total number of wavelengths used and the number of sub-

multicasts in order to reduce power consumption will be interesting future work.

6.2 Future Work

This thesis focuses on solving the communication problem of multiple multicasts in an

ONoC. However, there are still a lot of challenging research problems in the design

of high-performance inter-core communication schemes for many-core processors. In

future, in addition to research the influence of the multicast-splitting strategy on power

consumption, various extensions to the current research are possible to further enrich

the research domain.

1. Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Multicast Communication

in Different Topologies in an ONoC

While most existing routing and wavelength assignment methods are designed on

mesh-based topology because of its simplicity and good scalability, the advantages

of other topology structures are underutilised. For example, torus is a good option

for mitigating wavelength conflicts due to the connection of opposite edges, making

data have more options to transmit (Guo et al., 2017). However, extra wires need

to be added to the chip, which may increase the complexity of wiring and hardware

cost. Therefore, the first prospective work is to explore the routing and wavelength

assignment method to accommodate all given multicasts under different topologies,

with the objective of achieving the trade-off between performance and cost.

2. Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Multicast Communication

under the Constraints of Light Splitters in an ONoC
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A light splitter is one of the key components to support multicast in an ONoC, which

splits an input optical signal into multiple outputs without changing any property of

the signal, except the signal power (Morris et al., 2014). In my design, I assumed

every core has the splitting capacity, which is not effective due to its complicated

fabrication and high expense. Therefore, the second prospective work is how to design

a routing and wavelength assignment algorithm for multicast communication under

the constraints of light splitters, which includes two problems: (1) the number and

allocation of light splitters in the network; (2) the routing and wavelength assignment

for multicast communication under the given network.

3. Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Multicast Communication

under the Constraints of TSVs in a 3D ONoC

Through-Silicon-Via (TSV) is the most promising approach in a 3D ONoC, through

which multiple device layers are stacked together with direct vertical interconnects.

Since the use of TSVs in a 3D ONoC will introduce architecture level design issues

(e.g., large area overhead and hardware cost), several routing algorithms have been

proposed to reduce the number of vertical links (TSVs) (Dubois et al., 2013)(Salamat

et al., 2018). However, these methods consider only one multicast, which cannot be

used effectively for multiple multicasts. Therefore, the third prospective work is to

design a routing and wavelength assignment algorithm for multiple multicasts in a 3D

ONoC under the constraints of TSVs .

4. Hardware Implementation for the Proposed Schemes

Since there is no hardware implementation platform in our laboratory, how to im-

plement these schemes in a hardware platform has not been well studied. As a future

direction, the particular ONoC architecture to implement the proposed resource allo-

cation strategies can be designed, in terms of reducing the architecture complexity and

power consumption.
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